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The State Criminal Justice Telecommunications {STACOM} Project
consists of two major study tasks. The first entails a study of criminal
justice telecommunication system user requirements and system traffic
requirem+.uts through the year 19$5. The second investigates the least
cost network alternatives to meet these specifi$d traffic requirements.
Mayor documentation of the STACOM Project is organized in four
volumes as follows:
State Criminal Justice Telecommunications	 77-53
(STACOP! l Final Report - Volume I:
	 Vol. i
Execut we 5ummary
State Criminal Justice Telecommunications	 77-53
(STAGOM) Final Report -Volume TI:
	
Vol. II
RequiremenL;s analysis and Design of Ohio
Criminal Justice Telecommunications Network
State Criminal Justice Telecommunications
	 77 -53
(STACOM) Final Report -. Volume III:	 Vol. III
Requirements Analysis and Design of Texas
Criminal Justice Telecommunications Network
State Criminal Justice Telecommunications	 77-53
(^TACOM} Final Report - Volume IV:
	
Voi. IV
Network Design Software Users' Guide
The above material is also organized in an additional four
volumes which provide a slightly different reader orientation as fellows:
Title	 Document No.
State Criminal Justice Telecommunications	 503C-^3*
(STACOM) Functional Requirements -
State of Ohio
State Criminal Justice Telecommunications	 503Q-61*
(STACOM) Functional Requirements -
Stare of Texas
State Criminal Justice Telecommunications	 5030-80^
(STACOM} user Requirements Analysis
State Criminal Justine Telecommunications	 5030-99*
(STACOM) Network Design and Performance
Analysis Techniques




This document, No. 77-53. Volume IV, entitled, "Network Design
Software Users' Guide," describes techniques that are implemented in the
STACOM program. It then illustrates the application of this program by
providing a run example with detailed input/output listing.
It presents the results of one phase of research carried out
jointly by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of
Technology, and the States of Texas and Ohio. The project is sponsored by
the Law enforcement Assistance Administration, Department of Justice,
through the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (Contract NAS7-
104).
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ABSTRACT
A users' guide is provided in this volume far the network design
software developed during the State Criminal Justice Telecommunications
(STACOM) pro3ect sponsored by the Law Enforcement Assistance Administra-
tion (LEAH).
The network design program is written in FORTRAN V and implemented
on a UNIVAC 1108 computer under the EXEC-$ operating system which enables
the user to construct least-coat network topologies for criminal justice
digital telecommunications networks. A complete description of program
features, inputs, processing logic, and outputs is presented. Also
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1.1	 PURPOSE AND SCOPE
The STACOM (Ate Criminal Justice ,^Q[^munieation) network
topology program is a softwarQ tool which has been developed and utilized
during the STACOM project. This Software Uses' Guide provides:
(1) A detailed description of the program, i.e., what it
does and haw it does it.
(2) Details of the STACOP: storage structure and of its
program structure so that a user can easily comprehend
its capabilities and limitations.
(3) Details of the options available, a functional block
diagram, and a program listing with comment statements
so that a user can expand/improve the program
capabilities by either changing parameter values or
modifying the program itself.
(^1)
	
Details of a sample run stream used as a reference run
for correct operation, and an input/output example, so
that a user can easily operate the program as a tool
for network design,
The STACOM program was developed and implemented with the
FORTRAN-V programming language, which is one of several high-level
languages avail^k,'.^ in the UNIVAC 1148 computer systems at the Jet
Propulsion Laboratory. EXEC-ti is the operating system used in ^.hese
systems. With this in mind, usage of this program in a sia^ilar UNIVAC
system may require some degree of conversion effort. For a facility with
computers other than the UNIVAC type, a considerable effort would be
required in converting this program into one compatible with the operating
system of that facility.
The balance of this document consists essentially of two
parts. The first deals with the functional design portion of the STACOM
topology program (Section 2); the other is concerned with the operational
aspect (section 3).
1.2	 SUMMARY
1.2.1	 'Phe STACOM Program
The development of the STACOM (STAte Criminal Justiee
CO^tmunication) network topology program was performed to support the pri-
mary STACOFI objective of providing the tools needed for designing and eval-
uating intrastate communication networks. The STACOM project goals are to:
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(1) Develop and document techniques for intrastate traffic
measurement, analysis of measured data, and prediction
of traffic growth.
(2) Develop and document techniques for intrastate, network
design, performance analysis, modeling, and simulation.
(3) Illustrate applications of network design and analysis
techniques to typical existing network aanfigurations
and new or improved configurations.
(^} Develop and illustrate a methodology for establishing
priorities for cost-effective expenditures to improve
capabilities in deficient areas.
A task involving the development of a software package for the
synthesis and analysis of alternate network topologies was undertaken.
In the following subsections, we describe a typical law
enforcement communication network, what the STACOM program does, how it
does it, and a general operating procedure for using the program.
	
1.2.2	 State Criminal Justice Communication Network and its Qptimization
A State law enforcement communication network is defined as a
network which contains a set of system terminations connected by a set of
links. Each system termination consists of one or more physical terminals
or computers located at the same city, called a terminal city. The main
purpose of the communication network is to provide to the terminal users
rapid access to and response from the data base system, and rapid response
time far intra-agency communication.
Various ways of connecting a given set of terminals may be
used, depending on different requirements. Because the operating costs
for a given communication network depend very much on its layout, some
cost reduction is possible through an initial investment in a
oonfiguratian analysis.
The activity of designing a network with the lowest costs
which satisfy loading requirements, called network optimization, uses
various existing techniques which provfje means far such purposes.
	
1.2.3	 Functions Performed by the STACQM Program
The STACOM program is a software tool which has been developed
to design optimal networks that will achieve lower operating cost^. It
utilizes a modified Esau-Williams technique to search for these direct
links between system terminations and a regional switching center {RSC)
which may be eliminated in order to reduce operating costs without
impairing system performance. The RSC provides either a switching
capability, a data base center, or both.
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Inputs for the STACOM program contain data such as traffic,
terminal locations, and functional requirements. The network may be
divided into any number of desired regions in any given program run. Rach
region has a Regional 5witehing Center {RSC) which serves terminals in its
region. RSCs are, finally, interconnected to form the complete network.
Upon receipt of a complete set of input data, the STACOM program first
performs the formation of regions and, if needed, the selection of RSCs.
The program then builds a regional network in which only system
terminations in the region are connected. The program subsequently
optimizes the regional network for each region requested by the user.
The formation of regions is performed by the program on the
basis of attempting to arrive at near-equal amounts of traffic for a1i
regions. After finding the farthest unassigned system termination from
the system cEntroid (a geographical center}, the program starts formation
of the first region by selecting unassigned system terminations close to
this system termination until the total amaunt of traffic for that region
is greater than a certain percentage (9Q^ in this implementation) of the
average regional traffic. The average regional traffic is simply the
Total network traffic divided by the number of desired regions. The same
process is repeated by the program in forming the rest of the regions.
The selection of an RSC is based on the minimal traffic-
distance product sum. In the selection process, each system termination
is chosen as a trial RSC, and the sum of traffic-distance products ^s then
calculated. The location of the system termination which provides the
minimal sum is then selected as the RSC, although the location oi' the RSC
for a given region may also be specified by the use:. The optimization
process consists of two basic steps, i.e., searching for Lines whosE
elimination yields the best cost saving, and updating the network. The
twa steps are repeated until no further saving is possible.
Before performing network optimization, the STACOM program
constructs an initial star network in which each system termination is
directly connected to the regional center. It then starts the
optimization process. At the termination of this process, a multidrop
network is generally developed. In a multidrop network, same lines have
more than one system termination; these are called multidrop lines.
When needed, the STACOM program will continue to form an
optimized interregional network, which consists of inter-connections
between regional centers.
The process for interregional network optimization involves
the same two steps searching and updating. However, the searching step
is primarily to find the alternate route, for diverting traffic between two
regional switching centers, that provides the best saving.
Based on the data provided, a successful run of the STACOM
program generates a regular printer output and, if requested, a CalComp
plot. The printer output contains data such as initia] regional network
and optimized network costs, assignments of system terminations, etc. The
CalCamp plot shows the geographical connections of the optimized network





	 Initialization and Setun. When the STACOM program is executed
from an 80-character/line demand terminal, an alternate file, 100, to be
used as a printer output file. must be defined. Otherwise, all printout
data will be directed to the terminal which will produce interleaving
output. The Yi1e is defined by the statement EASG,UP 100.
In addition to the redirection of output file destination, the
user must direct the punch card file to a proper unit for a CalComp
plotter. As ar. example, the statement @SYM,P PUNCH$ „ G9PLTF will direct
the punch card images to a CalComp plotter designated with GQPi,TF.
1.2.4.2	 St.^irtina a Run.
1.2.4.2.1
	 1^atch Moc+ ^. Following is a list of control statements
required when running the STACOM program as a batch runs
@RUN run-TD, account-no., pro,^eet-ID, SUP-time, pages/cards








The RUN card gives the following information: designated run
ID, user's account number, project-ID, expected SUP-time usage (sum of CPU
time, I/O time, and control/execute request time}, limited number of
printer pages, and number of cards which may be generated from the run.
Plotter-lD gives the logical ID of the CalComp pen plotter end file is the
file which contains the absolute element of the 5TACOM program. Printer-
ID gives the logical ID of the line printer. INPUT DATA as shown is the
input data required. When all of these data items are in order and ready,
the deck can be submitted to the operator for processing.
1.2.4.2.2 Demand Mode. If program execution is to be performed via a
demand termina:^., the user can converse interactively with the program.
The user may also run the program as a batch fob by Navin all input data
prepared and added after the @XQT statement.
Under the conversational mode, the user acts as a respondent
who answers the requests for data made by the program. This mode of
operation provides the user wit? an understanding of how the program is
progressing. A user can very often terminate a ran before a complete set
of input data is given if he has same knowledge of the progress being
made, This capability can pr^vert the user From an unnecessary waste of
time. For example, if a run encounters a system which has more oversized
distance data than allowed, a message from the program will be printed out
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on the terminal. This will force the user to modify the program in order
to handle the large number of oversized distance data.
1.2.4.3	 ^lormal Termination. 1^fhen a 3TAC4M program run proceeds
successfully and terminates normally, the normal file unit 6 will contain
messages for each successful regional network optimization. After a
normal termination, the user can diract the output file 140 to a printer
device, and the CalComp plot will be generated by the designated Cal Comp
pen plotter.
1.2.5	 Aborting and Recovering a Run
When a run encounters trouble resulting From incorrect input
data, the user can u,,e the normal aborting procedure to termira;,4 ^.ts
execution if it is a demand ,job. A statement of @@% after interrupting
the line communication by pressing the BREAK key, will terminate a program
execution at any time. On the other hand, the EXEC-8 may abort a run when
certain serious violations occur during its execution.
If a program run has been interrupted because of a system
outage, no recovery of the run is possible.
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Two types of analysis are involved in designing a communi-
cation network. The first is concerned with arriving at acceptable
line loadings; the second involves the achievement of optimal line
configurations. The STACOM program was developed to accomplish both
of these types of analysis.
Before describing the STACOM program itself, a State criminal
justice information system with its communication network is examined
as a typical existing communication network. The goal of the STACOM
program is then discussed.
2.1.1	 State Criminal Justice Information System
An information system is usually developed to provide a system-
-	
atic exchange of information. between a group of organizations. The infor-
mation system is used to accept (as inputs), store (in files or a data base),
and display (as outputs) strings of symbols that are grouped in various
ways. While an information system may exist without a digital computer, we
will consider only systems which contain digital computers as integral parts.
Information systems can be classified in various ways for
various purposes. If classification is by the type of service rendered,
the type of information system which serves a criminal justice community
within a State can ba considered as an information storage and retrieval
system. This type of information system is the subject of our interest.
For example, the State of Ohio has an information system with a data
base located at Columbus. The data base contains records an wanted per-
sons, stolen vehicles, and stolen license plates. Also included in the
same computer are files of the Bureau of Motor Vehicles (BMV) which
contain records on all licensed drivers and motor vehicles in that State.
2.1.2	 State Digital Communisation Network
For a given State information system, the storage and retrieval
of data to/from the data base can be accomplished in various ways for
different user requirements, In general, the users of a State criminal
,justice information. system are geographically distant from the central data
base computer. Because a fast turn-around time is a necessity for this
particular user community, direct in-line access to the central data base
by each criminal ,justice agency constitutes the most important of the user's
requirements. In addition, it is required to move message data quickly
from one agency to another at a different location. These goals require
the establishment of a data communication network. Because the computer








A digital communication netwark consists mainly of a set of
nodes ao:anected by a set of links. The nodes may be computers, terminals,
or other types of eommunieatian control units that are places in various
locations, and the links are the communication channels providing data
paths between the nodes. These channels are usually private or switched
lines that and leased from a common carrier. A sample example of a
netwark is given in Figure 2-1, where the links between modems are
communication lines leased from a common carrier, The communication
control unit in city E is used to multiplex or concentrate several law-
speed terminals auto a high-speed line. The line which connects cities C,
D, and others is called a multidrop line, and this line connects several
terr^inals Ica the data base computer.
2.1.3	 A STACOM Communication Network
For the purposes of the STACOM study, a communication network
was defined as a set of system terminations connected by a set of links.
Each system termination consists of one or more physical terminals ar
computers located at the same city.
DB
4,. ^ _
CITY C CITY D
w
DIAL
CITY E !	 UP	
-^ NET-	 CC
WORK
DB	 DATE BASE COMPUTER
CC	 COMMUNICATION CONTROL UNIT
O MODEM
TERMINAL
Figure 2-1. Example of a Digital Communication Network
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-	 2.1.4	 Communication Network Configurations
The communication network for an information system with a
central data base computer is one of three basic network configurations:
the star, the multidrop, or distributed connection. These three types are




As shown ^.n Figure 2-2, the star network consists of four
direct connections, one far each system termination. Each connection is
called a central link. The multidrop network has one line with two system
terminations and two central links. In the distributed network shown,
more than one path exists between each individual system termination and





Given a communication network, the operating costs for the
various types of lines or common carrier facilities required are governed
by tariffs based upon location, circuit length, and type of line.
Experience suggests that the operating cost of a network can often be
substantially reduced by an initial investment in a configuration
analysis. Yn other words, some efforts in network optimization generally
provide cost-saving.
Figure 2-2. basic Communication Network Configurations
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There are two ways of constructing a communication network
in a geometrical sense. One can divide a communisation system into
several regions, construct an optimal regional communication network
for each region, and then build an inter-regional network connecting
all of the regional centers to the central data base center. Each
regional center is responsible for switching messages issued from and
returned to each system termination in the region. Alternatively,
one can consider the whole system as a region which is entirely made
up of system terminations, and perform the optimization for that region.
2.1.b	 The STACOM Program and its Purposes
One of the ab3ectives in the STACOM study is to design optimal
and effective communication networks which will satisfy predicted future
traffic loads for both selected model states, Ohio and Texas. In order to
achieve this ob^eetive, the STACOM program was developed and utilized for
the analysis and synthesis of alternative network topologies. It is also
the project's goal that the final product be a portable software package
which can be used as a network design tool by any user.
In network design, two mayor problems are the selection of a
coat-effective line configuration for given traffic, and the design of an
optimal network to arrive at lower operating costs.
The goal of the STACOM program is to provide a user with a
systematic method for solving both problems. In other words, the main
purpose of the STACOM program is to provide the network designer with a
tool which he can use for line selection and for obtaining optimal line
connections.
2.1.7	 Functions Performed by the STACOM Program
The STACOM program can be used to generate an optimal network
configuration for a communication system if traffic to/from each system
termination is provided. In addition to performing the normal
input/output Functions, the program will:
{1) Define regions, based on equal traffic distribution.
(2) Select regional centers, based on minimal traffie-
distance product sum.
(3) Form a regional star network with the selected regional
center as the regional switching center (RSC).
(^) Perform regional network optimization.
{5) Form. an optimized inter-regional network if required.
In performing initial network formation and subsequent




(1)	 The line utilization factor does not exceed a specific
number
{2} The average terminal-response time is less than a
preselected unit of time
(3}	 The number of terminals on a multidrop line is less than
a preselected number.
In the process of regional network optimization, the STACOM
program utilizes a modified Esau-Williams method (Reference 1). Starting
with a star network, in which each system termination has a central link
to the regional center, the optimization prooess searches far a central
link, the elimination of which will provide the best savings in cast; the
program then provides an alternate route for the traffic that would. have
been carried by the link eliminated. The process is repeated until na
further cost saving is possible. The result of this process is a multi-
-	 drop network.
When a communication system has more than two regions, the
STACOM program can also be used to generate an optimal inter-regional
network. It first constructs an initial inter-regional network in which
every Regional Switching Center (RSC) has a direct link to every other
RSC, it then performs line elimination by diverting traffic through other
routes.
Figure 2-3 gives examples of regional star networks and an
initial inter-regional network; Figure 2-^ gives examples of optimized
regional networks and inter-regional network obtained from Figure 2-3.
2.2	 MAIN FEATURES
As described in Paragraph 2.1, the STACOM program has been
developed for the purpose of performing analysis and synthesis of
alternative network topologies. The following is a list of features which
characterize the STACOM program:
{T}	 The Esau-Williams routine has been modified, tested
and utilized for determining near optimal network
topology.
(2} A tree type structure is used as the storage structure
in the program.
(3} The program execution has been made flexible; for
example, constraint on response time for a multidrop
line is now an input parameter.
{4) A response-time algorithm has been implemented in the
program.








2.2.1.1	 Storage. 5inee a multidrop network can be viewE^d as a tree
composed of sub-trees, it was determined that atree -type data structure
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O REGIONAL SWITCHING CENTER
SYSTEM TERMINATION
LINE CONNECTION BETWEEN SYSTElv1 TERMINATIONS
—__ LINE CONNECTION BETWEEN RSCs
_._._ REGIONAL 90UNI^ARY LINE
Figure 2-3. Example of Initial Regional Networks and
an Initial Interregional Network
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A tree-type storage structure is therefore needed in the
program. This tree-type storage structure is implemented by defining
a set of storage ce11s.
Each system termination (data} is represented internally by a
^storge cell in the program. Farah cell consists of five fields and each
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LINE CONNECTION BETWEEN SYSTEM 7ERMlNATIONS
_.^_tINE CONNECTION BETWEI=N RSCs
_.w._REGIONAL BOUNDARY LINE
Figure 2-^}. Example of Optimized Regional Networks and
an Optimized Ynterregional Network
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_-	 Defining that system termination X is a successor of Y
x^	 and Y a predecessor of X if X branohes out from X, and X is the coat
-`	 of a tree iP it has no predecessor before it, then the basso storage





f^	 f^ f^ g^ f5
Let e(fi )	 content of ^.-th field in a storage Deli TA, where IA is an
-	 internal index for a system termination A (data), then
e(.f^) = the number of system terminations under A
-	 e(f^} = a pointer which points co the #'first successor of A
c(f^) = a pointer whioh points to the next system
termination whose predecessor is the same as A's
e(f^) = a painter which points back to the previous system
termination whose predecessor is the same as A's
e(f5 } = a pointer which points to A's predecessor
When there is a 'zero' in a field, this indicates there is no
one relating to A under that specific relationship. Given a tree as
Figure 2-5, A is root of the tree; it has u successors, i.e., B, C, D, and
E. Figure 2-6
 is the internal representation of that relationship among
indices I A , IB , I^, Tp, and Ig which are internal cardinal numbers for
system terminations A, B, C, D, and E.
The first field of storage cell I A
 indicates that there are
four system terminations under IA; the pointer to IB says that I$ is its
first successor. Since I A
 is the root of the tree, the other three fields





Figure 2-5. A Tree with A as its Roat
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^e
IA = INDfX FQR A
Figure 2-b. Internal Representation of the Tree
in Figure 2-5
Tn the case of IC, ID is the next successor of IA and the
previous successor of I A
 is I^. Its third field has a pointer pointing to
ID, and its fourth field a pointer pointing to Ig.
2.2.1.2	 P.R. The STACQM program consists of twelve functionally
independent routines. Figure 2-7 shows the basic structure of the
program. Z'he functional interrelationship is indicated by arrows.
An a:•row from routine A to routine $ indicates that routine B
Will be called upon by routine A during its execution. Ali of these
routines communicate to each other through the COMMON block in addition to
the normal subroutine arguments.
Major functions of eleven of these routines are given below.
RSPNSF Routine is described in the following paragraph.
(1)	 MAIN Routine
'This is the master routine of the STACOM program. In
its execution, it reads in all the data required from an
input device (cart+ reader or demand terminal} and
performs calculations of distances between any twc
system terminations. It assigns system terminations to
regions, and, if necessary, selects the regional
switching center by finding the system termination in
the region with the minimal traffic-distance product
sum. It calls upon routine RGNNET to build a star
network and then performs network optimization, if










Figure 2-7. STACOM Program Structure
It also performs the construction of are inter-regional
network and its optimization by calling subroutine
IR^10P .
In addition to these praeessings, the MAIN routine also
prints out distance matrix, traffic matrix, and lists
of system terminations by region.
(2)	 RGNNET Routine
This routine is called upon only by the MAIN routine.
Its main functions are the formation and optimization of
regional star networks. During the formation of a
regional star network, each system termination is linked
directly to the designated or selected Regional
Switching Center (RSC) by assigning the Rir index to the
last field of each associated storage cell. Tree
relationships are built among system terminations by
assigning pointers to the third and fourth fields of
each storage cell. The resulting star network is then
printed on the printer.
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The optimization process utilizes the Esau- R'illiams
algorithm (Reference 1) with some modifications. Yt
consists of two steps: searching for a central link (a
direct link from a system termination to RSC) with best
cost savings under constraints (such as response-time
requirement}, and subsequent network updating. This
network optimization process is executed only upon
request. When no further cost improvement is possible,
this routine prints a resulting network with data such
as number of system terminations and the response time,
traffic, cost, etc., associated with each multidrop
line. Routine PLOTPT is then called upon to plot
the resulting network layout.
(3}	 IRNOP Routine
This routine is called upon to cat by routine MAiN. Tt
forms an interregional network and then performs its
optimization. The interregional lines are assumed to be
full-duplex lines. During the optimization process, no
line between two RSCs can be eliminated if traffic
between them cannot be handled through only one
intermediate RSC. Also, each RSC requires at least two
lines to other RSCs.
(^)	 LINNUM Routine
This routine provides an estimated line configuration
required to satisfy a given traffic load and is mainly
called upon by routine RGNNFT. During its execution,
utilization of selected lines are calculated against the
given traffic load by calling RHOFUN so that effective
line utilization is less than the pre-determined number.
(5)	 RHOFUN Routine
This routine calculates the line effective utilization
for a given traffic and line configuration.
(b)	 ICOSTJ Routine
Given the line configuration and indices for any two
system terminations, this routine calculates the
installation costs and annual recurring costs for
the line and other chargeable items required. In
calculating line costs, it calls upon routin g
 DIST
for distance data between two given system termina-
tions. Resulting cost data are arranged by chargeable
item type.
(7)	 DIST Routine
This routine retrieves distance data between any two
system terminations by calling routine PACK. When the
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distanoe is greater than 510 miles, it retrieves
distance data by Galling routine RECOVR.
($}	 PACK Routine
This routine stores or retrieves distance data between
any two system terminations. It is called upon by
routine MAIN for distance data depositing, and called
upon by routine DIST for its retrieval. For the p^;rpose
of saving storage, distance data has been compressed,
and each 36-bit word has been divided into four sub-
words of 9 bits. Therefore, any distance datum with
value equal to or greater than 511 is stared in another
specified area; its retrieval calls upon routine RECOVR.
(9)	 RECOVR Routine
During distance data retrieval in the execution of the
DIST routine, if the return value from routine PACK is
511, this routine will be oalled upon to provide the
actual distance data, which is equal to or greater than
511.
(10} LINK Routine
Since the distanoe between any two system terminations
I and J is independent of how I and J are referred to,
the routine LINK provides a mechanism for preserving
such an independency by mapping T and J into an absolu^e
index.
(11) PLOTPT Routine
Thia routine provides instructions for plotting a given
point on a CalComp plotter. Location of a point is
caieulated by its associated Vertical-f3orizontal (V-H)
coordinates (defined un^er Paragraph 2.4.2).
2.2.2	 Response Time Algorithm -- RSPNSE Routine
There is a limit on the number of terminals which can be
linked together by a multidrop line due to constraints on reliability and
response time. i^owever, it would be an oversimplification to dust use a
particular number as the main constraint in determining how many terminals
a multidrop line can have. In reality, the response time of a given
multidrop line depends on the amount of traffic, the number of terminals
on the line, and very heavily, on the number of transactions to be
processed in the data base computer system.
'	 Tn the STACOM program, a response time algorithm is imple-
_	 mented in such a way that during the network optimization process it is
used to accept or reject the addition of a given terminal to a multidrop
line. This response tir^.e routine ealoulates the average response time
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on the given multidrop line, given the number of terminals and amount
of peak traffic on the line. This average response time accounts for
the following types of delays; the wait-for-line time and line service
time far the inquiry message from a terminal to the central switcher
(i.e., a switcher which either contains data bases or communicates
directly with the data base computer}, the computer turnaround time
at the switcher, and the wait-For line time and line service time for
the returned message to the terminal. When there is an RSC between
a terminal and the central switcher, the turnaround time at the RSC
and the line service time between the RSC and the central switoher
are counted as part of the average response time. Before its inclusion
in the STACOM program, the fidelity of this algorithm was evaluated
by simulation and found to be acceptable.
2.?.3	 Flexibility
At the outset of the STACOM project it was anticipated that
the STACOM program would be used for states with varying traffic
requirements; it was decided that the resulting program should be as
flexible and general as possible. With this in mind, the STACOM program
ha.s been implemented with the following features which make it flexible
and thereby enhance its capabilities:
(1) Rate Structures, Line Types, and Chargeable Ttems
Because a State can have more than one rate structure
(tariff) applicable at any one time, the STACOM program
has been assigned to accommodate this.
Under a specific rate structure, any combination of line
types with their names, line capacities, and basic cast
figures can be prescribe to the program. Yn addition
to the line east, any number of chargeable items
associated with each line type can be prescribed to the
program. For example, any combination of cost items
such as service termina:s, drops, modem and others can
be used. Furthermore, under the Multischedule Private
Line (MPL) tariffs given by AT&T for interstate
communication lines, the monthly line charge between any
twa terminals is now a function of both the inter-city
distance and the traffic densities of both terminal
cities. The STACOM program has been implemented in
such a way that it can take line-cost Figures based
on MPL tariffs or other tariffs.
(2) Region Formation, Switeher Selection, and Network
Optimization.
Given a set of system terminations dividing them into
regions can be perfumed in either of the following
ways: the u:aer can pre-assign some or all of the
terminations into preselected regions, alternatively,
the user can let the program perform the region
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formation by simply providing the system eentroid.
Following the formation process, the STACOM program will
start selecting regional switching centers for regions
without a preassigned switching center. The process of
regional network formation and its optimization will
then follow.
(3)	 Number of Terminals per Multidrop Line.
it may be desirable to set a limit an the number of
terminals on a multidrop line. In its implementation,
the STACOM program takes this number from the user's
input 3ata as a constraint during its optimization
process.
(4}	 Average Terminal Response Time.
Besides the limit on the number of terminals allowed on
a multidrop line, a good network design also requires a
constraint on the average terminal response time an a
multidrop line. The STACOM program allows a user to
specify the limit on a run basis.
	
2.2.4	 Programming Language
The STACOM program is implemented with the FORTRAN V language
of UNIVAC systems, compiled with the EXEC-8 FORTRAN processor, and
mapped by its MAP processor.
Detailed features of FORTRAN V programming language are
described in Reference 2.
	
2.2.5
	 Operating System Requirements
Because the EXEC-$ operating system of the UNIVAC 114$
computer was used in the development of the STACOM program, the current
edition of the STACOM program can only be executed under t:ze EXEC-$
system. Furthermore, since a CalComp routine is linked with the program,
the plotter must be part of the operating system. If such a hardware unit
is not included in the system, the STACOM program must be updated to
reflect thfa Pnvironment.
In addition, the current STACOM program was designed with the
fr:ature that all the desired output be put into a FORTRAN file designated
a3 104. 5efore executing this program, a file with the name 140 must be
assigned, Otherwise, regular WRITE unit b will be the destination output
file, e.g., the print output will go the user's demand terminal when it is
run as a demand fob.
As an example, the following is a complete list of EXEC-8
control statements which need to be prepared or typed in after the run










The @SYM,P command directs the resulting plot card images to
a Cal Comp platter designated G9PLTF. The last @SYM command directs print
output to a slaw hardcopy printer designated T^.
2.2.6	 Functional Limitations
While the STACOM program was designed and implemented with the
intention that it be applicable as widely as possible, it does have
certain limitations. These are due mainly to the limit of the program
size {sum of T and D bank} allowed under the EXEC-8 system for simplistic
programs. The maximum program size allowed is 65k words per program.
Although it is more convenient for later ase to assign all parameters with
maximum values (as Long as the overall program size is within the 65K-word
limit) this results in greater expense in use of the program due to the
higher core-time product. Therefore, it is recommended that all
parameters be set at values dust high enough for anticipated use.
After setting parameter values, the STACOM program
capabilities are then limited to these assigned values. If a run requires





A setup of input data is needed before starting a STACOM
program run. The list of data items which need to be provided by the user
are given here in temporal order and explained briefly. Detailed FORTRAN
V formats far these are described in Table 3
-1 of Section 3.
2.3.1.1
	 .umber of Regions. The first datum needed by the STACOM
program is the exact number of regions under consideration. This number
(designated internally as NR1) instructs the program to divide all of the
system terminations into NR1 regions.
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2.3.1.2
	
Number of system Termj.p^,^^ ,Qns. Number Q^ pata Gasps. and
N^iq^^^}^_S^^'erminal pities. The number of sys':em terminations is the actual
number of system terminations to be operated .n by the STACDM program, and
is designated internally as N1. Tn anticipation of passible multiple data
-	 bases at different locations, the number of data bases (designated
internally as N7) informs the program that each system termination has N7
-	 pairs of data (one pair per data base).
The number of terminal cities (NCITY) informs the program that
NCITY V-H coordinates are to be provided later.
2.3.1.3
	
Identificarr^4n of Data Bases and V-H ^o^.rdinates. N7 identi-
fications provides the exact locations of data bases under consideration.
All of the V-H coordinates for NCITY terminal cities are needed for
calculating distances between any two cities.
2.3.1.4
	
Descriptions of ,gvstem_'^rminations. For each of the system .
terminations under eonsideratian, the set of data, i.e., identification,
name, city location index, and traffic to all of N7 data bases are needed
in order to properly execute the STACDM program.
2.3.1.5
	
Rate_Str^,^ture and ^,ts AgFl a tion Rule. There may exist one
or more line tariffs applicable to different portions of any given state.
The STACDM program has been designed with a capability to handle this
situation. The number of applicable rate structures {line tariffs} and
the rule governing their applications have to be input to the program by
the user .
2.3.1.b
Terminati n. In order to accommodate the fact that costs for lines
between high traffic density cities are much lower than for others, (e.g.,
TELPAK lines), the traffic density index and applicable rate structure for
each system termination informs and directs the program to properly
perform costing on lines connected to this termination.
2.3.1.7	 Descrintions_of Annlicable L_i es. The user dictates to the
STACDM program the types of applicable communication lines by providing
number of lines, their names and capacities, their desired maximum
utilizations and their uses.
2.3.1.8	 De^^^^,intion of ('^arReabie_Items. In addition to costs for
lines, there are several other chargeable items such as modems, service
terminals and drop charges. The user must provide the number of
chargeable items and their names. Furthermore, the user has to provide
the STACOM program with installation and monthly recurring costs for each
chargeable item as a function of rate structure, line type, traffic
density, and duplexing mode. This costing information is required to





Line Cost Data. Installation and monthly recurring costs far
lines for each applicable line type as a function of rate structure,
traffic density, and duplexing mode are also required.
2.3.1.10	 ^Qnstraints_on_^'or_mation_of_Re^ions. The user can preload any
number of system terminations to preselected regions if so desired by
assigning them to their specific destinations {regions). He can also put
constraints on preselected regions by not allowing any insertion of system
terminations to these regions.
2.3.1.11	 Qptions r^Aeai-oval Network O^imiz ion. The user can direct
the STACOM program to perform regional network optimization on regions if
required. This is done by simply specifying such requests to the program.
2.3.1.'12	 Pfotocol Characteristics for Nfultidrop Lines. The user must
provide characteristics of line protocol to the program. ^'or example,
characteristics such as number of polling characters, NAK response
characters, and message overhead characters are required. These data,
along with tF,e other line traffic characteristics data, enable the STACOM
program to estimate tk^e average terminal response time for a given
multidrop line.
2.3.1.33	 Characteff,g^ics of Future Traffic. Characteristics for future
line traffic are also required. Data such as number of message types,
their ratios, and average lengths allow the program to compute line
service time ar,d line utilization, which, in turn, are used to estimate
the average terminal response time.
2.3.1.1 f1	 Preloading_5vstem Terminations to_Freselegted Reaians and
' c	 e	 Tf the user wishes to assign
certain system terminations to preselected regions and to pre-assigned
regional switching centers, he can now proceed to do so. Otherwise, the
program will perform these functions automatically.
2.3.1.15
	
As_^^iAning`System Cen^ro^. . If the STACOM program is required
to divide system terminations into regions and to select regional
switching centers, the system centroid is required so that the program can
divide them properly {in a geographical sense).
2.3.1.16	 ^gscriptions of the,,,C^,i1fir..^:^.^ S^ er. Data describing the
central. switcher are needed to compute switcher turn-around time for a
given transaction. These data include the estimated message rate at the
switcher, number of transactions entering the switcher for completing a
message, average service time per transaction, and number of processors
available.
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Time. The user can impose a constraint on the number of terminals allowed
on a multidrop line either by limiting the number of terminals on a
multidrop line, or by setting up a maximum average response time limit to
the multidrop line or both.
2.3.1.18	 CalComn Plot. The user can request a CalComp plot of the
final multidrop communication network if so desired. Of course, some
installations may not have such a device and the STACOM needs to be
recompiled without plotting routine.
2.4	 PROCESSING LOGIC
The previous seotion described the type of input data needed
by the STACOM program. This subsection will be devoted to the processing
_	
logic implemented in the program.
2.4.1	 Traffic Calculation
2.4.1.1
	 Traffic Conversion, In the STACOM program, each system
termination is provided with a set of traffic figures which represent
outgoing traffic to and incoming traffic from each data base in the
system. The unit of traffic is specified as characters per minute.
The traffic data for all system terminations are read into the
matrix TRAFD ( N1, 2, N7) during the data input phase, where N1 is the
number of system terminations and N7 is the number of data bases. While
the input traffic data are given in characters per minute, the STACOM
program is designed to deal with :raffle in terms of bits per second
(BPS}. Thus, at the time of program execution, all traffic data are
converted into units of bits per second by multiplying them by a factor of
$/60. Here, we assume that synchronous communication is to be used,
Z.^+.1.c	 Qri¢in and ^i^t,^,nation Tr,^^,^^y^gystem Term^D^^jons.
Summations across the last subscript of the TRAFD matrix are performed to
give total traffic nriginati^b from and destined for each system
termination. The resulting data are stored in TRAFIT (N1} and TRAFDN
(N1), respectively, More specifically, originating and destination
traffic totals are given by
N7













V-i^ Qq^^inates. The length of the lane plays a mayor role in
determining l:^ne costs on communication networks. While the common
carrier is free to route the line aver any desired path, and may switch
the line to different paths to circumnavigate breakdowns or overloads, the
line charges are normally independent of actual line layout and are based
on the straight line distance between the points connected.
i
The AT^T has a system in which they have divided the united
States by horizontal and vertical grid lines. 8y means of these lines,
they give almost every city/location a vertical (V} and horizontal (H)
coordinate, these eoardinates provide the layout-free way of distance
ealculatior..
,`
	 2.4.2.2	 D,^,stances_b^^^g^n System Termin^,^ions. With V-H coordinates
as defined by the ATB^T, the distance between any two locatians is
calculated as follows (Reference 3}:
(1}	 Dbtain the V and H coordinates far these two locations.
(2) Dbtain the difference between the V coordinates and the
difference between the H coordinates of these two
locations.
(3) Square each difference obtained in 2 and take a
sumwation of both squares.
{4)	 Divide the sum obtained in 3 above by 10. Round to next
integer number if any fraction is obtained.
(5)	 Dbtain the square root of the result obtained in 4
above. This is the distance between the given locations
in miles. (fractional miles being considered as full
miles.)
for example, to calculate the distance between Austin












Distance	 - {569) 2 + (38}2 = 323761 + 1444
10	 10
= 32521 = 181 miles
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When a specific location in the United States is not designated
with specific V and H coordinates, it is normally assigned with the
same V and H coordinates as the closest location.
Following the procedures as given above, the distance between
any given two system terminations is calculated and stored in arrays
DSTNCE or IVHD.
2.^t.2.3	 Distance Data Camnresaion and Overflow Table. Given N system
terminations, there are N(N-1}/2 combinations in choosing two system
terminations from them. Furthermore in any given state, there exist only
a few Large inter-terminal distances. These two facts indicate that same
reduction in resulting STACOM program sire can be made by performing
compression of distance data. Twa efforts have been undertaken for that
purpose.
Under the UNIVAC system, each computer word is 36 bits long.
We divide each word into four 9-bit segments. Each segment is used to
store one distance datum with values ranging from 0 to 519. Ta compensate
for the foot that some distances data may be greater than 511, an overflow
table IVRD is provided to collect oversized distance data. In other
words, given two system terminations with indices T and J, its distance is
recorded into DSTNCE as follows:
(1} Find corresponding V-H eaordinates of locations for both
system terminations.
(2) Calculate distance D according to the procedure given in
Paragraph 2.x.2.2.
(3} Find a unique and absolute location L in DSTNCE, by








NPC = number of distinctive locations in the
system
This mapping function is performed by subroutine LINK,
(4} Define
$1 = (L-1) Modulo A + 1
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where	 ^x,f = the integer part of X and
D1 =DifD<511
511 if D2, 513
(5)	 Store D1 in segment S1 of entry L1 of table DSTNCE.
(b)	 If D Z 511, stare L and D in next available space of
table IVRD.
On the other hand, given two system terminations with indices
I and J, the retrieval of distance is performed as follows:
(1)	 Calculate L, L1 and S1 as described above.
{2)	 Retrieve the content D1 in segment S1 of entry L1 of
table DSTNCE. If D1 < 511, it is the distance.
(3) Tf D1 = 511, retrieve the second element of the row of
table IVRD, whose first element contains value L. The
retrieval value is the distance.
2.4. 3 	Formation of Regions
After traffic summations and distance table formation are
completed, the STACOM program starts to farm regions. It assigns all of
the non-preloaded system terminations to regions which can accommodate
them. Figure 2-8 illustrates the process of such a function.
The process begins with an estimation of the traffic per
region, called TPR, which is obtained by averaging the total non-binding
-	 traffic, i.e.,
TPR = TPR 1/ANR 1
with
TPR1 =	 ^ [TRAFIT(i} * TRAFDN(i}]
i41
1 < i < N1
where
I = the set of system terminations in preloaded
regions which do not allow other system termina-
Lions co be inserted to them
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Figure 2-$, Flow Chart for Formations of Regions
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When the number of regions is 1, all of the system terminations
are assigned to the region and no other region formation process is
performed. Otherwise, the program starts assigning system terminations
to regions (in a cardinal order} which allow their entries.
The following two subsections describe the detailed processes




si	 n	 st m T mi	 to
when a region NREG is not preloaded with any system termination,
processing continues with the finding of the farthest unassigned system
termination (NS1) from the system centroid (N^SGC1). This system
termination is then assigned to the region NREG, its incoming and outgoing
traffic is added to the partial sum traffic, called TRFS. The resulting
TRFS is then tested. If it is greater than TPRL, (lower bound}, which is
equal to U.9 x TPR, assignment processing for region NREG ends with re-
estimating TPR and TPRL which are obtained as follows:
TPR1 = TPR1 - TPFS
TPR	 TPR1/(ANR1 - 1.)
TPRL ^ 0.9 ^ TPR
On the other hand, if TPRS is less than or equal to TPRL,
additional system terminations can be assigned to thi: region. The next
system termination for addition to this region is selected by finding the
nearest unassigned system termination, called NS2, from NS1. NS2 is then
assigned to region NREG and its traffic added to TRFS. The value of TRF
is again tested against TPRL to determine if other additions are possible.
This process is repeated until partial regional traffic
sum TRFS is greater than TPRL. At this point, the region is considered
full and addition of system terminations to this region stops. However,
if the region being filled is the last one, all remaining system termina-
tions are placed into this last region. Otherwise, the program continues
to work on the next region. Before leaving region NREG, it re-estimates
TPR and TPRL as shown before.
2•x•3.2	 Assianina Svstem Terminations to a Region with.Prelo^din^. If
the region NREG is a preloaded region, i.e., it has been preloaded with
system terminations, the program continues with a test. The test is
needed to determine whether region NREG will accept any additional system
terminations. If other insertions to the region are not allowed, the
processing on this region stops and continues to the next region.
Otherwise, the program starts adding traffic to all preloaded
system terminations to TRFS and finding the farthest unassigned system
termination NS1 from the system centroid. It then tests whether TRFS is
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greater than TPRL. If it is greater, the program stops here and continues
to process. the next region.
When TRFS is less than TPRL, the program cheeks whether there
is a preselected RSC for the region NREG. If there is, the program uses
the RSC as the N51. Then it follows the same procedure as described in
paragraph 2.4.3.1 to add more system terminations to the region.
It should be noted that STAC4M has been implemented in such a
way that when it 1s desired to preload some or all regions, the last one
need not be specified. The program will assign the rest of the unassigned
system terminations to the last region.
2.x.3.3	 m	 Figure 2-9 illustrates the
results of applying the formation of region logic to a Texas communication
system with 265 system terminations. In this example run, neither
preloading of system terminations nor preselection of regional switching
centers are reQuested. In other words, the program is asked to perform
automatic regional formations and to select the regional switching
centers. System termination Austin is chosen as the system centroid.
The total amount of traffic, TPRi is at a rate of 15$5.02/bps,
and the number of regions is 2. Therefore, at the beginning, TPR is given
as 1585.02/2=792.51 bps, and TPRL = 713.26 bps. In the process of
assigning system terminations to region 1, El Paso is found to be the
farthest location from Austin, i.e., NS1 = the internal index f'or system
termination E1 Paso. With NSi available, the program starts the procedure
of searching for NS2, adding its traffic to partial sum TRFS and testing
whether TRFS is greater than TPRL. It re,.eats the same procedure 123
times until ThFS has reached the value of 750.08 bps which is greater than
TPRL.
2.4.4	 Selection of Regional Switchers
Selection of regional switching centers follows formation of
regions as described in Paragraph 2.4.3. For a given region, its regional
switching center (RSC) can be either preseieeted by the user or be chosen
by the program. In the latter ease, the program selects tae system
termination within the region such that total intra-regio:l traffie-
distance products are minimized.
The functional flow chart of RSC selection is depicted in
Figure 2-i0. Processing begins with assigning 90 12 to WCASE (as base for
traffic-distance product sum}. It then calculates the estimated sum of
all traffic-distance produats with each system termination in the region
as an RSC site. The sum, called SCMT, is obtained as follows:
NMBR





NMBR - number of system terminations in the region under
consideration




^IST ( i,K} =the distance between system termination i and the
`^'	 RSC trial site K
^>
^,:
^':	 The resulting SUMT is then oompared with WCASE. If SUMT
°-	 is found to be less than WCASE, the value for WCASR is replaced by
^,	 the value of SUMT and the corresponding index for the RSC trial site
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Figure 2-10. Flow Chart for R,SC Seleetian
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After the above processing has been repeated NM6R times,
the resulting NRSC is the index for the selected RSC and WCASE the
region's minimal traffic-distance product sum.
When a regional switching center i3 preselected by the user,
the program skips the process as described here.
Following the selection of a regional switching center for a
given region, L• he program continues to perform regional network formation
and network optimization before it repeats the selection of regional
switching centers for remaining regions.
The process of regional network formation and optimization is
discussed in Paragraphs x.4.5 and 2.4.6.
2.4.4.1
	 ^amnl^ _^`o_^ selecting a Re anal Switching Center. Following
the formation of regions in the example given in Paragraph 2.4.3.3, the
program has chosen Brownwood of Brown county as the switcher location for
Region i and Tomball of Harris co^znty as the switeher location for Region 2.
Both locations have been found to provide the minimal traffic-distance pro-
duct sums for respective regions. These two cities are shown in Figure 2- 9.
2.4.5
	
Formation of Regional Star Networks
Formation of a regional network starts with a star network and
then continues with an optimization process which, most of the time, results
in a cost-saving multidrap network. This subsection describes the process
of forming a star network, which is depicted in Figure 2-11. The initial
regional network is formed by directly connecting each system termination
to the regir;^^l switching center. Selection of these antra-region lines
is constr a n.:d by the rule that each selected line should maintain the line
utilization factor, called RHO, at a value less or equal to a preselected
number, say, 0.7.
F'or each system termination in the region, the program finds
incoming and outgoing traffic, TRFQUT and TRFIN, and also its distance,
DSTN, from `.he RSC for t, ^ system termination in the region. The program
calls subrrnatine LINNUM, which constructs a line configuration GDUMPIY and
calculates its line utilization, based on the values of TRFIN and TRFOUT
provided. The processing continues to calculate both the cost, COST, for
the derived line configuration LDUMMY and its response time RSPTINi.
Finally, all these data are stored for later printout and comparisons.
The derivation of line configuration LDU[^A7Y by subroutine
LINNuM and the associated cast, COST, deserves more explanation. The
program assumes that the duplexing mode for ail line types under
consideration to be half-duplexed. Therefore, subroutine LINNUM will sum
up TRFIN and TRFOUT and find an applicable line with the least capacity
which assures less than 0.7 of utilization. 4+fhen the highest capacity
line cannot handle the traffic, the routine will try to add one additional
line with least capacity until the constraint of 0.7 utilization factor is
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COST, for the direct link between system termination K and the RSC is
performed by ICOSTJ. The routine ICOSTJ calculates all of the related
installation and annual recurring costs for lines and other chargeable
items. All of these itemized costs are then summarized as COST. Cost
calculations are performed on the basis of the rate structures applieab^e
to system terminations at both ends.
2.4.5.1
	 ,^^mp3,,es of Line Selections. Table 2-1 lists some examples of
line configurations results obtained by LINNUM, and illustrates how the
LINNUM subroutine selects lines for given traffic. The first column of
the table represents total traffic ( sum of TRFIN and TRFOUT). In this
example, it is assumed that only line types with capacities of 300 bps,
1200 bps and 4800 bps are under consideration. Line utilization factor
has been constrained to not greater than 0.7.
2.4.6	 Optimization of Regional Networks
After completing the formation of a regional star network, the
program proceeds to the optimization process, if requested. The optimi-
zation process basically utilizes a technique developed by L. R. Esau
and K. C. Williams (Reference 1) and is used to minimize line operating
costs. The actual implementation of the technique has been made with
several additional constraints for practical reasons.
Before going into detail, here is a brief explanation of the
goal and process of network cptimization of a regional star network.
Figure 2-12 depicts a typical star network in which each system termination
has a direct link, called central link, to the central regional center.
The goal of optimization is to reduce line costs by eliminating as many
central links by connecting the associated system terminations to their
nearby system terminations as possible, until it is no longer cost-
effective to do so. Figure 2- 13
 shows a typical multidrop network
Table 2-i. Examples of Line Configurations Obtained by
Subroutine LINNUM
Traffic {bps) Line Type
300 bps 1200 bps 2400 bps 4$00 bps
200 1 0 0 0
500 0 1 0 0
$50 0 0 1 0
1300 0 0 1 0
Z000 0 0 0 1




Figure 2-12. Typical Star Network
Figure 2-13. Typical Multidrop Network of Optimization
after thin goal is met, assuming that the line cost is only a function
of diatanae. While this example as given depicts the main concept
of network optimization, it does not illustrate the process of sizing
each newly formed multidrop line to reflect the increase of traffic
resulting from the addition of new system terminations.
The following seeticn describes the login implemented in this
program.
2.^I.b.1	 Network Oatimizg^,,on by Esau-W^,lliams Techniaua. Before
explaining the login for network optimization implemented in the STACOM
program, a brief explanation of the Esau-Williams network optimization
process is appropriate. With a given star network, the basic process of
the Esau-William teohniQue is to repeat two basin steps until it is no
longer possible to derive any cost saving.
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For the convenience of the following discussion we define
a sub-network (subnet) as a tree-type multidrop line consisting of
one or mare system terminations and having a central link connected
to the regional center. Bach central link of a given star type network
is a simple sub-network by definition.
The first step involves searching for the best central link of
a system termination, K, so that its elimination and the subsequent
recanneetion of the rest of the sub-network to a nearby sub-network L
provides the best cost saving. In other words, for each system termi-
nation, i, with a central link to the regional center, this routine
estimates the best saving, Si , resulting from eliminating the given
central link and reconnecting the rest of the subnetwork to a nearby
subnetwork beginning with Li . If we express it as a formula, then
K = i such that Si = Max {Sj}
jE C
Li j for which the integration of K and L sub-networks
provides 5K which is the best saving
where
C the set of system terminations with central links
to regional center
- j = the first system termination of sub-network L
T'he other step involves network updates after it has been
determined that the central link from system termination K is to be
eliminated; this step will integrate remaining subnet K wir,h subnet L
utilizing an alternate route.
It should be noted that although this network optimization
process will generate the best network most of the time, it does not
always provide the best one. In other words, this technique generates the
local optimal solution rather than the global solution. This is because
the First selection of a central link far elimination dictates the final
network to be created by repeating the process as described above.
However, as shown in Reference 4, the process does provide a solution
which is always close to, if not, the best.
2.x.6.2	 et o k 0 timiz do Lo i i STACOM Pro ram. The
optimization logic as implemented in the STACOM program basically utilizes
the Rsau-Williams technique. However, constraints have been incorporated
into it in order to satisfy project requirements and to eliminate
unnecessary searching. Figure ^-1^4 shows the functional flow chart for
the overall logic.
The optimization process starts with the test to see whether
there is only one sub-network left. If this is true, it stops.
Gtherwise, the program, utilizing four variables K, L, M and KI, starts
evaluating possible cost saving by eliminating central link K and
^-3i
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reconnecting the rest of sub-network K to sub-network L through system
terminatians M of L and KI of K as shown in Figure 2-1^.
Selections of values for variables K, L, M, and KI are in the
following way. For each processing cycle, searching and updating, K is
assigned the index values from the first sub-network to the last one of
the existing network. For each K, L is assigned index values from the
first sub-network to the last one except K x L. With values for K and L
chosen, M is assigned the index values of all the system terminations on
sub-network L and KI the index values of all the system terminations on
the sub-network K.
For each given set of K and L, the program tests whether the
sum, NT, of numbers of system terminations for both sub-networks exceeds
the value of NTk;RMS which constrains the number of system terminations on
a multidrop line. If this is true, it skips the process of calling an
subroutine ^RYLNK, because it is not possible to integrate both sub-
networks without violating the said constraint. Qtherwise, it continues
to the distance test.
K	 = THE SUBNETWORK BEGINNING WITH SYSTEM TERMINATIDN K
L	 =THE SUBNETWORK BEGINNING WITH 5Y57EM TERMINATION L
M = THE SYSTEM TERMINATION ON SUBNET L TO WHICH KI 15 TO
BE CONNECTED
KI = THE SYSTEM TERMINATION ON SUBNET K FROM WHICH SUBNET
K I5 CONNECTED TO M OF SUBNET L
6REF =THE DISTANCE BETWEEN SYSTEM 7fRMINATIONS K AND THE R5C
DTRY = STHE DISTANCE BETWEEN SYSTEM TfRMINATIONS KI AND M)f2
SUBNET L
E^igure 2-15. kelationship among K, L, KI, and M Parameters
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The program first calculates the distance DREF between system
termination K and the region switching center for each K, and then the
DTRY which is half of the distance between system terminations KI and M
for each combination.
If DTRY is greater than DREF, the program skips the process of
calling on subroutine TRYLNK. Otherwise, it calls on subroutine TRYLNK.
The purpose of subroutine TRYLNK is to estimate the possible east saving
resulting from eliminating central link K, and integrating sub-networks K
and L by connecting system terminations KI of K and M of L. If the saving
is better than the maximum saving obtained so far, it is used as the up-
to-date best east saving under the set of values for K, L, KI, and M. A
detailed description of functions performed by subroutine TRYLNK is given
in Paragraph 2.x.6.3. After all possible combinations far K, L, KI, and r^
have been tested and it has been found that the up-to-date best cost
saving is positive, the program performs the second function of network
optimization, i.e., updating the network. It then repeats the whole
process on the newly updated network which happens to have one less
central link.
If the up-to
-date maximum cost saving is non-positive, the
optimization process stops here.
2.x.6.3
	 F	 r	 Subrout n	 r	 of
Values K, Ka i„ L. and M. The processing, as shown in Figure 2- 16, starts
with estimating the total amount of traffic that a single multidrop line
(sub .network) of integrating subnetworks K and L needs to handle. It then
e^^imates the required line configuration, LDUNA7Y, by calling subroutine
=	 LINNUFI which has been described in Paragraph 2.4.5.1. Based on LDUNlMY,
the program estimates the average response time and tests it against the
user-provided response time limit by calling subroutine RSPNSE. If the
estimated response time is not satisfied, the program updates the line
configuration LllUMNtY to the next higher line type and repeats the process
of estimating its average response time and testing it against the given
constraint. This process ends when either there is a satisfied line
configuration or it is not possible to upgrade any further.
When a satisfied line configuration is obtained, the program
continues to estimate its cost saving, based on the assumed integrated
sub-network. If the resulting east saving is better than the up-to-date
best cost saving, it replaces all of the maximum saving parameters, which
are used to keep tracking the up-to-date best network changes; it then
returns to its calling routine. Zf there is no line configuration
satisfying the response time constraint, the process stops and the program































Figure 2-16. Flow Chart For Subroutine xRYLNK
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2.^.6.^1	 Fun^tigna Performed by $^lbroutin^ RSPNSE. Figure 2-1i' shows
the flew chart of the subroutine RSPNSE. This subroutine calculates six
items of delays: polling, message transmission time from a terminal to
the aentral switches, input buffer queue time, s+rrviee time, output bufferr
queue time, and returned message transmission time from the central
switeher to the same terminal.
After summing up these delays as RSPTIM, this subroutines
caapares its value wish the upper bound response time as set up by the
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If there is a positive
oast saving after trying all possible combinations for parameters K, KI,
L, and M, subroutine UPNETW is called upon to perform the other function
for each cycle of the network optimization process as described in
Paragraph 2.4.6.1,
In the STACOM program, subroutine UPNETW performs the
following main functions: (i) updating of network descriptions, (2)
revision of relevant accounting data (suoh as the number of terminals on
the new L sub-network, its average response time, and total traffic}.
2.4.7	 Formation of an Interregional Network
The irate,^regional network is formed by erecting communication
lines between the regional switching centers (RSCs). The initial network
has a direct line between any two RSCs.
As shown in Figure 2 -18, for each combination of two RSCs I
and J, the maximum traffic in either direction is considered as the design
traffic between these two RSCs. This is different from intearegional line
selection because it is assumed that full duplex lines are to be used. The
traffic matrix TRM captains traffic data between RSCs. With this
information, line configuration LINEQU between RSCs I and J is obtained by
calling subroutine LINNUM.
Cost of line configuration LINEQU is then estimated and added
to the total cast.
2.4.8
	
Optimization of an Interregional Network
After the initial inter^egianal network is completed, the
program starts a line elimination process in order to obtain a cost-
ef'fective network.
Figure 2-19 shows the basic topological consideration involved
in line elimination. In considering whether line I-J can be eliminated,
the algorithm tries to divert I-J traffic to other lines with excess
capacity, for example, over route 1-^# -3. If there is no alternate route
with enough excessive capacity to handle I-J traffic, the program begins
adding capacity to alternate routes in order to accommodate the required
traffic. It then estimates the cast saving under the proposed modifications.
The algorithm iterates the above described process For all
combinations and records the best east saving and the best line elimination.
It then updates the network.
This cycle of searching far the best cost saving and updating
the network repeats eontinuousiy until asst savings can no longer be realized.
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Figure 2-19. Basic Topology of Line Elimination
2.1.8.1	 Interreaion N^^ork Ootim^,,,n,Js Loaic Implemented. Figure
2-20 depiots the functional flow chart For the interregional network
optimization as implemented in the STACOM program.
A parameter, I, is used to select one of the RSC nodes
to be considered for line elimination. A test is then made on RSC
I to insure that at least three links to other RSCs exist. If I has
at least three links, another parameter, J, is used to select any other
RSC node for trying to eliminate its link to I. J is tested to insure
that it has three links to other RSCs and J is different from I. Another
test is made to insure that T and J are connected to each other. If
any of these conditions are not met, RSC node J + 1 is selected and
these three tests are repeated.
If these conditions are met, a test is parried out to see if
sufficient network connectivity will still be maintained if connection I-
J is removed. nue to the consideration of availability, the program is
designed in such a way that each RSC node wiJ1 have at least two
communication links to other RSCs and each RSC node will be connected to
every other RSC node through no more than one intermediate node.
If the network connectivity require^a^ent pan be maintained with
the removal of link I-J, the program searches t'or alternate mutes with
excess capacity in an effort to re-route the I-J traffic load without
increasing network capacities. 'If all T-J traffic can be successfully
diverted in this manner, the I-J Zink is eliminated and the network


























































Figure 2-2U. Flow Chart for Interregion Network Optimization
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If all I-J traffic cannot be diverted through existing network
routes with excess capacities, the capacity of the first available
alternate route is increased to handle the remaining traffic. The cast
saving is determined as equal. to the original cost of the line removed
minus the cost for the capacity- increase. If the cost saving is an
improvement over previous tri g .:., '. ine and traffio data are saved to
reflect the up-to-date best modii^^.::ation of the network.
At the conclusion of each cycle, if the cost saving is
positive, the line and traffic data associated with the best saving are
used to eliminate the line, update the network, and recost the network.
The process is continually iterated far each updated network




The STAGOM program gt..C.	 .dular printer output and a
Cal Comp plotter output. In addition, wt,^ ^e program is run as a demand
,job, run-status output will show up on the interactive terminal. This '
part of the printout provides information on the progress of the run.
Details of data contained in the regular printer output are
given in Paragraph 2.5.1; Paragraph 2.5,2 describes the CalComp plot.
2.5.1	 Printer
The printer output contains ail the data resulting from the
running of the STACQM program. The amount off' printout data depends upon
the number of system terminations operated and also upon th^s number of
functions executed in each specific run.
Following is a list, in temporal order, of the data items
which a run may produce.
2.5.1.1	 e T a and ransrpis i n i
	 Cha acteristics. The first
set of data are the line type and transmission line characteristics as
used in the run. for each line type, the polling protocol data and modem
turn-around time data, eta., are provided.
2.5.1.2	 Message Charac^,eristics. Message characteristics are the next
set of data output from the program. They include average input message
length, average output message length and overall average message length.
2.5.1.3	 a	 o S	 m T	 g	 d
S^r,i_te^h^r_Loeations. If there are any preloadings of system terminations
and/or pre-selections of switeher locations, this information will be




2.5.1.4	 Traffic end Distance Tables. These are tables which show both
traffic from/to all system terminations and distances between system
terminations.
The first table gives the traffic data from each system
termination to/from ea^.h data base; the next one gives the traffic data
destined to and originating from each system termination. The last tat, '.e
shows the distance data between sny two system terminations.
2.5.1.5
	
^,vstem Centroid qr^d the Utilization N'actq^^ of the Central
^r tcher. The system Centroid as designated by the user is printed next
as a reminder. After this, the CPU utilization factor of the central
swltcher as calculated by the program is printed to indicate the load.
2.5.1.0	 System Terminations ^n a Aeuiq^ and its R^gi^^a^. Switching
Center. For each region, the program prints out the identification and
name of each system termination in the region. These system terminations
may have been pre-loaded or assigned to the region by the program. The
program also prints out the location of the R5C For the region, which is
either pre-assigned by the user or selected L`-y the program.
2.5.1.7	 $G^r Network. and i.^q ^Qsts. After showing what system
terminations are in the region, the program prints out the regional star
networks and costs associated with each central link. It also prov±-des




LiDQ Configuration and Effective Uti^i.^ation. The line
configuration for each central link is printed as a column vector, which
has the same number of line types used in the run. The effective line
utilization is also printed to show the traffic load from the system
termination.
2.5.1.7.2	 Distance. The distance from the system termination to the
regional switching center is printed.
2.5.1.7.3	 L^.Qe Traffic and E^'f^ctiye Response Time. The amount of
traffic from/to the system termination is printed before the effective
line response time as calculated by the program is printed. The oalcula-
tion is based on the lire configuration and traffic as Shown ar;d should be
better than the response time requirement.
2.5.1.7.4	 lnstallatior^ and Annual Recurrinx Costs. The installation and
annual recurring costs for providing the central link are given in terms
of chargeable items such as service terminal, modem, line and drop.
Partial sums for the ling are also printed. Finally, total installation
and annual recurring ^.osts for each chargeable item and for the overall
star network are printed.
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2.5.1.8	 Final Optimized Network and its Costs. After performing
optimizations on the star network, the program prints out descriptions for
each multidrop line in the final optimized network. The following list
shows the data items which may be printed.
2.5.1.8.1 ^l^1^^ d^^p Line Configuration. Each multidrop line has an
index, the beginning terminal and number of terminals on the line. The
exact line configuration is printed as a column vector, with only one
non-zero element, The content of that non-zero element must be one, due
to the Fact that multidropped terminals can only perform on one line.
2.5.1,8.2	 ,^,^,ng, Util^^^,tions„ Mileage. Traffic,. and Response Time. The
line utilization, total mileage and incoming/outgoing traffic on each
multidrop line are prirated. The program next prints the average response
time, which should be better than that required by design, to be expected
by each user terminal on the line.
2.5.1.8.3 Installation_and_Annual__Recurrinr^Costs. The amount of
installation and recurring costs are then listed in farms of chargeable
items as explained in Section 2.5.1.7.x.
Finally, total installation and annual recurring costs for
each chargeable item and far the overall network are printed.
2.5.1.q	 Network Drawing. A network diagram in terms of tree-type
relationship is last printed. It uses the system termination
identification as nodal notation.
2.5.i.1d	 I t a	 n errs canal et ork. If formation and optimization
of the interregion network is required, the program will perform these
functions and print its initial and optimized network. For each pair of
HSCs, the program prints out line names, configuration, utilization, and
installation and recurring costs. Total network cast is also provided.
2.5.1.11	 tim	 to	 t	 The program prints out
similar data for the final optimized interregional network after
completing the network optimization.
2.5.2	 CalComp Plot
A CalComp plot subroutine has been incorporated into the
5'I'ACOh1 program for the purpose of providing a visual plat of each
optimized regional network obtained by the optimization process. The
subroutine converts each final optimized regional network into a two
dimensional plot, utilizing the CalComp plotter. It should be noted that
the CalComp plot is an optional product. Tf desired the user can command
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2.6	 SYSTEM CONFIGURATION
Tn this section, we will describe the basic computer system
required to run the STACOM program.
2.b.1	 Hardware
The following list describes the hardware units that should be
part of the computer system on which the STACOM program is run.
2.6.1.1	 Central Processing Jnit. Due to the fact that the STACOM
program is coded with the FORTRAN V language and compiled and mapped under
the EXEC-8 operating system of the UNIVAC 110$ systems, a Ui^IVAC 110$ CPU
or one equivalent to it is a prerequisite of the use of the STAGOM
program. When this type of CPU is not available, some oonversian efforts
on the STACOM program ray be required.
2.b.1.2	 Main Core Storage. Although the core size required by the
STACOM program varies by parameter values assigned, it is generally true
that bSIC words would be a minimal requirement.
2.6.1.3	 Ca^^a^a Pei Platter. A CalCamp pen plotter is required for
the use of the STACOM program. If other types of Cal Comp plotters, e.g.,
CalComp Model 1675 are to be used, the plotting subroutine of the STACOM
program needs to be revised.
2.b.1.4	 Line Pp ter. A regular printer to receive FORTRAN output
files is needed. It Mill print out all run results collected by file 100.
2.b.1.5	 Demand Terminal. A demand terminal provides the user with an
alternate way of running the STA^OM program, although the program can be
run as a batch job. With the demand terminal, a user oan interactively








This section is intended for use as a reference manual for the
user, both to prepare input data and to operate the STACOM pro gram. With
this in mind, this section is devoted to an explanation of how input data
are prepared, how the program is executed, and what the input/output of
the program is to be.
3.2	 ENVIRONMENT
3.2.1	 Hardware
The following list describes the hardware unite that should be
part of the computer system on which the STACOM program is run,
3.2.1.1
	 Central_Pr_Qee!ssina_U,Hi„^„(CPU). He ^ause the STACOM program is
coded with the FORTRAN language and compiled and mapped under the EXEC$
operating system of the UNiVAC 1108 systems ( see Paragraph 1.1}, a UNIVAC
1108 CPU or one equivalent to it is a prerequisite for using the STACOM
program. When this type of CPU is not available, some conversion effort
on the STACOM program may ^e required.
3.2.1.2	 .^^in Core Storage. Although the core size required by the
STACOM program varies with the parameter values assigned, it is ^xenerally
true that 65k words would he a minimal requirement.
3.2.1.3	 Ca.lComn Pen Plotter. A CslComp pen plotter is required for
the use of the STACOM prortram. If other types of CalCamp plotters, e.R.,
CalCamp Model 1675, are to be used, the plotting subroutine of the STACOM
program has to be revised.
3.2.1.E	 Line Printer. A re{cular line printer to receive FORTRAN
output files is needed. Tt is to print out 211 run results collected by
file 100.
3.2.1.5
	 Demand _Terminal. A demand terminal provides the user with an
alternate way of running the STACOM program, although the program can be
run as a batch fob. With the demand terminal, a user can interactively
perform the program execution.
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3.2.2	 Software
3.2.2.1
	 Proaramminx^. ,anguaue. The STACOM Program is implemented with
the FORTRAN V language of the UNIVAG system, compiled by the EXEC-8
FORTRAN Processor FOR, and mapped by the mapping processor MAP. Because
of the inclusion of a plotting subroutine, the system library file
LIB*PLOT$
 is required during mapping.
An understanding of the FORTRAN V features is available in
Reference 2.
3.2.2.2	 Onerating. Sy^tem. The EXEC-$ operating system of the UNIVAG
110$ computer system is used in the development of the STACOM program. As
this operating system has been used for executing regular FORTRAN V
programs this same operating system must be used for executing the current
edition of the STACOM program.
The STACOM program has been designed so that all of the
desired printer output will be dumped to file 100. Therefore, before
executing the STACOM program, an alternate file 100 must be assigned.
Otherwise, regular WRITE unit 6 will be the destination device; this will
make it awkward when runs are performed via a demand terminal since most
of the output from the program uses i32 characters per line.
Furthermore, an execution of the program will generate a
punch-card image file. It is, therefore, recommended that a file be
assigned to store the puncY:
-card file, and that this later be directed to
a CalComp plotter. An alternative is to have a command statement which
requests the operating system to @SYM the output punch-card file to a
CalComp pen plotter.
3.2.3	 Functional Limitations
While the STACOM program has been designed and implemented
with the intent that it 6e as widely applicable as possible, it dogs have
certain limitations. Following is a list of functional limitations that
exist in the program.
3.2.3.3	 Program Size. Under the EXEC-$ operating system, the size far
regular programs is limited to b5k wards per program. Because of this,
assignments of parameter values during the compilation stage are
conditioned to this limit of the overall program size when mapped.
Although it will be more convenient for later uses of the STACOM program
if all of the parameters are assigned with maximum values within the limit
of b5k words, this will increase the run east. This is because of the
core-time product charge.
3.2.3.2	 P r	 r ^'ar able	 The PARAMETER statement of the FORTRAN




To aoeomplish the goal of making the STACOM program a widely
usable tool For network design, it has been implemented with several
parameter variables. For each compilation of the program, a set oP
values is assigned to the parameter variables. Therefore, any subsequent
?	 use of the STACOM program will ba limited to Deese where the actual
values assigned to the variables are within the parameter values defined
during compilation. Any run whose input data violates this rul+: will
_	 need modifiaatian of the parameter values of the program, reoow .^pilation,
and remapping. F'or example, NP1 is a parameter variable whir, •n is used
to make the number of system terminations allowed in a system a variable.
A ahaice of NPl ae 105, for example, dictates that the STACOM program
can only be used in systems where 10^ or less system terminations are
under consideration. Any run which has a number of system terminations
greate^ than 105 will result in either an abnormal run termination
or a nc,rmal run termination with unwanted output.
-	 3.2.3.3	 Resaanse Time. The response time algorithm implemented in the
program is based on the model (Reference 5}. In applying this program to
a given system, some consideration of the applicability of the response
time algorithm is required, If the central switcher does not behave
similar to this model the response time subroutine RSPNSE has to be
revised and recompiled and the STACOM program has to be re-mapped.
3.2.3.q	 CalComo Plot. The graphic output portion of the STACOM
program has been implemented with the plotting routines designed for the
CalComp pen plotter, If other types of CalComp plotters, e.g,, CalComp
Model 1b75, are to be used, the plotting subroutine of this properam needs
to be revised and recompiled and the STACOM program has to be re-mapped.
3.3	 RUN DESCRIPTION
3.3.1	 Initialization and Setup
When the STACOM program is executed from an 8n-character/line
demand terminal, an alternate file, 100, to be used as a printer output
file, must be defined. Otherwise, all printout data will be directed to
the terminal which will produce interleaving output. The statement
EASG,Up 100 defines the alternate file.
In addition to the redirection of output file destination, the
user has to direst the punch-card file to a proper unit for a CalComp
platter. As an example, the statement @SYM,P PUNCH$ „ G9PLTF will direct
the punch-card images to a CalComp plotter designated with G9PLTF.
The preparation of input data can be best described by
referring to Table 3-1 which shows all of the data items with their
required formats. The table is self-explanatory, but some of the data
items deserve additional description.
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Because the exact number of data bases varies from State to
State, the format for item 5 allows a maximum of 5 data Gases wherein the
last three pairs of entries must be given on a separate card.
The natation ^X^ for item ^ indicates that the exact value is
equal to the next integer which is greater than or equal to X. The format
far line recurring costs has been designed with the assumption that
both linear and nonlinear functions will be used in tariffs far line
services. Because of this, the STACOM program provides options far
either scheme. When a cost function is nonlinear, it is assumed to
be stepwise and only eight steps are allowed. If eight are not enough,
the program has to be updated.
The amount of input data for item 15 varies from one run to
another. The program has default values of zeros for all entries in IACTN
(NR1,2). A zero for the first element indicates the acceptance of
additional system terminations into a region when it is a preloaded
region; a zero for the second element indicates that the optimization
process for the region is not needed.
When a user decides either to exe^ude the addition of other
system terminations into a preloaded regions or to request an optimization
process performed upon a specific region he must so inform the STACOM
-	 program by adding data cards with two integer numbers. The first number
gives the region index; the second number indicates the action: 1
indicates insertion exclusion, and 2 indicates optimization. When all
requests far actions have been made, a card with two zsroes is required
to indicate that fact.
Finally, item 20 provides the tool far a user to preload
system terminations to pertain regio:zs, and/or preselect the regional
switching center. Three numbers are needed for each action. The First
number, called NCODE, directs the specified action: 1 assigns a system
termination to a specific region; 2 assigns a system termination as the
RSC far a specific region. The second number, called NSTATE, gives the
identification number for a system termination to be assigned to a region
or to Ge selepted as an RSC. The third number, palled NREGQ, designates
the region to be acted upon. When the first number has a value pf three,
the assignment selection activity terminates.
3.3.2	 Run Options
As indipa.ted in Table 3-1, there are Qeveral independent
variables .provided only at the time of execution. This provides
additional capabilities to the STACOM program.
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Table 3-1. Formats for Input Data
	
Item	 Names of Internal	 Humber of Cards
	
No.	 Item Description	 Variables/Arrays	 Needed	 Formats
w
1. No, of regions under
consideration
2. No. of system terminations,
no. of data bases, and no. of
distinctive cities under
consideration.
3. IDs for data bases
^4.	 V-H Coordinates for cities
5. ID, name, city index, addi-
tional no. of terminals and
traffic to/from each data base
for each system termination.
6. No. of rate structures
7. Rate application matrix
8. Traffic density index and
applicable rate structure for
each city
g.	 No. of applicable line types
NR1	 1	 {13)








3NDXPT{N1),NA^fEST(^I,N1),TADD{N1} a. N1 if N7C2 	 (A^4,1X,3A6,A^,	 ^
MAI'ADR(N1),TRAFD(N1,2,N7)
	






Table 3-1. Formats for Input Data
(Continuation 1)
	
Item	 Names of internal	 Number of Cards
	
No.	 Item Description 	 Variables/Arrays	 Needed	 Formats
w
rn
i0.	 Name, capacity, utilization
limit, usage and duplexing
mode for each Line
11.	 No. of chargeable items
i2.	 Names of chargeable items
13. Installation and recurring
costs for chargeable items
WRT rate structure, traffic
density and duplexing mode
for each line type
14. Linear installation and
recurring costs for lines
WRT rate structure type,
density, and duplex mode























a. N2x{2+N3x3x2) a. (4F9.2/I1/1QF8.3}
b. 2xN2(2+N3x 	 b. (4F9.2/I1/1DF6.3/
























1b. No. of polling characters no. NPL(N3), NAK{N3), NPLOH
of NAK characters, no. of pol- {N3} NAKOH{N3}, MOH {N3) N3 {5Ib,2F7.5)
ling overhead characters, no TAMnM{N3), TAPD (N3)
of NAK overhead characters,
message overhead characters,
Modem turnaround time, and
other delay far each line type
17. No, of message types NTYP 1 (I14}
18. Message name, Ynpat message i'lSGNAM (NTYP), MSLIN NTYP (A6,2(2I^,2F6.3))
length, output message length, (NT°P) MSGOVT(NTYP),
input percentage and output RATIOI(NTYP,2)
percentage with priority 1 RATIO(NTYP,2)
and 2
19. Average CPU service time per CPUAVG ? (F7,4)
transaction
20. Preloading system terminations NCODK, NSTATC, NREGQ Variable {Y1,?%,A4,A5)
and/or preselecting regional
centers


















22. Tonal no. of messages per RSAC, NREQSW ^ (F8,5,13)
second and no. of requests '
made at the central switcher
23. Limit on no. of terminals on NTERMS, TIMREQ, MP^iOC 3 (I3,F5,2,I2)
a multi-dropped line, response ^
time requirement and no, of ^,
w CPU processors far computer ^'''
0o C
2^i. °lot request MPLOT ^ (I3) ,°r
NC
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Following is a list of run options for the STACOM program.
{1) The user can preload system terminations to regions
and/ar preselect regional switching centers.
r:
(2) The user can select certain regions for which the
optimization process will be performed.
f'
r-




r^ 	` (^4}	 The user can put a limit on the number of terminals
an a multidrop line as described and can limit the
average terminal response time,
{5) The number of central processor units in the central
computer system can be 1, 2, or ^I.
{6) The CalComp plot can be skipped.
--	 3.3.3	 Control Instructiun and Sequences
3.3.3.1	 Starting - a Run.
_	 3.3.3.1.1	 Batch ode. Follo^ring is a list of control statements
required when running the STAC^M program as a batch run:
@RUN run-ID, account -no., pro ,jeot-ID, SUP-time, pages/cards
_	 @ASG,UP 100







The HUN card gives the following information: designated run-
-	 ID, user ' s account number, pra^ect
-ID, expected SUP-time u.^age and limited
number of printer pages, ar ►d number of cards which may be generated from
the run. Plotter-ID gives the logical ID of the CalComp pen plotter and
file is the file which contains the absolute element of the STACOM
program. Printer-ID gives the logical ID of the regular printer. DATA as
shown is the input data described in Paragraph 3.2.1; the user should
arrange the data in the same order. When all of these data items are in
order and ready, the deck can be submitted to the operator at the computer
site for processing.
3.3.3.1.2	 Demand Made. If program execution is to be performed via a
demand terminal, the user can converse interactively with the program,
The user may also run tt',e program as a batch ,job by having all input data
prepared and added after the @XQT statement.
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Under the conversation mode, the user arts as a respor ►dent
who answers the requests for data made by the program. This mode of
operation provides the user with some understanding of pro gram progress
A user can very often terminate a run before a complete set of input
data is given. This is possible because the user has some knowledge
of the progress being made. This capability can prevent the user from
an unnecessary waste of time.. Ear example, if a run encounters a system
which has more oversized distance data than allowed, a messar^e from
the program will be printed out on the terminal. The user will be
alarmed by this fact and may decide to terminate the program run.
3.3.3.2
	 RJ,^i^rogression. After reeeivin^c all of the required data,
the program will perform all functions as designed and requested by the
user whether a batch or a demand ,fob has been executed. The program will
perform formation of regions, selection of regional switching centers,
formation of a regional star network anti its optimization if requested,
and finally, formation and optimization of an interregional network. All
of the desired output data will go to the alternate file, 100.
3.3.3.3	 When a STACOM program run proceeds
successfully and terminates normally, the normal file unit 6 will contain
two 'Ines of messages for each successful regional network optimization.
These two lines are:
(1) TRYLNK has been accessed for xxxxx times.
(2) UPNETW has been accessed for xxxxx times.
The first message indicates the number of subroutine calls to
TRYLNK that have been made during the process of searching{ for a better
network. T1r_e ^econd message indicates the number of optimization cycles
which the run has gone through before the opti^^ization process stops.
After a normal termination, the user can direct the output file 100 to a
printer device and the punch card file to a CalComp pen plotter if file
PUNCH$ has been directed to an alternate file.
3.3.3. x+	 When a run encounters trouble
resulting from incorrect input data, the user can use the normal aborting
procedure to ter*.,mate its execution if it is a demand fob. A statement
of @fix aftC. interrupting the line communication by pressing the BREAK key
will terminate a program execution at any time. On the other hand, the
EXEC-$ may abort a program execution when certain serious violations occur
during its execution, e.g., number of punch cards exceeding the limit on
the run card.
If a program run has been interrupted due to system outage, no
recovery of the run is possible.
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3.3• x+	 Program Listing
A listing of the STACOM program elements is given in Appendix A.
3.4	 SAMPLE kUN
Ta illustrate how STACOM can be run, a sample run is provided
in the following subsections slang with detailed explanations.
3•x.1	 kun Stream
The fallowing list of control statements s}:ows the typical
batch mode run stream used to execute the STACOM program.
@fiUfi JJL,J6C3YL,51928,20,90/1000
@ASG,UP 100





@SYh^ , U 100 „T4
@F'IP3
The first control statement is a run request which specifies
its run ID as ,.',^, identifies its account number as J6G^YL, assigns
proicet ID as 5192$, requests a maximum of 20 minutes of SUP-time and
finally asks for a limit of 90 printer pages any 1,000 punch cards. The
limits on SUP-time, number of printer pages and number of punch cards
deserve some attention when making a run. If there is an underestimate in
any of these three limits, the run may abort due to insufficient rec^urce
assignment.
ThE second statement is used to assign an alternate FORTRAN
output Pilo as required by the program. It is intended to be a one-day
file.
Statement 3 requests the system to direct the punch card image
file to the CalComp pen plotter with the name G9PLTF.
Statement: ^ is a command for executing the STACOM program
which is designated with the element name STACOM in file GEE.
The next statement asks the operating system to use the
content of element DATA as its input data.
Statements 6 and 7 are u.^sa to close file 1C+ 0 and catalog it
far later use.
Statement 8 asks the opPr^at,irig system to send the printer file
100 to an on-site low speed printer wic'; JD T^4. The [.' option retains the
EORTRAPa print, file after a ^^opy iu p. in' ^d
3-11
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The last statement terminates the run with a request For
a detailed description of run changes and run history. The number
of pages in the print file and the number of punch -card images are
part of
 *he data given by the accounting subsystem when a run terminates.
When the same program is to be executed via a demand terminal,
the content of element LEE.DATA can be divided into several individual
elements plus certain key-in control statements. Essentially, however,
the same amount of input data must be provided to succeed in running the
program.
3.4.2	 Input
As a specific example, Table 3-2 gives the list of data which
have been used in analyzing the South Plains portion of Texas under the
Council-of-Governments structure.
Encircled numbers have been written on the left hand side so
that Table 3-2 and Table 3-1 are made compatible. Data associated with
each eneircied number in Table 3-2 corresponds to the data item with the
same index in Table 3-1. Items 1 and 2 indicate that the run is concerned
with 1 region case, a total of 25 system terminations, $ data bases, and
a total of 358 distinctive cities. Items 3 gives the IDs for locations of
those four data bases, and item 4 lists the names of all 358 cities which
have distinctive V-^ coordinates (four digit integers). Since the number
of data bases is greater than 2, two input cards are needed fvr each
system termination; therefore a total of 50 cards are needed as listed
under item 5. Since there is only one rate structure, one card is needed
for rate application matrix (see items b and 7).
Item 8 shows the traffic density and rate application table
far which 9 cards are required. Items 9 and 10 indicate that only 3 type
of lines (with tares 1200 bps, 2400 bps, and 4800 bps} are considered; 0.7
is the line utilization limit for all of them. Three chargeable items are
applicable as shown in Stems 11 and 12. Item 13 is somewhat complicated,
the following explanation should enable the reader to understand it.
These 108 data cards are divided into 3 groups with the first group given
to the first line type, i.e., 1200 bps, and so on.
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Table 3-2. Input Data for the Example Aun
5192R+STACOMf{y),INPUT/0777
2 1125 4 358
























































ANGELI NA 8575 3561
ARANSAS 4405 3fi44
ARCHER A39b 4410
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Table 3-2. Input Data for the Example Run
{Continuation 1)
S7 C01,UMBUS COLORADO 9032 37u9
5A NEW BRAUNFELS COMAL 9145 401A
59 COMANCNE COMAN('HE 8735 4?_7^i
6D f3AIPfE5VILLF [OOKE 8289 4162
61 COPPERAS COVE CORYELL sf344 40°?
62 GATESVILIE CORYELL 8771 40P9
63 CRANE CPANE 9073 4A9f,
64 OZONA Cf10CKETT 91$4 4b42
65 DAt,HAR7 DALLAfu 812p 5249
bb Ap11ISON RALi.AS 84n4 4^4fa
67 CEDAR HILL DALLAS 8485 4f147
66 DALLAS DALLAS A436 4034
64 DESOTO DALLAS 8478 na;^n
7D DUpfCANVILi,E DALLAS 8469 4044
71 FApMERS BRANCH DALLAS 8414 40f+2
72 GARLAND DALLAS 8460 4f11R
73 GRAND PRAIRIE DALLAS 845E 40Af,
74 HIf,HLAND PARK DALLAS 8436 4Q34
75 IRVING DALLAS 8440 4p64
76 LANCASTER DALLAS 8470 40]3
77 MEcgUITE DALLAS 8426 4000
78 RICHARDSON DALLAS A349 4035
79 SEAGOVILLE DALLAS 8447 39t;a
AO UNIVERSITY PARK nALI.AS 84:ib 4034
81 LAyESA DAWSOr`f 8779 49].4
82 HEREFORn DEAF SMTH 8378 5143
83 gEr^TON dENTON 8372 4127
84 LEwISVILLE DFNTON F139R 4089
85 CUFRO Df=WITT 920Q 3923
8f3 SPIfR DICKENS 8560 4784
87 SAN DIEGO Dt1VAL 9542 3ARR
88 EA57LANn EASTf.AND 8649 4352
89 ODFS5A ECTOR 8982 4Q30
9D EN+•^I5 ELLI5 8514 39711
91 WAxAHACHIE FLLIS 8517 4f11t
92 EL PASO EL vA54 9231 S65S
93 STEPHENVILLE ERATH 8645 4232
44 MARLIN FALLS 8739 3Q31
45 BOf+' HAM FANNIN 82;54 39°6
96 RORY FISHER Afi79 4f,4f,
97 FLOYDADA FLOYD 8486 49{12
98 FAIRFIELD FREESTONE ef+0? 3R:^4
99 PEARSALL FRIG 9374 41?9
100 RICHMOND FT BEND 9009 3^Oq
101 ROSENBERG FT BEND 90f1Q 35°8
lag SEMINOLE t^AINES 8822 5^}4a
103 FRIENDSWOOD GAi.VESTON 89f,9 3kA9
104 GALVESTAN GALV^STON A9P.5 :1397
3.05 HITCHCOCK GALVESTON A99? 3441
lOfi LA MARpUE GALVE570N 897 3424
107 f.EACUE CITY GALVESTOf•! 846'' 34Af3
108 TEXAS CITY GALVESTOt•I R97!i 3424
109 P05T GARZA 8b5f1 4854
110 FREDERICfSSBf1RG GiLLESPIE 9x79 41QF
111 GOLI4D GOLIA^1 9311 "JF07
112 GOf^r7ALF. 5 GOpfZALES 9137 3FA4
113 PA7`sPA Gf AY 8148 49S?
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Table 3-2. Input Data for the Example Run
(Continuation 2)
114 DE^!i50N GRAYSON A225 4069
115 SHfRMAN GRAYSON 8?.53 4n72
1]6 GLApEMATER GR1•G9 A354 :^$4R
117 KTLGORE GRfGG 8379 3b7^1
118 LO^iGVIEW GRF,GG 9348 3Arf1
_:	 119 NAVASOTA GRIMES ABfrri 3715
120 Stwr,UIN GUAnALUPf. Q161 39E11
121 PLAINVIEW HALE 8465 tJ981
122 HA^rILTON HAMILTON 8744 4177
123 SPFARMAN HANSFORD 826 SR 37
124 QUANAH HARDE"^AN 8324 46*,4
125 KOLINTZ£ HAR(1IF! 8735 3405
126 SIL58EE HARpI4r R7'iD 33RA
1?_7 BAYTOWN HARRIS 8916 '466
128 BELLAIRE HARRIS 8938 3536
129 DEER PARK HARRIS $9?9 3491x	
130 GALENA PARK HARRIS 8Q38 353K
131 HOUSTON! HARRIS RQ3$ ;536
132 HUMBLE HARRIS 8RR] 3540
133 JAfINTO CIT Y HARRIS 8938 xS36
134 JERSEY VILLAGE HARRIS 89?F 3581
135 KATY HARRIS 8965 36]R
135 LA PORTS HARRIS 8829 :470
137 PASADENA HARRIS 8938 353Fs
138 SEARROOK HARRIS 8845 346T
139 SOUTH IIOUSTOIJ HARRIS 8838 3536
140 SOI.rTHSIpE PLACE HARRIS A93R 3536
141 SPRING VALLEY HARRIS A93R 3536
142 TOMRALL HARRIS 8884 3Ffl9
143 VILLAGE HARRIS 893! 35;16
144 WEPSTER HARRIS 8957 346R
145 MEST UNIV PL HARRIS 893R 3535
146 MArtSHALL WARRSt^r 831 i 360?
147 HASKELL HASKELL 85,x,5 4567
148 SAM MARCOS HAYS 9046 4D01
149 CANADIAN HEMPHILL 9036 4RP?
150 ATHENS HENDER50N $4R4 3R?6
15i pONNA HIDALGO 984h 3728
152 EDirJ6URG HinALGO 98wD 9758_
153 HIDALGO HIClALGO q!i56 3764
154 MCALLEN HIDALGO 9856 3764
155 MERCEpfS HIDALC,0 9845 3701
156 MISSION HIDALGO 9R61 37R!
157 PHARR HIDALGO 9854 3754
158 WECLACQ HIDALGO 9947 371f,
159 HILLS$ORO HILL 86]2 4026
1b0 LEVELLAND HOCKLEY R629 5f+5'^
1b1 SU^.PHUR SPRINGS HOPKINS 8281 3861
162 BIG SPiiiNG HOWAR[1 8847 4900
163 COF"NERCE HUNT 82A0 3921
164 GRFF'NVILLE HUNT R3]7 3949
165 BORDER HUTCHNSON Si46 5033
166 JACKSHORO JACK 8442 430'
167 EDriA JACKSON 9186 369R
168 BEAIIMONT :J£FF£RSON 8777 3't44
169 NEnERLAND JEFFERSON 8789 3316
17D PORT ARTHUR JF'FFERSpN BRDb 3298
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Table 3-2. Input DatJ3 for the Example Ru n
{Continuation 3)
171 ALICE JTM WELLS 953' 3855
172 BURLE50N JOHNSON 8522 41D3
173 CLFRURNE JOHN5[+N 8563 41R?
174 ANSDN JOi`IES 8647 4+63
175 STAMFORf1 JONES 8603 456T
176 KARNES CITY KARNES 9294 'fQ1A
177 KAUFMAN KAUFMAN 844? '3936.
!78 TERRELL KAt1FMAN 8410 3943
i74 6OF'RNE KErJDALL 9168 4133
i80 JAYTON KENT 858° 471a
181 KEpf^VILLE KERB 9143 42?6
182 JUNCTION KIMBLE 9n97 437
!H3 KIr' IGSVILLE KLEgERG 9566 :iani
184 E]EMJAMIN KNOX 8472 4J;na
185 PApIS LAMAR 8173 3897
186 LITTLEFIELD LAMB 8558 SnFa
187 OLTON LAMB E44g4 ^i054
1138 LAMPA5A5 LAMPA5A5 !1875 4137
189 HALLETTSVILLE LAVACA 9114 ?47A4
190 YORKUM LAVACA 9157 3814
iQ ! CEr^TERVILI_E LEON 8682 3768
192 CLFVELANp LIFIERTY N8O1 ?1540
193 LIBERTY LIBERTY 8A95 ;i4b3
144 MEYTA LIMESTONE 8635 3a89
195 GEORGE WE5T LIVE OAK 9419 3g1n
1q6 LUB;+OCK LUBPOCK 859A 4952
197 S1,pTON LURROCK 8615 4916
148 TANOKA LYNN 86RO 4424
199 MAnISOMVILLF MADISON 8740 3733
200 JEFFERSON MARION 8267 36]8
201 BAY CITY MATAG^IRDA 9l;5 3S7A
x02 EAGLE PA55 MAVERICK 9505 437n
203 8RA[+Y MCCULLOCH B93J1 4344
2D4 BELLMEAI) MCLENNAN A7rt6 3903
205 BEVERLY HILLS MCLENNAN 87OG 3q^+3
205 WACO MCLENNAN A7nfi 3043
207 W00[►WAY MCLENNAN 8706 3443
208 HDpIhO MFDINA 9285 4]74
209 MENARD MENARfI 91111 44m
210 MI^LANp MTDLAND 8934 4AaA
2I1 CAMERON MILAM AR35 :^^11n
212 RDCKDALE MILAM 887 3R4A
213 COLORACIO CITY MITCHELL 1l7A1 4706
214 BOW;E MQpfTAJiUE 8351 4?7,
215 MONTAGIIF MONTAr,UE A:i?3 4?fii
216 GONROE MprITGOMRY 883? ^J;nn
217 DUpA$ MOORS 8141 x]44
?18 DAINGERF;ELT1 MORRIS A240 ;7n4
219 NACOGDt1CHES NACOG11CH5 8515 ?15(,4
220 CORSICANA NAVARRO J^15F3 3Q?1
221 SWEFTWATER NOLAN 8737 4b32
222 CORPUS CHRISTI NIIECES 9475 97:19
223 RDgSTDWN NUECES 9446 37Afi
224 PERRYTON OCHiLTREF 79E,? 49A7
225 VEGA OL@HAM 8?42^i1T7
226 ORANGE ORANGE 8746 9?_A1
227 MI{^!FRAL WELLS "ARKEp 8520 4?^1
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Table 3-2. Input Data for the Example Run
(Continuation ^I}
22R CApTHAGE PANOLA 8'lA5 3564
229 WFATHERFORiT PARKER 85f1R 4?06
230 FARWELL FARMER 85D3 ^i2?1
231 FRIONA PARMEP 84'32 51P5
232 FDPT STDCKTON PFCOS 92p7 4954
23:1 AMARILLO POTTER 826fi Sn7F
234 CANYON RANDALL 8317 5075
235 CLARKSVILLE REJ1 RIVER 8147 :3AD9
236 PECDS REEVES 4135 F101
237 BIC LAKE REGAN 908? 47?:^
23B HEJ► PNE ROiiERTSDN 8801 3A46
239 ROCKWALL ROCKWALL 8384 :S9R4
240 BALLINGER RUNNELS 8855 44pA
241 HEP!DERSON RUSK 84?A 3f,40
242 ARANSAS PA55 SAN PTRCO 9437 :i7f10
243 GREGORY SAN PTRCO 94,55 3731
244 IN^LESIDE SAN PTRCO 9447 3711
245 PORTLAAIP SAN PTRCO 945^i 3731
246 SINTON 5AN PTRCO 9435 377
247 EL7{1RAp0 SCHLEICHR 9fJ76 4547
248 SNYDER SCURRY 871A 4737
249 STRATFORp SHFRMAN 8D49 !S1Q4
250 TYLER SMITH 8417 3744
251 9RFCKENRIDGE STEPHENS 8582 4:94
252 5TERLING CITY STFRLIJ'JG $400 4bJa6
253 ASPERMONT 57i;.+VEWALL 85A9 46SD
254 TULIA SWISHER 8397 5t^ih
255 ARLING70N TARRAP+T 8472 4nP5
-	
256 F3EbFORO TARRANT 8447 4fta?.
267 COLLEYVILLE TARRANT 8447 4117
258 CRDWLEY TARRANT R51^7 4118
259 EULESS TARRANT 844" 4na2
260 FORREST HILL TARRANT 8479 41?^
261 FORT WORTH TARRANT 8479 412?
252 GRAPEVINE TARRANT 84?F 40Q4
263 HALTOM CITY TARRANT 8474 4122
264 HURST TARRANT 8447 4117
2b5 LAKE M14RTH TARRANT 8471 4158
256 NO RICHLAND HLS TARRANT 8447 4117
267 RICNLA^!0 HILLS TARRANT A479 41?2
268 50UTHLAKE TARRAr+T 8425 4DQ4
259 WHITE SETTLMNT TARRAR!T 84A5 4153
270 APiLENF TAYLOR 86gA 4513
271 5AN()ER50N 7ERRELL 433'1 4Al6
272 BROwNFIELp TERRY A7QS 507
273 MT PLEASANT TITUS 8234 37K5
274 SAN ANGELO TOM GREEN 8944 4563
275 AUSTIN TRAVI5 aoDS 3946
276 GiLMER UPSHUR 8317 3716
277 RANKIN UPTON 9084 4811
2TB UVALDE UVALDE 4357 4?79
279 DEL RIO VAL VERDE. 93q° 44Q0
280 CANTON VAS! ZANDT 8414 3R5R
2d1 VICTORIA VICTORIA 9245 374A
2A2 HUNTSVILLJ' WALKER 8'158 :^55?
283 HEMPSTEAD WALKER AQ23 3f+°I
284 MONAHANS WARD 9066 5J)D5
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Table 3-2. Ingut Data for the Example Run
(Cont3.nuation 5}
285 BRENHAM wASHINGTN 8932 375?	 ,,,,,
286 LAREDO wEHB 4681 4044	 ..	 ..
287 PIERCE wHARTDN 91.15 3649
2p8 WHARTON WHARTON 4078 353x1
289 SHAMROCK WHEELER 8170 4AOR
290 BURKBURNETT WICHITA 824D 4x40
291 w1c^llTa FALLS WICHITA $326 44f:i
292 VERNON WILBAPGER 8326 4F67
243 RAYMONDVILLE WILLACY 9768 3703
294 FLORESVILLE WTL50N 921,1 3970
295 1(ERMIT WINKLER 4024 506D
296 DECATUR wTSE 8344 4205
247 wINN5BOR0 WOOD B24S 3794
298 DENVER CITY YOAKUM 8781 5098
299 GRAHAM YOUNG 8492 4365
300 OLNEY YOUNG 8450 4414
301 CRYSTAL CITY ZAVALA 94f,6 4246
302 ARA^ISAS PASS ARAN5A5 9437 :1700
3D3 PLEASAtdTON ATASG05A A32R 4O?7
304 BANitERA HANDERA Q205 4190
3D5 BASTROP 8A5TROP 900 3x04
306 MARBLE FALLS 6URNET 8490 41]F
307 LOZKHART CALDWFLL 9077 3954
308 CUEING CALDWFLL 9117 ;Q33
309 9AIR0 CALLANAN 86AR 4450
310 PITTS$URG CAMP 9264 S74R
311 PA^+HANDLE CARSON 9210 5n^o
312 ATLANTA CASS 8192 36fA
313 RUSK CHEROKEE 8515 ;6T2
314 HENP.IETTA CLAY 83?•'1 4354
'315 CRp58YTON CpOSBY B54R 4862
316 CAriROLLTON DALLAS 8430 4Df+F,
317 COOPER DELTA 8241 3AQf,
318 CARRIZO SPRS. DIMMIT 95n0 424O
319 CISCO EASTLAND 86,2 4;17
320 LA GRAA+GE FAYETTE 9016 3A]T
321 MT VERNON FRANKLIN 8246 3AO1
322 AN<`F.RSON GRTMES 8836 37OA
323 MEMPHIS HALL 8297 4821
324 ALAMO HTDALGO 9854 ;754
325 GRANBURY HOOD 9572 4178
326 CROCKETT HOUSTON $634 35R5
327 STINNETT HUTCHNSON 8117 5054
328 JASPER JASPER 8An3 3394
329 GROVES JEFFERSON 8799 :^3SF
33D PORT NEGHES JEFFERSOM 87B9 3316
331 COTULLa LASALLE 94'f6 412D
332 GI {4DING5 LEF F^96A 3948
333 GROF5$ECK LTMESTONF 9671 3986
334 LLANO LLANO 8470 41Q4
335 NEWTON NFWTOPf AAOO ; 3ri?S
336 BRThGE CIT Y ORANGE 8774 3295
337 VI(10R ORANGE 87f,1 3334
338 PALO PINTO PLO PTNTO 8541 4?41
339 LIVIt'lG5TO^i POCK 8y'i6 3543
340 REFUGIO RFFUGIO 93FS ;7F7
341 FRANKLIN ROf1ERTSON R'► 56 3A:iq
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'^52 ^^ AZLI MULESHOE Pp
363 .oa .DO
364 AZKK MORTON 50
355 ,00 .00
365 AZKW SPUR pp
357 .OD .p0
368 AZX7 FLOYDADA SO
369 .00 •DO
370 AZLIJ POST 50
371 .ao .00
372 AZLA PLAINVIEW PQ
373 .DO .00
374 AZL@ PLAINVIEW SO
375 ,00 .00
376 AZLh LEVELLAND PO
377 ,00 .00
378 AZL[ LITTLEFIELb Pp
379 .00 •DD
380 A2KA LITTLEFIELD SO
381 ,00 .ao
382 AZTI OLTON PD
383 ,00
.0^
3B4 AxGJ, LURgOCK pp5
3B5 .00 .00
3H6 AZLK LUR80CK PQ
3R7 ,00 .00
3BB AZL^. LUF]BOCK SO
389 .00 .On
390 AILp SLATON p0
341 .00 •Dp
392 AZLJ TAHOKA p0
393 .00 .00
'394 AZKS TANOKA 50
395 .00 .00
396 AZLF BROWNFIELD Pp
397 ,00 •pO
398 AZLF BROWNFIFLp SO
5ARINE 8511 3413
SN AU6U5T 8481 3471




















































S 1 A	 25.27
	











































































.DD	 •00	 •00	 .00
400
	 AxLN DENVER CITY pp	 295	 7.39	 20•A7	 .6D	 .AO
-	 401	 .60	 •D^	 •DO	 .DD
402	 NAAE MULESFiOE 5:0.
	
B	 ] •6F	 5.26	 •OD	 •nf1
403	 .DO	 •00	 •00	 .00
404	 NAB{ CROSBYTON 5.0.	 312	 1.66	 5.26	 .00	 •f► f1
4D5	 .DD
	 .00	 ,00	 .00
-	 406	 NACG LEVELLANp S•0.	 157	 ?.6B	 8.4A	 .00	 .f10
4D7	 •OD
	 •00	 .00	 •00
4D9
	
NAFA PLAINES 5.0.	 357	 1.53	 4•Rb	 •00	 .^6
409	 .DO	 .00	 .00	 .OD
410	 AAA, ^USTIP} SWITCHER	 27?	 •0	 .f1	 •0	 •^




413 Qr ^-W-^ 1
414
	 e^-^101p101010101010103a111010111011101d^011101D101110111O10IDtQ111nt1101 ► in1011111^ ►
415	 SOlo1DiDl0]SID1016101D10101n16l010i otn 1 61D1Oinidl1L0 16 1 (Ii^iAinintni01Rin1g1010I1
416	 10i0^0141011tD10111D10ln10101D1of110iD1n11f01fli0111010101Iin1n11iAfif11n111110I0
417	 iDiOfOlOk010103110l0101D101010101010101Q1D101n1p1fl10t011111^ ►i1tQIO11111n1010111^
419	 i11r110101 1 10111p1014101n101011 10l0101D111011t01nloinll101Otninin11101i1n1AinlRt^
4x9	 iDin11i01016iii01D 1 1101a111nloilii11111otnI0101Q101o101011111i101 (^1n1^1intn1n1n1n
420
	 10101011} 1010111010lO1O111p1fi1011f 0111Rif11O101A10101c + 111if1A11i111f 0101 nin101t1.1 ]n
421	 1011111011101011111D1016i01610101p16t0fofo10101010161D 11111111r11^1610101n1ofo10f0
422	 101n101610iDLO10101o101Ri11D1010 ] Di0t61D 1 Di01olni610f01ni01 . n1^ini0lAfntnleln
423 QQ --^'^	 fJN3=3 ► I.E.r 150r12DOr2400
424 Qo ^-^1.2K9
	




2460 •7 1 1
426	 4.8KR
	
4800 •7 1 1
427 11	 3 DN4=3 AS N0. OF H/W UNITS ASSOCIATE WITH EACH 5YS. T EMN,
428 17	 SER.T. MODEM PROP f^NAMES



























































































































537 1+	 i	 fJLiNEAR FOR 1200 eAUn LiNF
538	 900.	 :0	 900.	 .0
539	 1.	 3.	 1.	 3.
540
	 900.	 .0	 900.	 .0
541	 1.	 3.	 !.	 3.
542	 90D.	 .0	 900.	 .0
543	 1.	 .fi	 1.	 .0
544	 1	 r^LINEAR FOR 2400 9AUh LINE
545	 400•	 :0	 900•	 .0
546	 1.	 3.	 1.	 3.
547	 a00.	 .0	 900.	 .p
548	 1.	 3:	 t.	 '^•
549	 a00.	 .0	 900.	 .0
550	 1.	 .fi	 1.	 .0
551	 L	 LINEAR FOR 4800 AAUD LINT
552	 900.	 .0	 90D.	 .0
553	 1.	 3.	 !.	 3.
554	 aOD.	 .D	 900.	 .0
555	 1.	 3:	 1.	 3.
55fi	 900.	 .0	 900.	 .0
557	 1.	 .6	 1.	 .0
558 is	 1 2
5S9	 0 0
560	 16	 3	 2	 0	 0	 A •{106	 .0
561	 3	 2	 0	 0	 8 .00R	 .0
562
	 3 2	 0	 0	 8 .030	 +0
563 t ^	 11
5fi4 ►e ^LIDR .35 300 4.2b 3.94	 0	 0 .0	 .{t
565	 ^CiC	 60 8615.25 14.47	 0	 0 .0	 .0
566	 AOM	 50D 500 3.62 3.62	 0	 0 .^	 .0
567	 G-COf1E 300 300 .13 8.43	 0	 0 .0	 .0
568	 CCH 426 459 5.78 5.7A	 0	 0 .0	 .0
564	 MVp	 50 1 T5 9.34 9.34	 0	 0 .0	 .0
3-22
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STO	 INp/NL 50 X00 •45	 .45	 D 0 .O	 ^0
571	 AO1N/NL 300 300 .45	 .0	 0	 0 .0	 .0
Fr	 572	 NCIC	 50 40 .0	 4.21	 0	 0 .0	 .0
a',	 578	 D3/pL5 9D 50 3.49 1.1	 D	 D •0	 •O
374
	 DS/ANT 90 5D .45	 .45	 4	 0 .0	 .0
'	 375	 it	 .110
376 TO	 2 AAAA	 1	 G1511ITCHER ASSINGMENT MITlf Ilr!%rA4ri5





2	 pTOTAL %SAC a REA. AT THE AUSTIN 511ItCHFR WITH C8.5 11I3
580 t3	 20 7.0 1 'iTERM./LINErRESP. Ti PE^ MPROC MITM I^JrF`5.2rt2





Each group is than divided into three subgroups of 12 cards
one for each chargeable item. Eaer subgroup is then divided into 3 units,
4 Garda per unit, according to the three types of traffic density combina-
tions: high-high, high-low and low-low. Each specific unit is then
divided into two subunits of 2 cards. The first subunit is for instal-
lation casts, and the second for recurring costs. The first card of
each subunit is far costs under half duplexing made, and the second
for costs under full duplexing mode. The first number of each card
is the cost for the initial unit, the second far each additional unit
at the same location.
Item 1^ indicates that, in Texas, a linear costing function is
used for all of the line service charges. The first card gives the
installation charge as a function of distance, and the secand the monthly
recurring charge as a function of distance. Under each line type, the
line cost is also given as a function of traffic density mix between two
terminals.
Item 15 indicates that an optimization process is requested
after a star network is formed.
Item 1b shows the line protocol characteristics far those
three line types under consideration by providing data such as no. of
polling characters, modem turn-around time, while item 17 and 18 give the
message statistics. Item 19 indicates that a 110 milli-second is used as
the average transaction service time needed in the central switcher of the
system being studied.
Item 2Q pre-selects system termination AAAA as the RSC, and
item 21 designates AAAA as the system centroid.
The three remaining cards define the total traffic load at the
central switcher, the multidrop line constraints, and a request for a
Cal Comp plot at the end of each regional network optimization.
3.4.3	 Output
After a normal termination from a STACOM program run, outputs
from the printer and the CaiComp plotter should contain all data desired.
This subsection describes the contents of these outputs obtained from the
example run.
3.4.3.1	 Prigtef Output. Data showing results from a normal program
execution of the STACOM program are printed on a regular printer. Table
3- 3 shows the exact output obtained from running the STACOhl^wrogram
utilizing the set of input data as given in Paragraph 3.4.2.
To facilitate the following discussions, the contents of Table
3-3 are itemized as shown.
Item 1 reminds the user that only one region has been con-










A7RA AZTI AZ6L A7LK AZLL a7Lp
.d .7 4.1 ^2.j S•B 1•^
l.b 2.1 !S•1 q5.4 T.9 S•t
.^ •0 •n .R •0 •n
•n •o .R .R .o .n
•n ,n ,i^ •n .0 .A
.n .n .n .n .n .n




1¢--s THERE ARE	 1 RE5I0^1S
^'► 1200	 Pl7LL CHAh.=	 S NAK CHAR•=	 2 VOLI, 0/H=
	
0
NAK 4/H3 U NSG Of H= R
MPSENV	 .OD9 PPSEM^	 .00n
240D POLL [HAR.= ^ NAK CHAR.= 7 POLL 0/H= U
NAK 0/H= U MSG 0/H= B
MPSEM=	 .U05 PpSEM=	 .060
4$Up	 POLL CHAH.=	 S NAK CHAR.= 2 PDLL 0/H= V




--sAV6. INHUT M5G wITk PAID 1= 147,p CHARS
AVU• INHUT NSG 147,p f'MARS
AVf„ OVTPllT N5G M/H PRIO 1= 212.2 CHARS.
AVG, OUTP[JT M5G NTTH PHIO2=
	 .0 CHARS
OVERALL AVG. M5G





,_5^--^- ..,^ TkAfFIG MATitTXSpIPS!
TERM• n2LI AZKK A21(^ A[xZ AZLO AZLA A7LR A2Lp AILC
TRAFIlI I.0 .b .B .f .q '^•q 1.0 1.'+ 1.2
TRFaUT 2.6 1.4 2.4 1.6 1.1 7•q 2.0 3,7 2.^
TRAFIN •D ,0 .4 .4 •R •n •n •0 cR
TRFOUT •0 .0 •4 .0 •R ,A ,0 ,D ,R
TRAFIN •0 .0 .p .0 •4 •4 .R ,0 •0
TRFOUT •o ,u .n .o •R .4 .n .n •n
TAAFIN ,0 •S •0 •0 .n ,4 .R .0 ,n
TAFOUT .D ,n .o .n .n .o .R .4 •r





4' - T07hL r^AFFTC f^ }'I r t pIATFU FrtCM CYO. TrR WN. i1+1rcf5F^1
A TLi . `1ri0 A7KK .5µ'+	 AIK '+' , v37 l47YZ , /nf Af.Lrt s3t1t
AILA 3.^h9 nTLN 1..491	 AfLn 1.193 hZ!_C 1.1A3 AIRA .A4o
A TT[ . f l!+ ^ ^t;L 4.Ik^^	 rCLM 32.^4u ti71 L S.rRt n7ld 1,335
A7l.J . phi A2KS . 5'17	 ALLY ? . 97p A7LF . 93'1 AlLp! ,cAc
NAAF .L21 MAAG . 271	 +tAC^+ . :iS7 •^AFA .! !lu AAAq ,11gA
TrtTAL Tg AFFIrx ^I,pn
TOTAL T p AFFIC ITFSTT UATFt` T(+ STS. TF^M+1.	 [PITS/S^t'1
M17LI 2.SFu A7KlC 1.411
	 ALK r- 2. 37',1 eZY7 1•'^Ay elLA l.pao
AILA 7.415 AlLt} 1.aSK	 AlLiJ 3.7117 g71.f. 2.°?ti AZKA i.4ii
4ZTi ^.LSS t.T[iL 1d.14u	 AfIK 4h.424 A71.t 7.Hau ALLQ ^.lFt
1ZLJ Y.ryS AT'! S I.^^S	 e7t£ 5. 452 AZlF 1.115 eILN 2.7Ri
!lAAF . /4I NJ^lfli .71l1











7074E SYSTEN' T`lAFFit=	 17y, ^o
7TERM.	 47.LR ALLL 47LN A7r.L
AZLI R3. bJ, 6T, h7.
AZKK Jan. 5k. `,rt. Ku,
AZKW 4a. gin. SP. SR.
AZ%Z u2. kl. kl. k1.
AZLO 23. Sn, Sn. 3a.
AZLA 51. uJ. 43. k3.
AZLEi 92. 43. u;, u3,
AZL[1 ku. }1. 3t. 31.
AZLL Sr• il. R7. 3T,
ATKA SL. 3/. 37. 37,
AZ7I $^1. u5. kii. uS,









POIr^T T1: POIhIT nlS7A"^CF MATRTT
A77I	 A7XA	 A7LC	 A7Lr'
3k. 3t. 'S1. u9.
4". ?A. ^A. 7ti.
R°. ol. 41. PR+
k^. 5A. 5P. F6.
Rl. Tu. 74+ F+t•




47LN Aytn 47LN A77r7
G^. sp, ln5. A7.
F.q . Fa. "+R. Rk.














Table 3--3. Printer Output from the Example Run
(Continuation 2)
Qa --^ RFG= 1 • ST$, TF^IMN._
A2Li MULESHUE Pn AIKK }^ORTO"1 Sn AZI" ! 5P17a Pr A7JIZ FLOtr[) AnA Slt
AZLA PAST 50 AZLA PLAtN"IFW PO e1LR PLATN4tFM Sn ATLn LEVELLArq► Pt}
AZLL L [ TTLEFIELfI PD AZKA IITTLtFIFLp 58 rtZTT oLTn1J P•1 +ZUL LIIRRt+CI( nP5
AZLK LUpSOC! PO AlLL LURRnCK Sn A2LR SLATOT + G[] ArLJ TAHOX4 PJ1
AZKS TAJ+OKA Sp AZLE RFOWNF IEL r1 PD rtZLF PROWNFTFLn SO K7Ltl I+EuVEP CITY PR
NAAF MIJLESHOE 5.0. NAND CROSg TTC'! 5.0. NACG LEV^ 'LLAlKJ S . lt• FtAFA PLAINFS 5.0^
AAA4 AUSTItJ SMITLFFFIt
INp10E5 FOR SYS. TERM.
1 2	 3	 4	 h	 F 7	 R q	 to	 11	 I2	 1; Ik	 15	 lh	 I7	 1R	 1 4	20 21	 ??	 23 ?4	 ?^+
11	 RSC- A4AA FUR REGI+7N 1
'Fable 3-3. Printer Output from the Example Run
(Continuation 3)
^^ ^ REffONpL STON µF7NARK aND TTS rOSTS- 1
SrrrcM TERMµ• M1ZLI a7.K1t A7Ka A7%Y eZl_4 aI.LA 42LM a7LD AZZC AZK11
N0. OF LINES RFr}.
t .2KP 1 ] 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 12a4KP Is n n p q n n p p n4•B1tR U U U n t' n n n n n
LINE UTILIZATInN .pU4 .pn3 .Pn4 ,nn3 .On2 .o! r ann 3 .01x5 :On4 •nn♦
DSTNCE FROM H5^ 39'3 374 2a7 >3I ?44 356 35h ;wy J6P 35R
TRRFFIC
LIME TO I;PI r .9tfr1 .5+44 ,R.17 ,747 a3+'1 3.36 1•x173 1.343 l.1R3 .6PoCPLI TO LIr'E ?.Sh4 1.411 7.373 1,5AB 1,n+lA 7.415 1•q!+6 1,7U7 2:92F !•4'73LINE RESPUNSF TI ME 3.2^7^ 3.27x+ i.7 TA 3.277 s.?75 3.?al; 3.778 3.2a3 3.281 3.2'►55U'41OTAL
1N5T. CO$T^
L1NE5 u n n p n p rt u O nSERaT. uHO 2U 2u 2r+ 20 2fr 2n ?n 2u 2n 2nMODEM 24+rp l0U Inn tnt+ lOn lnn Ipn Inn lOU lOn lnnUROI' n n If 4 U o n O n A VANNUAL RECUkH• COST V
W L1J+EES 1297dp 14364 13644 I+t33? 11016 lnSR• ?h63 2'+53 127NU 132gA 1;24R ^
1
SfA.T. 8A4O 361r 360 36+' •60 3En 36o Srin whU 3(^ D 350 ^
113 MOt]F.M 12h72 SZa 52A S?R S2R 52A 5?R 52A F2R F2R 5?p WCD DROP 57aU 24U 24U 24rr ?40 24x1 24n 24n gnu 240 240TOTAL COST
INST. COST zANo 12q 1?n 1?r^ 12O 120 12O 120 1'7 !zn 120 ORECUR• CnST 256Q22 15441 14772 114h11 13044 1171? '3RO1 3fig1 ]34UN 14376 1tl37F ^
HEGIItNAL ST4k *rETMOaK ANp ITS Cn5T5 •' 2 N
SYSTEM TERMN. ALT1
,
a2Gt_ AZLK A^t4 11ZLR a7LJ AZKS A7.LE J1ZLF AZL"
N0. OF LINES AFn.
1.2KA 1 I t 1 l 1 i 1 1 12.4xg u n n D n n n u 0 n4.6J(R U 0 n n n n n U n n
LiNJ" UTlLI7A T1 pN .Uh3 .015 .OI.9 .OI2 .nOS ..x'14 •nn3 ,nUR :nn? . A4n
D574CE FROM HS(' 37S 332 33? 332 3lr+ ;1! 311 i34 354 35^7HAFFIC
LINE TV Cpll .715 4.14a 'S2.\U4 5.2A1 1.335 •7F; :537 2.79 :53'► •OqKCPU TO LINF. 2.I^5 I3,14U 4'1.474 7.AA4 wash! 2•?95 1.32'5 5.492 1:115 2.7A3LINE RESP' +N5F T1 Mt 3.27x+ 5.311 3.46! 3,301 3a2A1 i.27R 3.275 3.2A4 3.27 3.?pn
SU^1OTaL
INS*. CnSTS
LINES U R Ir n n o n u o nSER•T. zu zO T[t 20 2n 2n 2n 2u 20 2n3^OpEM IUU ina ln[' lOp lnn SOn lnn Inn lnn tnnUAOp U O n O n n tt n n n
ANNUAL RELUkH. COST
LINES 1342a 2390 2390 23911 !1376 P73o ?23q 12024 12024 1?InsSER.7. 35V 360 351' X60 3Rt1 360 360 36u 3bn 3pnMOf1EM 52N 52R S?A F29 52A S2R 52R 52H 52p 52R
Table 3-3. Printer Output from the Example Aun
(Continuation 4)
oRnP zan tart	 aar+ 	 aan 2a ++ 	 2an	 Zan	 ?'+r}	 Zan	 ZanTOTAL CAST
INST. Gd5T 120 12rt	 1 ?n	 120 12n	 12n	 1?0	 1tU	 !2n	 !2nRECUR. GUST 1ay55 351R	 351R	 551R f?5ny	 33[+7	 5357	 13152	 15]52	 19835
REBTaN}1L STAR NETVnRK a F10 TTS ^OSTr,— 3
SYSTEM TERW►r• NAAE NA66
	 NAGS	 NAFA AAAA V
Cnf NC. OF LINF5 Req.
N I.2KR 1 1	 1	 1 n ^
^ 2.aKR u o	 n	 0 n ^
a.BxB u o	 u	 n n C0
LINE UT=LIZ^TInN .put .402	 .out	 .002 .nnrt ^''
DSTNCE FRDH RSC 39Y 310	 555	 ±161 0 !.{
TRAFFIC ^
LINE TI1 GPtr .2'L1 .221	 .i!+7	 .2na .OS}n
	 .
CPU TO LINE .7U1 .7n1	 1.l 3!	 .SaR .OnO
LINE RESPONSE TIME 3.273 3.273	 5.275	 3.275 .Ann
SUBTOTAL
INST. COSTS
LINE5 u n	 n	 O o
5ER.T. 2u 20	 2u	 2n n
MOpEM l0u lnn
	 lRn	 100 n
PROP u n	 n	 o n
ANNUl;L FEtUFtft. tnsT
LINE5 1a36a 11160	 127gU	 !2995 n
SER.T. S50 360	 550	 ;69 n
MOOEM 52es 52q	 5?R	 5'28 T}
DROP tau 2a0	 tau	 Tan n
TOTAL COST
INST. COST I2U 120
	 12Q	 Y20 n
RECUR• COST 15a9'^ 122gP	 l39nR	 la12a u
TOTAL COSt- 2597U2
















LINE TO CPU SS.691
CPU TO LINE 100.777













INST. COST 15ti0 1140
RECUR S COST 310^1b 22127
TOTAL CO5Te














































Table 3-3. Printer Output from the Example Run
{Continuation b)


































individual line type under consideration. Far example, a modem turn-
around time of 50 milli-seconds has been used in the run.
item 3 shows the traffic characteristic as calculated by the
STACOM program and item ^ prints out the pre-assignment activities. In
this example run, the system termination AAAA is preselected as the
regional switching center; since only one region is under consideration,
all of the remaining system terminations are assigned to region 1.
Item 5 shows a small portion of a traffic matrix from each
system terminator, to four data bases calculated by the program. Item 6
prints the total ineomingloutgoing traffic in bps to/from each individual
system termination. Also included is total inco?^ing/outgoing traffic
to/from the system.
Item 7 gives a short list of point- tc-point distances between
system terminations as calculated by the program.
Item 8 gives the system centroid as designated from the input.
Item 9 shows the GPO uti:it.zation at the central switcher of the system
being studied.
Item 10 gives the IDs and names of alI system terminations in
the region and their internal indices. Item 11 prints the regional
switching center for the region which has been preselected. In this run,
the RSG turns out to be the central switcher.
Item 12 provides the details of the star network developed by
the program, For example, the system termination AZLI is linked to the
regional switching center AAAA by a 1200 bps line. With the traffic as
shown, its line utilization is only .004 and response time 3.279 seconds.
It is 399 miles away from AAAA. Based on the tariff applicable for Texas,
its installation costs are $20 fcr service terminal and $100 for modems.
Annual recsrring costs are $8^,2 for lines, $360 for service terminals,
$528 for modems a!id $2^i0 for tt^e drop charges. After the printout for the
star network, the multidrop network (as generated by t:,e STA^OM program)
is printed as given by item 13. In this example run, two distinctive
subnetworks have been generated. Both subnetworks require only the 1200
bps lines. In addition to data similar to item 12, it also includes the
total number of terminals on each multidrop line and the total connection
milage. Summarized Hosts are also provided.
Finally, the actual structure of the final multidrop network
is printed as item 14. It is printed in a tree-type form, relating each
individual termination to others.
The above describeu
output alternate file, 100. In
file, 6, is generated by the pr.
the copy of output file, b. It
by the program during its input
indication that the program has
printer output is a copy of the FORTRAN
addition to this, a regular FORTRAN output
a^gram. k'or this example run, Table 3-^ is
indicates all of the request messages go




Table 3-^. Un1t 6 Printer Output from the Example Burs
AS511J^E rJt1MrER nF FtF:UIO:+!;
EttTER NR AMI) STPiKF: RCT CJRN KE•Y
TT^F IN N0. OF*,YS. TEr: ^"NS r !BATA 1lASE^r Arin t'TT1Fti WTTFt F' nR+uAT 3I!^
THERE App	 ?.c5Y5. TFn ^^N5. r	 4 t^ATA F1A5FS 35H t'TTiFS
TYF+F. Iri t)AtA HASF: 1_t)CA T ION^ WITH FnRMAT 6S1xrA41
4 C)ATA 1?+15FC ARC AT AAAA I1 ppL1 r',SSS 1tH)IH
TYPE IN CIT Y V-H WITH 1•rJRf++AT t33Xrt5r2x+I51
TTPE tN PItT Nn^r rJAME+ MAPI"lrlC^ ApH . Arin TfiAFFIC
w[TH FnPMA7 I4 ► IXr4AfirT ++ rE^FR.?
TYPE Etl N4. t]F RATE 5Tn+tCTtJRFS 11WE)FR
CoiaSi pFRATTnN fr'ITH FQH•AAT I3
TYPE IN RATE APPLICATin*1 70 F;A'^H l:nnnfTN.
WHt EACM 5 Y `^ • TERM . WITH FnFtMAT lUt2
1tEAl7 IN TNAFFTP I)FNSITY TY1 +F Aldil HATE STRIIJ:TtIftE
F')It EACF+ CItT +.JTTH FOIt+'aAT ^ ►oTi
TYP'• ]rd NO. OF I INF' TYKES A^PICANLF WIT H FON^IAT I3
TYPE IN NAMFr CAPAC1TYr llTTi_. FACTOR AVATL. FOR
EACit LTrfE T ti F'F WITH Fbn"^AT A5r1 )(rIf+.l %rt-3.2..r2t1K+T11
TYPE !ri N0. OF nFV1C£S ArJC1 rIA F"FS FnR EACH ! INF TYPE
WITFI FriFMAT 13/sr}lAt,rtrl
TYPE" IN IN5 l. l+Nn I)tCt) I ? H . CA4T5 W+;T
ItATF STRUCT IJFtFI LINE_ T^NEr nFVICFI TRAFFTC rtFMSTIY
ANC} (^Ill'1_Ex1NG l +n F ' E wITN FORMAT ?Fq . T/?F4.?
TYQF [N 1NST. r;05T5 ' n+	 1N£5 Y+It7
itATFr tTNF. OF^+SITY+	 ,+, fN IrLFrI!!U ^tOnF
WETH FORMAT VFa.2
TY{+F IN INt)t JC rnR t1FIFA"ITY nK^ LiriF p !-CI fR. CO5T
F I )rICT10^+ WITH I=LIrJfAR Ar•JF) rI UFILIrItAP DTrIl=RWTSF,
WITH FORMAT i1 FON tAClt tINF TYPE
TYPE Ifl R1.r,Utt. CO5TS WI tFl FnNMAT 4ra.? [F ^trlFna
WITH FnRbtAT kl1FA.;/TOF^.3 IF PIC)riL1NFAtt
IF NUtJtINFANr t +SF 1t+F9.^
TYPE Itl ACTION t^tU10ES FnR FACII RE^InN
15T Et_F^+Fr 1 T % 1= Irl5 G:t2TT' +N TO T1FIS nkEt.nAnF'n PELT++rI TS nK
2r1[1 CLF1 +CrJT% 1^ OF'TI*tI7ATil)N I5 NE.F:HF;fr
TYPE 1N flFf+ IUN INOE x Arl l l ACTION iJ+ J ^+ t1FR flFFrtF'[)
WITH FQRi^'AT ^I9 4rJi + ^'rJn IT W1T)I A [1 p
TYF^F I r l NF'Lr rlJ+lt. MNLOI+r iJAN01tr Mpflr
TA +JI1Mr TACT 1N FAR •AAI t514 ► 2F7.51
7YPf ltr rin. OF +15U TYF'F5. hrafl TRAFFTC ^fATTSTICS
5UC^1 Ar MSf- rIAM + MStIDir "'+Sf_n11T+ ItATtt1 WIill
FUi7^aAT T4/Inhralal')r2F^.3f T
TYpP irJ PItf:LUAnFr) SY57 F '^ TFRMN. Ar t!] R,r WIT++
FUi?'"AT TLrlxrAnrA`^
3aR3 f1tSf4rIC£ ITF^'ti ARF OVFRSI7Frt
A$SFJME A SYSiF:"" CFraTRnFf►
ENTFN fnC?F Fu q rJ5CC ANn ^TN1KF itFl+IRr+ vF!Y
iNR t IT T I'+TAI, NO. 11F TitA'rtiACTidr15 nrut rin. ttf nCCF55 aT THE. S'•r I T+' t+t=1t
1=NTF"R M'ITFI Ft3.ti ANC I3 I IMpFfI xSAC/SAC
NEA T + IN LI +•+1T5 nN r lo. of SYS. 7E'yM,, n+^ n I.tttF
rHESF + OH^E TIME' PF@[) ANn FJQ. nF }^CanCfS5nH5 1JITFI Ff)R ► "++T
IsrFh.ari2
1F F'LOTTINn I5 P£r^IliREn. TYPE I WIT+1 FnJeMnt I3
TRYLr1K HA^^ HFfN ACCFS`:F.^ FnCt	 1JtrJr'i9 Ti'"«




3.x.3.2	 ,^alCamo Plot. Figure 3-'^ is the actual network graph as
plotted by the CalComp plotter. Tt refleots the network as printed in the
last part of pr^.nter output. It should be noted that because of the
existenoe of identioal V-H coordinates associated with system terminations
in the example run, fewer distinctive nodes are shown in the plot. The
root node is for the system termination, AAAA, which is the location of
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3 C+ STACpM Tr+pr)LnGY PR+tGraM 	 t'
4 C+ JET PR{)piJLSTON LAPifaATORY	 +C
5 Cs 4At10 AAK GRO VE rRTVF	 +C
6 [+ PASAnFNAr CALIF+tPNTA 	 41103	 +C
7 C+ *r..
8 C+ s,+*+^s»*++*++»*++r++r*+r+++rr*rr+r+++*rr n++++++++s+rs+ss++rrtr+*ss=:•s+C
9 C
10 C THIS PROGRAM I5 DFSiGNEp TO PERFORM FORMATTONS AF REGTOh1S• rF(.FCT?Ar!S
it C OF Rf:CIONAL SWITCHING C£NTERSr FOR uATI^Nf AF INITIAL P1^'(+I^► !++ AL NFTwORNSr
12 C OPTIMI7ATION Of REGIONAL NETWA pKS I15INF THE FSAI +—Nt Ti.l~TAMS M F'TtiOf) IF
13 C REt,UESTE[lr AND FINALLY FORMATIONS OF AiV INTFRRFGTO ► + tJETMlnA t[	 AMA ITS
iw C OrTIMiT.ATTON
15 C
16 C rrrrsrr «rr+r•sr+r+rrrrr+ +*rsrs +* rrrr+rvs+^srr+es*
17 C
18 C THIS TOPOLOGY PROGRAM CONT A INS ONE !AA IN+ PROf+RA t ' AIiH i f1.EVE ►^' S!lgPROGRAMt._
19 C TuFY ARE AS FOLLOMIS:
20 C MAIN PROGRAM	 MAIN ( REGION ASSTGNMFf!TS OF	 ^STrM TERMiNATfdNS)
21 C 5UBPROGRAM- 1	 ; RGN"S£ T {REGIONAL NE Ywl^p l^	 ' ^	 i(+1N PNn TTS nnTI ++ I7A*TOM)
22 C SUBPROGRAM -2	 IRNOP ( TNTER —REGION ^+ FTWtrR^	 ,, ;^TrMIZATIOM)
23 C SUBPROGRAM-3 : ICOSTJ ( COSTING fIJNCTTON!
24 C SUBPROGRAM-4 : RHOFUN ILINF UTIl.I7A T I0*d FUrlCTinN)
25 C 5URPROf,RAM-5	 LINNUM	 ( LINE COnIF^r. (1EFINITtON! p ASEn {)M T!?AA'Fff)
2b C SUBPROGRAM-/, ; PACic	 ( STORIN 'C OR RETp IfVIMG OISTAIVfF 11ATA}
27 C SUBPROGRAM-7	 pI57 ( FTrdnINf, pISTANrE RFThtcFN TWO GIV^NI TFttMINALS!
28 C SUBPROGRAM-A	 i.INK (FTNp IN^ GnMPRF.S5P0 1NOEX FOR nIST!
29 C SUBPROGRAM —^	 RECOVR {RF. tOu tTRIN^i COMir RESSED ^TSTAN + CF nATA)
30 C SUBPROGRAM- 10; PLOTPT ( PLOTTING EACH L►ROP (1^! A MULTIDROP NS`TWI1Rw)
31 C SUBPROGRAM—i1; RSPNSf . ESTI `+ATTn+G RFS^ONSE TIME)
32 C
33 C *rs+sr+rrr +rr»++++++*+++t+ rrrrr+** +++rrr++r#++►#•
34 PARAMETER MW=4rItNT=10OrNLIMIT=9•NPC='fE+OrrlAq=1R
35 PARAMETER NP1=130 r 	NP2=1 ► NEP3Y4 r NP4=T
36 PARAMETER NP6=(NPC+NPC/2—NPC+1)/4+1
37 PARAMETER NP7=4rNP0^1+4*NPC
38 Cf)MMON /EIN/ SVR ( Npl)rNRSC ( MW)r"IUMr'P( ►+M)rTRAF[?N+(Ns'11r
39 •	 TRAFIT(NP1)
40 +	 /VH/ IVERt(NPC) ► 	 IHOR2N(NPC)
41 +	 /COAST/ N1rN2rN^rN4rN7r*+CITY
42 +	 /INf / IRATEJ ( NP? ►Np2 ) rTRAN4 (NPCr2) rIcLACr(Np2•Nr31
43 +	 /E3COST / AIrJSTC(NP2rNP3r r +P4r3r2r a ) r	 RFCRC ( Np9rNP3rNIPbr3r2r2)r
44 s	 4 (+ISTLR+( NP?+NP3r3"9r2)r	 REORI-N ( P'P7rtdP3r '^ r2rlf+ Irf^+I^1 .Xtn+P3f
45 s	 /LINCHR/ LINMIX (NP^ ) + LTI+SCAP{IVpx ) r tITILI7(^+P^)
46 +	 /REF / iREF (NPCIrTRAFp { NP lr?.rAr7 1r nSTNICEtNP6 ) rMAPnnR(Npi)
47 *	 /OVER/ IVRD(NPOr2)rIOVERI
48 *	 /PIA M£/ (dAM£5T (Nplrk ) rLIMAME ( NP31rNAMFHW(NP4)
49 *	 /SUM/ ASUM14)rHSUM
50 *	 /XMT / TIMXMT { 7rNP31r	 WAIT{61
51 •	 /MSLA / AMSL{'^1
52 *	 /f301JNp / NTFRMSrTIMpI:Or"+nROCr"'IP(.OT
53 +	 /ADn/ IAdD(Np 1) rKCHGrKA11D	 nKCHp =FTRST nROF' r KA(]I)=JS. !ST FOR LINE
54 INTEGER pSTNCF
55 DIMENSION	 IACTN(!^'+wr21rINDYr'T ( T.Ipl)




58 pIMEN5I0N TRMIMwrKW}. DRMI^MrMW } r ► IIJu!Rf rlP1}r ^rUMRfNP1r4f
59 INTEGER SVR
by pIMENgIO}! 1)UTPRTINPi)
51 NMAX=NPO 	 9MAXIIMlJM SIZE FqR OVFRFI_nW p15TANCF DATA TApLF
52 CPr1AVG=D.
63







71 C READ IN TRAFFIC DENSITY I^+DEX AND RATE 5TRUCTIIRF FOR PACH SYSTFw
72 C TERMINATION
 IN T}{E SYSTEM
73 C
74 GALL CREADA INI}
75 C




80 C READ IN NA r^ES. CAPACITIES ► UTTLi2ATIDN FACTORS ANJ+ AVAItaAILITIES





 IN INSTALLATION AND RECIiR p IA:G COSTS FOR r,HARrFARI t; ITF^^S









 I ►'1 AC T Ii^NS TO $E pERFORMEt^ ON FACy R^GIOF^AL ^^FTW^RK
95 C 1ST fL^'MENT : 1 . IN5E RTiDNS TO QRELrfADED REGIONS hPF A1LnwFn
96 C 0= SUCH AN ACTI gN IS NOT aLLnwFn
97 C 2p:D ELEMENT	 1=NETwORI( OPT IF'I7ATInN I S TO nF PFRFAR.MFD








106 C CONVcRt TRAFFIC FROM CHARACTERS/lN I n+ TA RITE, /5FC
107 C
!OB fi0 BS K=1.2
ln9 DO 95 I=1rNi
il0 DO 85 L=1rN7





114 D4 25 Ts1rMCITY
115 T SUM= I StIJN+ I
116 IRFF ^ I)=TSl1M
117 ?5 CONTINUE
116 DO 701	 I: 1 r1JR1
114 NIjNlPRI11 = t} qN(1.	 DF SY5TE1^ tERNETN n TIDMS hT FACFf RFAIAFf
120 701 CDNT 1^1^ ^E
121 MIRIT}"tbrJ3J3A)
122 f105 REh0I r3rA00) NCODE.NSTATErNRFGI}
123 wRITE 1IWTrJ? O4)	 NCOf.1Fr	 N5TATJ% r *1RER^3
12u NSTATF=LOCAJLI^JSTATE}	 0FINt5 C4ty [fI^^AL TPJ[1Fx
125 GD TO «O1rAO?rJ?40)rNC0DE
126 802 COMTINUp






130 NRSCiMREGD} = NSTATf
131 Gfi TO RD5
132 240 C(}NTINItE





fJCOJ1NTER FDR AVFQSI7.g[^ r^AFFTC nATA
137 C
136 C CALCUL ATE ^ISTANCF DATA SFTWF. E^) SYSTE M► TJ"R^► INATIONF
139 C
340 Dn 20 J=irNC1[TY




145 IS+') 1=I50i + I IHOR2NIJ)-It^ORZn1RK} 1•+2








153 11IFF=fiCtIST-KD ► ST
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^^1 c
172 TRFALL=0.0
17J TALL I T=O.
174 TALLF7N=0.
175 DO 41	 L=1 r rll
17$ TRAFITlL1= 0.0
177 TRAFDN(L1= P.0
17A DO 47 , ,1=I rN7
179 TRAFIT ( L) = TRAFITtL) + TR4FDILr?rJl
!?0 TRAFDNILI	 = TRAFDNILI	 + TRAFD[Lr1rJ1
lAl 42 CONTINUE





1$'^ C PPINT 4UT TRAFFIC ^]ATA F3FTwEEN SYST F' M TERMTi`IaTI^h1S
1 Ara C
189 NTURN=N1/1K + 1
1 Q0 NRFMw MOI} I N1 r ! 5 }
191 IF(NREM .Fr1. 01 NTURN-NTURM-1
192 w ►^ITE ( TWT.1111
193 t^0 130(1 KK=1 r !	 ^FnR TEST ONLY
194 KK1=(KK^l1w15 +	 ]
195 KK2=KK*15
!9$ IFIK1c2	 .GT.	 N1)	 KK2=r11
197 wRITF1IWTri13)	 ITN4xPT(J1 ► 	 J=KKlrKK?)
198 (l t) 9q J= l • N7
199 hO 97 KT=1r2
200 r)O	 ?8	 KR=KK1 rKK2
241 OUTPRT 1KR)=TI^AI'111KRrKTsJI
202 ?8 CONTTNUF











214 C' PpTNT nUT TRAFFIC DFSTIMATED TO EACu SYSTEM TFRMI^^ATIt^N
215 C
216 wRTTE(IWT ► l014)
217 wRITF(IWT+1001)	 1iNDXI^TINJ) ► T1iAFIT11+IJ1rtIJ=1^r11)
218 wnITF(TwT ► T41	 TALLTT
214 wRITEIIwT . 751	 TRFALL
220 C
221 C PPTNT OUT ^I5TANCF DATA fiFTWFFh1 SYSTEM TFPMTrIATTOn^S
222 c
223 NTIfRN= ^II /15+1
224 NRF'M=M^D1 N 1+151
225 IFtNRFM . EOi.01 NTURN=NTURN—)
226 NTURN=! 	taFOR SHORT OIITPFIT





22B KKI= IKK-1)x15 +	 1
229 KK2=KK^15
23D 1FIKK2 .GT. N1^ KK2=N1
231 WRITF ( IwTr1^a)	 ( INI)xPTIJ1rJ=KK2 ,MK1+- 11
232 110 9A J=1+I(K2
233 IFIJ.0+E.KK1) KK1=J+1















249 TPR1 = TRFALL
250 WRITF ( tir2101)




255 RFApi5 . 2]O4)	 +PLOT	 r^+rPL0T= 1 	 T1` PLnT TS NFEnF^
256 C




2l?1 C	 St1M UP TOT A L TRAFFIC FOR PRELOApEI} ^YS TF ti' T^pMINATIONr I^^ REGIONS
262 C wNICW QO NOT ALLOW ANY INSERTIONS ^F (4THFR SYSTt'M TEPMINeTTPnjc
263 C
264 TPRp.O
265 pq 77 N-1rN1
265 NK=SVR(N)
267 IFINK	 .EO.	 O)	 GOTO '►7 tal+fhT PRELnnCF^
268 IFITACTNINK . 1)	 .EO.	 0)	 GhTO ^7	 f INSERTIONS ARE Al.LalYlp'ry
269 Tpn2=TRAFtIp! ( NI + TRAFIT ( Ft} + TPR?
270 77 CONTINUE
271 Dn 7b L=1+NR1




276 IFtNRl	 .E(J.	 1)	 GOTD 726	 rnONF.	 RFGTf^N t:ASF
277 C
278 C bFTER MINE LOWER LIMiT FQR AVERAGE REGI^MAI TRAFFIf
279 C
2A0 2FTA=.1















242 IFINUMPR [ NREG} . NE.D) GOTfi 5000 nrlRfG IS A PRF1_QAt1Ft1 RCrtpN
293 C
294 C ASSIGN SYSTEM TER'^INATIONS TO A PFG1[ON MJtTHOUT ANY PRFL^ ►A++INr
295 C
296 110 u00 NI=1 rN1
247 iFtSVRtIVIF	 .NF. 01	 GOTfi 4nn fJNI IS {+RpLOAPFD
298 AD15t=nI5TINSCG1rNi1
299 TFIADIST .LE • AMAkD) G r1T0 X00
300 AMAXD= ADIST	 f.+{.1PDATE L^NGF'CT I1tST. FROM NC'•C
3n1 iI=NI	 ^UPDATF' FARTHEST SYS. TFRMN.
302 u00 CONTINUE
303 N51=TI	 I^THF FARTHEST SYSTEM TFR""INATtOnI
304 TRf5=TRF5 + T1iAFCININ511 + TRAFi7tM5l1
305 SVU[NS11=NR1"G
306 NUMPRINRFG}=NUMPRINREG)+1
307 IFSTRFS	 ,C,T. TPi7l.1	 I;OTO 707
308 GOTO 7021
309 ^+OnR COFITTNUF
31D IFtIACTNINRFGrl) 	 . F.^•	 11 GOTO AO Q nTNSFpTTOr^5 ARE; NnT J► LlrnM^F11
311 C
312 C SI+M UP TRAFFIC iN THIS REriON
313 C
314 t10 7 (12	 I=I rNl
3!5 IFtSVi+tI1	 .NE. NRFG1	 G(+TO 7^?
315 TRF5=TRF5+TRA!"f1Flt I1 •T pAFITI i
317 AD1ST=^ISTfNSrClri}
318 iF1ADI57 .GT. AMAxD)	 iT=T
319 70? CONTINUE'
3?_0 IFITRF5 . GT. TPRL) f,OT0 7p7	 nEn{nUr.,H TRAFFIC If~t THIS RF'^Tfir'
321 N51» Ii 	fJTHE FA p TH}•ST SYS. TFRMN • 	 Try THt" P,•RTOp+
322 TFLNRSCiNR1:G1	 • rlE•n}	 N51=MR5CtNRl"(;1
3?3 702! CONTINUE'
32u CALL, FINDDt^'51.rt52}
325 iFtN52 .FQ. Dl COTO 909
326 SVRtrIS2}=NREG
327 NUMPR f NRFG) =NIIMP}T I NPEG) +t
328 TRF5=TRF5+TRAJ"DNtNS?)+TPAFITt^'S?1
329 IFINREG .EO. NR11 GOTO 7n21
330 IFITRFS .GT. TPPL) ^^OTO 7D7
331 GOTO 7021
332 7D7 CONTINUE
333 TPR1 = TPR1 -TRF5	 fJ1IPDATF RFMAI^IINC• TRAFFTC
334 AN12! 'ANR1- 1.
335 TpR= TPR1 /ANR1	 f.11JPnJ<TE 11V1'RAr,£ TpAFFTG PFR pFGTON





341 G Or^F RFf YON CASE
A-b
342 C
343 p0 727 NFJ=1 rN1
344 SVR { nIN )	 =	 1
345 727 COhITIN^IE
346 Nt+MpR (! )	 = N1
347 703 tONTINI^E
348 [
349 C 5F(ECT RF_GTONAL SWTTCHING CENTER
350 [
351 DO 5Oa J—'1.MR1
352 WCASF,	 = 1.OF12
353 DIMFIR = 0
354 nq 505 KWSrNi
355 IF{SVR(K)	 .NE. J! GO T^ 50F
35F FlMRR = NM^iR + 1
357 •^:;MRINMtYR)	 = K
358 NUMRR { nIMl1R) =IN^XPT l!( )





364 C PRINT OUT p I p A43D hlAMES FtYR ri rfSTE!'" TERNTrJATIOh + S T#1 THE RFr,Inh! J365 C
366 WRITE { IWT•1f11AI	 J.{NUMRR{I1r ( hI1.IMP{TrT11rI1 =1.4l.I^l.NMRpI
367 C
3fi8 C PRINT oUT 1NnICES OF SrSTl, M TFRMINATIOh+S IN THE RF^I0+'^ J
3fi9 C
370 tVRITE ( IWTr102f11	 {♦•! l1^+R(I)•I=1rNMgP)
371 C
372 IF{NRSC{J!	 .h1E. O1 CO TO 501
	 raPPE-SFLFt7FR
373 00 5a0 K=1rNMBR
374 NN! = NUMR{K1	 ^AS5+1"+FT1 RSC
375 51J'^T =	 0.4
375 DO 530 L=1.NMF;R
377 ^1N2	 =	 FIllMR IL 1
376 Sl1MT=SkI+'"T+(TRAFnN{F1F1?)+7pnfTT{hlrl2) }*f1TSTfNN^.hlhll )
379 53x1 f..ONTINUE
3A0 I1= {SUMT	 . r;T.	 WCASFI	 t;O TO F?!1
361 WCASE _ Sl1MT
3R2 FIRSC : J ) 	 = NNS
363 F20 CONTINUE
3A4 501 CON7iNUE
365 i!T`14=NR5C { J1
386 WRITE{IWTr1003!	 TNDXpT(NN4}rJ
3A7 TGO=IACTl + iJr2)	 fJYF 1 •	 OPTTMI7ATIOF^ TS R^0lIIRFn
388 CALL RGNh+ET{J ► N+^RR.r^UMRrTGO.h111MR4!
389 500 CONTIrIUF
3Q0 C




3Q5 IF{Ni'.1.LE.?1 	 GOTO 551
34f^ p0 9O2 K1=1.F17




3^9 tF{KJ(K :Ff^.	 Of	 wRITF{5r77y7f	 K}
400 NgASF{K1)=CVR{KKX)
401 902 Gr7NTIN1IE
402 00 6+39 K1=1 rNRI




407 PO 900 J=1 ►►JRi
408 NMRA ^ 0
409 f70 9115 K=1 rNi
410 IFtSVR{K)
	
.NE. J) 00 TA 9n5
411 Ot) 915 KK=1 rN7
412 NN2=NF3ASE { KK1	 I+RE p I^MA1. TI+t11FX FAR KK • S ►+ATA AeRF
413 TRM{JrNN?)=TRAFT+{Kr2rKK1+TpM{J ► NN?)	 fa01 iTG^IN6 TRAFCIC




417 t70 9?0 J1=1rNR1
41$ )aN? = NRSC IJ11
419 OR^'ItJrJ}1	 = E7ISTtNNirNrJ?!
420 92o cnNr iNllE
4?1 90A C(+NTIrl11E
422 NTURN=NR1/l0+1




4?.7 WRITE{IWTr1t130) 	 NRirNRlrtKrK-I_L^L111
42$ I?0 i^22 I=1rNR1
429 wRITE{IWTr1021)	 I ► {TRMtIrJ)rJ=LLrL1^1
430 102E CONTINUE
43! 535 COF1TINlIE
432 [10 545 L=1rNTIlRN
433 LL=SL-1^*10 +	 i
434 LU^L•30
435 IFSLU	 .bT.	 n1R1'
	
LU-tIRt
436 wRITFtIW'i'r!fl3+,f	 NR1rNRl ► tKrK=LLrI.U}




441 C CALL IRNOPSNR1rNLIMIT.TRM1
442 74 FORMAT{1/rµOX>' TOTAL rRAFKIC=+•F4.TI
443 75 FORMATS// ► ;15xr+TOTAL SYSTEM TR4FFIC=+r1=a.?1
444 220 FpRMATt ' lASSUMF NUMAFp
 OF REGIANS++
445 *	 /+ ENTE R NR ANI] STRiKI= RFT11Rn1 KEY+ f
446 73S Fl1RMAT{I3)
447 AAA FORMATt1Xr + TYRE iN PRE."LOAI]t'p SYSTF^^ TFR#^lN.	 4Nn PSC WTTH•r
448 1	 /r1X. + FORMAT I1r1XrA4rA^++)
449 8rj11 FpRMATtI1r1XrA4rI5I
450 804 FARMATIlOXril + 2XrA4rI41
451 3 FORMATtiXrlBr +
	DISTANCE ITEMS ARF OVFRF,,i7EC► *!
452 2.10 FOR N'ATI • ASSUME A SY5TEM	 CfTITROIt1'r
453 *	 /• ENTER COr1F F4R Nscc Arvin STRIKE RFTllpr^ KFY+f
454 734 FORMATtA4)
455 401: FORMATS +	 THE GIVfhI SYS TEIN f'nMM. CF"TAO III T5 i^IbT OK r RrTYPt" IT+ )
A-8
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456 2101 F(1RMAT11xr * INPUT Ti)TA1_ TM. OF TRpNSde:TTnNS ANn NO. OF ArCFSS +•
457 1	 • AT THE 5WITCHI`R + r/.1Xr + ENTER WYTH FA.S ANA T'J tINOFR xShC/SEC')
456 2102 FORMATIF8.5rI3)
459 210 ;1 FORMATl1xr + REAP IN LI M ITS ON Nn. OF 5Yfi. TERMS . A>' t A 3I+dF+ ► /r
46D 1 + rRESPONSE TYME REOn ANb N0. nF PRAfEfiSn?^, WITH FARMA7 +r
461 2 /•'	 i3rF5.2rI2+)
462 2101 FORMATIi3rF5.2rI2)
463 21DF FORMATl1X ► + IF PLOTTING I5 REOt1IRE(1 r TYPE 1 WITH FORMAT T'I')
464 110 FORMATII/riXrA5r2Xr15T'A.1))
465 111 FORMATIIH1r50X. + TRAFFTC MATRIXfPPS)
	
'}
466 113 FORMATI	 //rlx+'TERM.	 '+4Xr15(4X.A4)r / )
4b7 149 FORMAT I 1Hir40Xr + POINT TO PAINT t'I5 TA"JrF M gTRI1t +.
466 *	 //r1xr + TERM.'r15S4X ► A4}r	 /	 }
469 112 FORMATi12%rA4+15FR.0)1
47D 1001 FORMATItlxrril5XrA4 ► 2X ►f10.^)r/1)
471 100; FORMATS// ► 1xr'RSC= + r2X+A4r + FOR RFrION+rIF1
472 1011 FORMAT=/.lOxr +	TH^'RF ARE'rl5r' REGTONfi+r/)
473 1013 FORMATI1Hlr35x ► + TOTAL TRAFFIC ORIRIN^TFD FROM SYS• T^RMN. +r
474 *	 'iAITS/SEC) +r /1
475 101st fQRMAT! / r35xs + T07AL TRAFf tt Dt-STI'^ATFO TO SYfi • TFRMN.	 +r
476 *	 +(gITS/SEC)+ ► /)
477 1015 FORMAT I /r10Xr' NCC=	 +r2xrA4./)
478 lO1R FORMAT 1 1H1 . +	REC+= + ► I3r'	 r SYS.	 TERMN. = + r // ► [1Y ► 41A4r1Xr4Afi)})
479 7777 FORMAT I 1Xr + THf:'r13r + TH DATA BASE IS rMT fVN AS A ;YS. TERu.r)
4A0 10?.1 FORMATI//e{15x+Y5rriXslOF'1[).3r/})
481 102p FORMATI//r + 	 INf)ICEfi FOR $YS. TFRM.w+rl /r3ttI4)1
4A2 103p FORMAT l+ 1 + r /r30X+ + INITIAL 1MTFpRFRTO "J TRAFFIC MATPIX t+r
483 *	 I2r+	 x+rI2r+)' ► ///.2tXr10[5XrT5)1






4A9 C wwwww*w**ww** www*wwww
49D C
491 C FT+JD THE NEXT SYSTiwM TERMT NATInN M 4YFII f;N TS CLOSET Tft N





497 DO 70A K=1rN1
498 IfISVRIK)	 .NE.	 0)	 GQTO 7Rt3
499 ADIST:pISTINrK)
500 TEIA[1IST
	 .tiF.	 AMTN}	 GOTO 706






5D7 C READ IN ACTIONS RF:GARf7INf INSF"nTTQ rtc OF S YSTFr^ Tt_nMIN1tTYONS
508 C Tn pRFLOADEp REGI ONS Alrrl r+EGIONAL NFTWARK npTIMT7ATI0ntS
509 C se****ws*waw*ww**ws
510 Wtt T TF 16+ 941
511 p4 FnRMATI+	 TYRE IN ACTTAN INrICFS FOQ FAr.}t nEGI^f•1 +r
512 • /r+	 1St ELEMENT:	 ]= TNSFRTION t0 THIS PRF'LbAnl'fl PERT M! T^ OK	 + ►
A-9
77 S3, Vol. IV
513 • /+' ?ND F!_FINFNT:	 1= APTIM1' t ZATTOM 1S r+FFnFh' )
514 DO 2[In NPJ1=1.NR1




519 206 FORMAT[' TYpE IN REGInN INt7fX A^Ifj dCT1Md ^+U^"9FR NFf.I11`^'r
520 t /+' 4IITi1 FORMAT 2I2 AND EN17 IT WI Tl1 A n n' }
S21 250 CONTINUE
522 RI A[1 [ 5 r 2011	 NRFG r NCOnE'
523 2Ul FORMOT12I2)
524 IF[NPEG .Er). O) GATO 265
525 IF[NRFf;.GT,rIRI	 .OR. NrOi)E .CT. 7) FOTn 2fin




530 242 Ff1RMAT[' PL.EA5E RFTYP£ THE INPIlT•)
531 GOTO ?.50





537 C fUNCTi0N5 nF THIS SuE;ROUTINE ARF Tn
53B C 1. RECEIVE' TOTAL. NA. [1F S YSTEM T1=R^"Irl '+"' inySr ►1A TA BASES A^li) CIT[FS
539 C 2.	 REC£IVt• CI TY k.^CATI0N5	 [V R ht)
540 C 3. RF 'CFI"^ PIf1 N0. ► Sws. TrRM. NAMFSr	 Anf}w. MAPPIM1! [a ^'+n TRAfFiGS
541 C
542 C *********s******t**•
543 W +^ITE IfirJ,tl )
544 81 FORMATt' TYPe Ilt N0. pF SYS. TFR ►+INSr neTA BASES Ar+n CTTr^S	 +
545 *	 'WIYH Fa]RMAT 315'1
546 READ 15r10)	 ri1.N7rNCITY	 CJ N[IMF^FR bF SYSTr•M TFQMIrIATIANS
547 WRITE[fir7A) N1rN7rNCITY
548 7$ FORMAT[+	 THERE AP,E	 + ► Ifir r cYS^	 TrRM^ lS. • 	'.T4r+ RATE AASFS'r1'i r
549 *' CITIES + r /+ ► TYPE 1N pATA PASE t_nr ATTn^.+S hrITN FORMAT fiflxrA4)*)
550 F1FAh[5.15)	 [NRASE[I)rI=1rN71
551 15 FORMAT[6[1X ► A4)1
552 47RITE[6r161	 N7r	 [rlRASF[I)rI=1 ► M7)
553 16 F[1RMATIISr+	 pATA RASES ARE' pT'sfifaXrh4))
554 !sRITEi6r161)




559 76 FORMAT[+ TYPE iN Q1D I^n.r NAMFr M4Pp1MG AnR.	 'r
560 *	 'AND TRAFFIC'r / rr 	WITH fARMAT	 I4r)Xr4r4fir14rb^A•?+)
5G1 00 74 1.1 +M1l1




5b6 AO FnRMAT[(A4r1Xr34hrA4rT2 ► i4r4F1n.2/4F1P.?))







572 C CREATE' A RATE APPLICATION MATRIX IRATtJ1ld?r1+1?1
573 C
574 C *s+*w*ww*w**ww*w****
575 WRITEI6 ► 831
1576 83 FORMATI + TYPE IN N0. Af= RATE 5TRUe:TUPFS UMDFR++
577 w /r	 • CONSIDERATiPN WITH FORMAT I3r}
578 READ	 i +^ r50)	 F12
579 WRtTFR6r9u)
590 84 FORMA Ti +
 TYPE IN RAT£ APPL TCATTfN Tb EACH CQMRN. +r




583 REA[► 	 15+100)
	
i I R ATE.I	 1JrTRATF! rJ=f r+^?}
584 11 CONTIN^fE
5A5 WRITEi6r71}
5A6 71 FORMATI +
 REAP IN TRAFFIC A^NSTTY TYpF At^lh RATr STRlfP7^lRc+r
5fl7 *	 /r+ FOR EACH CITY WITH FARMAT E}Oi1+}
5A8 READ1Sr72}	 LIIRANh1IrJ) + J=Ir2}rI^ ] rNCITY}
5119 72 FORMATI t80I11 }
590 50 FORMAT 1I3)





896 C READ IN NAME5. UTILIZATION FACTORS AN17 CAPACITY FIGURES
597 C FOR LI NES TO Rt: USpD I!1 THE SYSTEM
599 C
599 C #**www** **wwwww*w*t
600 WRITE1fi ► $F)
601 A5 FORMAti* TYPE IN NO. PF tTME TYPES APP1rAaLF WtTN F (1RMAT !j+}
602 READ	 (5r5(1) N3
603 WRITf'ifir66!
604 R6 FORMATI'	 TYPE TN NAMEr CAi>ACITYr	 IITIL• FACTOp AVAIL. FAR *r
605 w	 /r+	 EACH LINE TYPE W tiTH FARMAt A15r1XrTfir } XrF3 . 2r?i}Xr11I+}
606 DO 12 I=1rN3
607 REpf)15.100) LINAMF 1 T ) r 1.I 1'IC AP I T) r I ITII. T 7 f I 1 r#.- T *ttwl X 1 I) + TDIJPI Y 1 T 1
6D& I2 CDFITINUE
609 50 FORMAT iI3}
610 l0O FORMAT1A6r1XrI6r1XrF3 . 2r211XrIt11
611 Rf.TURN
Bit SIJhROUTINE CRfADD lN4)
613 C ws**w*wwwrwwwww+w*ww
614 C
615 C CREATE A MATRIx OF AASIC IN5TAI. UATTnN A^1^ RFCIfFp Ir^G CASTS




620 fl7 FORMATI + 	 TYPE IN N0. nF !)F UICFS	 A^'h ^IlIMFS FO A EAf, H LT1VF TYPE+r
621 * /r+	 WITH FOR MAT	 i3/1n1Afir1X)')
622 RFAp	 15x50)	 Nor	 iNAMF.HWII)rI^1rM1^4}
623 WaITE16r8R}
624 flB FARMAT f + TYF^E IN INST. AND RE('I.JRR. A SSTS WRT • r
6?5 w / ► +	 RATE STRl1C7^1RFr tINF TYPEr	 C^EVICFr	 Tp ARFT r` De'1dSTTY	 ++
































































READ(5r1flRl( ( AINSTC ( IRATFrILTNFrInuICFrTf1N5TY.JrKlr1(=lr ? frJ=lrti}









CpFATE A MATRIX OF BASIC T NSTALLATLOF + ANn R+= CI+RRT r Ir, Ct+STS FnR




FOftMAT( r TYPE IN INST. COSTS Fl1P LIr^FS 'ART ^.
1 /r* RATE ► LINE ► T+ENSTTYr A ND flllPl.Fl(IF1G iuel[1F rr




f Of^MAT( r TYPE IN TNDfY FOR LINFAAITY nF L:'NF ^FCUI'. CASTrr
1 /r r FUNCTION WITH 1=LINEAP ANt7 NA ruLTFiFAR OTHFRYfISE'r




FORMAT(* TYPE T(J RECUR. COSTS WITH FOp'^AT 4F9.2 IF LT*IEgR rr
1 /r+ MATH FORMAT 1AFH . 3/lOFe.; TF_ FIONL . TttEAR*r
2 /r r IF NONLINEAR ► U5F lOFR,?.'1
DO 14 IRATE=irN2
DO 14 ILINF=I•N3
READ ( 5r2n0} INDEx
IFLAG(IRATErILINF}=INpFX fJLIMF COST LTNFAPITY I^^DTCATr1R
D(1 14 TDNSTY=1.3
R£Af► (5x1001 ((AN5T1N(IRATEriLINF'rt1?FI^TYrTr.11.Jw1r21rT=1r?1
if ( TN[IEX.NF.11 C,0 TO 3
LINEAR COST FUNCTION
READ ( 5r10fl1 ( ( RECRI .FI(IRATE•TLIFIFrTn^ICTYrTr .11rJ-Tr21rI=1x21
GO TO 14
CONTINUE fJ NONLINEAR CO5T FLIF1CTIf1Fi




























































































C STORE OVERFLOW ELEMENT iJrK} AT LO+'ATI nN Tf:VGq OF TARLE














flDOt FORMAT { 2x r' THE OVFRFI.OW TeRLt= NAR gFFF) FULLY I.OAnFn r +.





C RECEIVE [IA TA FOR RE5PON5E TIME CALril1ATTOnI
C
C MSL I N [ I •tP9 r ?.) = I NPUT MSG LENGTH AS A FI IN{'TT npl OF TYPE pNn Pq I np ITY
t MSLOUTINp9+2}=OI1TpUT MSG LENGTkf AS A c rrtlC*ION OF TYPE. ArtO Prt1nRTTY










5=OUTPUT MSG WITH r'RI{+ 1
C
	
6=nUTPI IT M5G5 WITH pRTO ? 7=eLL MSGS
C TIMXMT [ 7rNP3)=AVERAGE TRANSMISSIOrI T IME F[SQ AROVF.' ITEMS
C RATPRIiN [^9r2r2} =Ol1TPUT M5G t)ISTRRUT['I A ST nt1T-rOTNR MSr. RATIO QY ARTO
C	 NrL ► 1 = PERCENT 0F' OUTPUT '^5G r;FtVT r [1 WI TH pRln 1 1F ITS TYpF IS N
C
	
Nrir2. = Pt~RECrtT OF OUTPUT ' " SG WHO; t,FSt TlIA T I nN T^ 0i1tSTnF AF
C RATIOT I NPQ +2)=TNPIIT TRAFFIC p IS7Ri, AS A FI gaCTInM OF TYoF A *!n PRinJ>TT^





DI MENSION MSLININP9r21 + RATT01NP^r21rRATTI?TINP^r21r
1	 MSLOUT { NP9. ? f r MSP,pIAM { rrP41 r
2	 NPL{NP3) rNAK[NP3f rr1PLnFl{llh3 ! ► ^ .IAKOH [ k•rn3) r




FORMATI r TYpF IN NPLr NAKr NPLnI^r ^^AKnHr r+AHr+ ►
s /+• TAM[}Mr TAp IN FORMAT [5I4r?F7.51r1
RF AI]{5+771 [NPL{I)rNAK[I}rMPLOH[I}rN>SKOHIT}r
* NO ►^{II rTA^'[3M{I} rtAPl){I} r1=1 ►N3}
WRITE{TWT+731{LiNCAPIT)rNPL[I)r^rAK1I)+ N^L+71{ti1.NAKOHlr1,
+	 ta01J[TirTAIdpM [ I)rTAI'n[I)rT=1+1+13)
73
	
FORMAT I {2X ► T5r3Xr r POLL CHAR.*rT4r' l^hK CNA p .= r rT4r r PnLL O/F{_*r
1 I4r/r10Xr r NAK O/H= r rl4r r MSr O/N=++Trlr




































































1 ./r+ SUCH AS M5GNAMr MSLTPIr MSLOIJT ► RATiO WITH +r
Z ./ ► + FD3^M AT T4/{A6r2[2I4r9F(+.*)]+!
kFAOrfir77) NTTN
kFAp {Sr17p ) {MSGhIAM[I1•{MSLIP!{trJl."'ISLOIITrIrJlr






t CALCi11. A T1- A VF. p hGE MSG LENGTH
C


















nn b7 T »ir4
J1=I+^
AuSL[7)=AMSL[7l+AMr,LrJ11
F)SUM=RSUM+ASL'M [ I !
67	 CONtiN^IE
AMSL[71=AMSL(7)/9SUM
	 faOVFRALL ANC. MSG 1,FNPsTH
IFtA5UM14! .1.0. D.1 c;nTO fiQ
AMSL{61=AMSL{6)/ASUM{4!
68	 CONTINUE
AMSL [ 5) =A"^SL [ R 1 /ASUM [ 3 !	 HANG. MSG LF^lTIi [•Olt PR I t'=1
A M5Lt g1w [AMSL[3f+AMSL{4!1/rA51JM1I)+AS I I M [2}1 AVG TNnI ^T MSf• LEN.
AMSLI:i)»ANSL["11 /ASUM[I1
WRITE[IWTr10 +^ 1 [AMSL{T ) rI=^r71
f0S
	 FOaMAT r/ ► Sx.+AVG. INPUT M5G WTTH pRIO t- + rF6 . 1r + CHAItSr ♦
1	 /.5Xr+AVG. ItiP^JT MSS	 'sF6. 1r+ PHA45 ► r
2	 / ► 5xr*AVG• Qi1TP 117 MSG w/H P4 I^ l= + rFfi.t ► + f:HARS.+.
3	 /+SX. +AVG . OUTPUT MSG WI7}-i hRTn? W r rFfi.lr + CHARS^r





T IF"X M T12rK)={AI^fSL[2l + NAKOH{K} ! *A./LI^iCAP[M1 +TApf+{^c)
{!0 hi J-3r7
TI M XMT[JrK)-[ n!Ne,L{JI+MOHtK 1) *a./LTNf: enlK ]+TAMn^i[K1
63	 CONTTNUF
65	 CO^^TTNl1E











805 WAITEf10a rR50 ) RMnf'pU
806 A50 FARMATi r CPU I1TI^i7ATTON PrR Pf+e7CF+5AR TS +r C!5.3)
807 IFiRHOCPU .LE. .A) GATA ASl
A08 W+RI TE 1 f^. A55 )
809 A55 FOPMATf r THE CPU IS AVERLOAClEf 1 r THFRFFARE TT TS N(t 115	 TO +r








916 EFTA»2. #R} IO2/ 11 f RHACPI I )













l SURRI?uTiNE RGNNF.tfJRE^N r NnREr-. ^,r Nt iMp r	 Tf;A• HIl+wRR)
2 C, ***s+e*****t*******tt
3 C
4 C DEVELOP A REGIONAL MUI„TIl]RO p NFTWARK r ^+TN PTTNf', Mi TH A STAR
5 C NETWORK ANn THEN OPTI MIZE IT RY ESA 1 1—wILLIAMS MFTNADr fiIVFN
6 t THE FOLLOWING AUGIIMFNtS:
7 C
8 C JPEGri= THE I1<InEX FOR THE RErION UNnFR CA#iSIDrRatTf)N
9 C Nf+pfGN= THE NUMBER OF SYSTEM TFRMINATIQNS Ir! pFGION Jpff+N
!0 C NUN1R = AN ARRAY THAT [ONTAINS INf}ICES FAR A1,L SYSTEM
11 C tF. RMINdTIANS IN REGION JPFrrl
12 t IGO= 1 IF fIETWM1RK OPTIMIZATTOi•+ TS T^ faF PFpFORMED
13 C
14 C NOT!•: NnpE RN[1 SYSTEM TERMTNAtInrl hPE FYf :HAfdGEbf^LF
15 C
16 C ;*s**s*sss+**s****t*
17 PAfrAMFrEP NPI = 13flr rfP^= 1r MP3=4r ^1P4s;I
1B PARAMfTEfi HP7=4
19 pARAMFTpR IWT=10ar MW=4r NBC=3Gfl
20 PARAMETER NP6=(NPC*NPP/2—^Ip[:+1}/y+]
?1 COMMnN/[Or+ST/ N1rH2rH^rN4r*+7rNCITr
22 *	 /PEE / IREFIIJPC}rtRAFf ) fNPlo2rr^p7)rpSTr1CFINPfi } rMApAf7f1fNP1}
23 *	 /LINCHR / LTNMIX(NP:^}r	 LT pICAPINP^ ) r	 Ilti(.I7(NP3)
24 a	 /INF/ IRATE .1(NP2rNP2 ) rIRANI^fNPCr21 . TFL8GfNP2rNP31
25 *	 /EI^I/ SVR{MP1)r rlRS['(MW) ► NUMppiMW}rTRAFf1N(Np1)rTRAFrT{NP1?
2fa *	 /NAME /#1pME5TfI`IPlr4)•LINAME ( Mr'31rNA^"FHWfi^1P4}
27 *	 /SUM / ASUM (4) r F15lJM
2b *	 /MSLA/ AMSL17f
29 *	 /POl1hD/ NTERMS r T I MPEc^ r MI^ROC r MPL^T
3fl ^	 /ADf)/ IADD
	
fNP} } rKCHf3rKAflD
31 •	 /flESP/ RHOLINf4! ► RSPTIM
32 DIMENSION COSTEW(rlPlr4) ► IAPRAYf}^P]r51rARRAYfr1plr21




35 DIMENSION iDST(NP1)rL^lKCHMffMP9r^IP4r2}rLr^KrLM( ►++P'i ► 2)
36 DIMENSION ICSTHW ( NPirNPR.21rICSTLNfNP1r21rITCl. +ST(h^Plr?)




41 f: fJI I IVALENCF	 i JCHp R r ICHAR )





47 C Ir!ITIALIZE LOST ARRAYr	 INf1EPE1aE^FNT OF 1.IriF TYAf'
48 t
49 DQ 399 K1=I•N1
50 DO 399 K3=1r2
51 ICSTLNSK1rK3)=0
52 DO 349 K4=1•N4
53 ICSTHWIK1rK4rK3l =a
54 399	 CONTIN^IE




57 C FiNn THE LOCAL RSC INpFx TN tHF RFfION ARnAY
58 C
59 pA 9R TNf1=1rNOREGN









59 C PaINT At1T STAR NETWORK
70 C
71 CALL SUMPRT^NdpEGNr1}
72 IF1	 IGO . Ep . dl GOTO Q79
73 C
74 C pFVELOP A MULTIDROP NETWORK UTILIZING 711E




















95 WRIT£ «+•9331 ITALLY.JTALLY
9b 933	 FORMAT 1 2Xr + TRYLNK HAS HEEN ACCFSSF^ FOR *,Ia,+ TIMES*r




101 C •t *s+*♦ M*s ^s*rs*sM**
lR2 C
103 C Fn1tM THE INITIAL REGIONAL STAR NETWORK+ T h RRAY. Aim FTNh TtC
104 C COSt r CO5TFW




lR9 OO lOR K3=1. NORE^N
110 fi0 110 K4-2.4
111 iARRAYfK3rK41=O
112 Ii0	 CONTINUE









120 I ARRAY I I ItSC r !) -NORf•GN ^ 1	 pNO. OF NA '►^S I IN11EA RSf
121 NM= i	 OASSUMING THE 15T a" rCCf.SSOR wlT^l TND FX 1




126 C RELATE ALL OF RSC'S SrJCCE550RS
127 C
12B DO ?_00 K5=1 r NORE^:P!
129 IF(KS .E(J.	 TRSC} GOTO 200
130 Nry.NM + 1
131 IF(NM .E4. tRSC} NM=NM + 1






137 C I}*-TERhtINF LINT TYPE FOR Ci•NTRAL LINKS TO RSC
138 C
139 DO 550 NOAF=1r NORF.GM





145 IDST (NODE 1-f1STN
146 CO5TEW! Nf1DE r 4 ! =[15TN
147 C










156 C COMPUTE INITIAL RFPONSE TIME
157 C
158 IKONT^O
159 DO 7R3 I=1.N3




164 IFfIKONT . EO•	 1	 .ANA • LAr.^MMY ( LINALf^ )	 . f A. 11 GOTO T7?
1E,5 C
166 C RFcPONSF: TIME CALCULATION NEFf?5 MOAIFIAATTe1y
157 C
168 ACAP^O.




171 LnI IMMY { NL } =a
172 771 CONTTNUf:
173 Lp1iM^+Y [ L INOLD } =T
174 AINTRF = TRFIfJ*LINCA^[LINOLb1 /ACAf+ ^pFnrF+. +r TRA^FTf:
175 [!UTT4F-T12F0lITsLIr•1CAp [LIri OLnT /ACAr
176 77?. CONTINUE
177 CALL RSI'NSF[AINTRF.nUTTRFrt.1^lALDrMnp7r + rtOM.1
178 !F ( IOK	 .Eta.	 i} fOTn 773
179 TFILINOLn	 .Ff;J.	 Pia}	 (;OTO 774
180 Lt)t1M'AY [LTNOLFI } =n
1 141 L I N01_D=L I HOLD+1
182 Lt)t IMMY [ L ItIOL^ } =I
lA3 ^OTO 775
l ti4 774 CONT f NUF
lA5 NLL=^
18b r133^N3-i
187 f10 776 I=1 sN33
188 IF [L[1^iMMY[I1	 +Ffl.O	 }	 U OTO 7Th
IA9 NLL»I
190 GO'►0 7A0
1 Q 1 776 CONTTNUE
143 GOTO 775
1 Q4 780 CONTINUE
195 LDU^TMY [ #11.L 1=0
l gti LDIIMUY [4JLL+1 } -L^i IMMY [NLL+1 }+T
1^7 775 CONTTNUE
1Q8 CALL. RHOFUN{TRFTi1rThFOtITrLnl lMMy r! Ir•Inl.[^rQHOL . fNrRNf)}
199 GOTO 78I
200 773 Cph1TINU1'
2(11 T I MRSP ( iJf1DF } =R5°T I!t
202 KC}i6=2
203 CALL ISIIMIJP{IRSCri•IOnF+O+^OST}
204 RHOF 1 Ni1C1F } »RHO
205 CO5rFW[NODFrI}» COST
206 CO;TFw{NODE+2I =LIPIOLfI
2[} 7 DO 499 NL=1rN3
208 NL T NE'S { NOnE r NI_ } _Lnt1MMY [ NL !
209 ft0 4 ^9 NM=1.2
210 I C STL,N [ N^1DE r NM f =T CSTLN [ NODE+NM } + I . NKCL*I [ ^lL. r N M }
211 DO 499 MK=1rN4








220 C AC5l1MTNG TRAFFIC AT IRSC TS TAKEN CARE: OF At1TOMATTCAL[_Y
2?1 C
222 ^0 498 NL=1rN3














235 C CALCULAT !• CO5T BETWEEN NOnES L1 AN11 L? A^Jn hall 1T 7Q
x3b C TOTAL CO5T IC WHERE LT=LINE TYpE
237 C
23[3 C *s**s*s*s**********•
239 LL 1=F1! rMR [L1 }
240 LL?-NU'"R [ L a )
241 CALL ICOSTJ[LI1UlHMY+Lt} +LL2+LNKCHw+! NKfI, ++1}
242 KK=N3
2+1'3 IF[LT+FIE.O}	 KK=1
244 p0 211 LINTYP=1rKK
$45 LTYP=LINTYP
24b IFtKK,E0.1) LTYPwLT
247 I10 221	 I1=1+2
246 iC=IC+LNKCLN[LTYPrI1}
249 I1O 222 I2=1+N4












262 K = IARRAY[IRSC •?. 1	 1aFTR5T SUgFIFTWr7 WK llNnFn RS('
263 KNEXT = IARRAY [ Kr3)	 fJNFXT SUEINF. TYll1Rr l^nI11FR RSC
264 IF[KFIFXT . 1~A.	 O)	 GOTO 599 ^ONLY ONF SI^RFIFTWORK
265 560 CONTINUE
266 IAK.O
267 L=IARR^IY[IRSC+2}	 fJK-S[IHNFT IS TO PF LINKF.n TO L-Sl^RniFT
268 57n CONTINUE
269 IF[L +NE. Kf GOTO 575
270 L:IARRaY[L+3}
271 IF[L.FA+O} COTQ 660
272 575 CONTINUE
273 K 1=Nf lu►^. [ K 1
274 qRFF=I7I57[NN1rK11
275 C
276 C T^St TOTAL N0+ OF TERMINAI S IF K AN^1 L ARF POMi3TNFR
277 C
278 In1TRY=n	 f,7 fNnIC AT ION OF F rJTRY TO 7RYLn1K
279 LINE=COSTFW[K+2)
2a0 iFSLINCAP [ LINF1	 * F(?. 06001 GO TO 5P5 nnlO MIlLTT^1ROPPIN^ nN ^G00
2A1 NOf}ET=IARRAY[K+21tIARRAY[L ► 11+?.








286 M1-NliM4 t M }
287 pTRY-GIST{K1rM1)/2.
2R8 IF ( pT1tY , GT. l7REF) pOTO 14O
289 CALL TR YLNK ( KrKl r l_rM} fl M iS T1+F INSEPTTOri NOnF
2qD IF{IOK •Efl. 0} GOTO 585
291 14D CONTIPIIIE
292 M=NXTNAD ( L r M 1
	
fJNF. XT NODE 11N(1F. R M ON t. -SI1gNFT
293 IF(M ,PIE. 0} +inTO 580	 1+1tJ0 NORF NOnFS (}^1(}cR M ON i-StlRNET
294 KI =NXTNOD{KrK ? I	 fl^+TA RT WI TH NEXT r^^n^ ^1N K -SIIANET
295 IF{KI
	
•Efl. D} GOTO 589




300 L=IARRAY(Lr3)	 (e1NF.xT 9l1CCFS5ryR
301 IF{L
	 . rJE.	 D)	 C,OTO 570
302 650 CONTINUE
3D3 K=IARRAlI(5;r3}
304 IF{K ,NE. O1 GOTO 564	 flMOT AN FNn YFTr REPEAT THE SFARf,'I-1
3D5 C
306 C AIL POSS: gLE COMRINATIONK HAVE REFN TRTFn
307 C
308 IF{MAXSAV ,LE• 0} fOTO SQ9	 fJNO NFF^} TO f+f} cURTHEp
309 C

























335 C hR1NT OUT THE OPTIMI7_Fn Ml ILTInnOP N^TVtORK
336 C
337 CALL PIFTPRT



































































SUR1tOlITINE TRYLNK( }ftrKlt+tl, rML)
C	 s«###s#s**#*#t#*+###
C
C TRY TD ELI M INATE CENTRAL LINK KL ANri LTnIK tT TO TNF 5^19N!~TWnRK





IF (INTRY .Ffi. 1) Gr1Td 719
;REIN-ARRAYfKL + II+ARRAY {LLrI}+R.^+
TRF011T=AHRAY(KL ► 2}+ARRAY(tL+2}+1}.5
C
G FI*ID THp tTNE WIT ►+ THE' ENOUGH C p#'ACTTY TO HANr1LF
C THE TOTAL TRAFFIC ON THE PROPOSED 5f^F1NFTWnRK LL
C
CALL l_ INNllrrfTRFINrTRFOUT + Ls1U^MYrLl^ 'NE^''rT+RNn)
IF ( tTN[aP(LINNEw) .Ff1. 9600) G(tT0 I3?
LiNUP=LINNEW-1
IF[tIN1^P .EQ. 0} HMO 712
pn 7tl NL=i•tINUP















C TEST RESPfINSE TIMEr IF NOT SATTSFIF^. TNCRF'ASF L1MF CAQA^TT1/
C
CALL R4PTSTIKI_•I LrLINNEWrInK)
IF (If1K .F^.. 1 } GOTp 3(101
C
C IF LINE TYPE I5 TH1: HIGHEST. N^ NF^^ TO Gn FIinTNEP
C
IF(LINNEW .f"4. N3} GOTO 137
tF!(IMMY c L INNEW } =0
tIMNF.W=tINNEW+1	 -
IF ( LiN ('AP{LINNEWI .Ffa. 9150 fi } G{1T0 i3?.




300 i C+1NT INl1E
IF { LIN n1Ew . FO.LINOL q . nND.NLOLD•Ep • t ) f+f1Tn 13I







IFf LINNEW .EO. LINOLri .ANh. NI_OLr1 .E r . 11 GOTQ 1:^3
C ALL LCOSTK ( IRSC r KL r 0 r MCOSTK ) nNFw C (15T ^Op CURNFT ^.It<+DFR KL-
A-22































429 C FIND COST FOR A 5U{lNETYiORK. NASREGTrJr + I *!r, r10QE Ff1R tHF S+IRS+FT
43D C TO HE EVALUATED.
431 C Nli=1 WHEN CO5T FOp
 CENTRAL LINK NA IS TO RF I ►af.LU^ED









440 C START COMPUTING St1RNET COST
441 C
442 JSON=IARRA1f(pIA.2!	 ^+ FIRST 51+CCFSSOa




447 JSON-NxTNODINA•J50r ► )
448 If	 {JSON •F0. 41 Cn Th 40(1 	 n. CALL IT AM F,Nn
449 GO TO 300
4$O 400 CONTINUE





































































FIND THE NEXT NODE IN THE: SUBNET Li WHICH M! gFLOn+GS T0.
C
	
IN THE PROCF.55r IF THE NEXT NOf1F T S Lir O IS PETURNFD








iF{KSON .ED. 0 .AND. MM .t'(^. L1) Re71 SRN raA SINGLE NOnE











LOOK FOR HIS NEXT F!ROTHER
C
KPRO»iARRAY{MMr;)





C	 GO TO HIS FATHER
C
MM=IARRAYlMMr5)





C UPt)Ate IARRAY AND COSTEW RASFLI ON MAXIMl1M-SAVING
C PARAMETERS OBTAINED
C
C UFpATF. T^2AFFIC AND N0. OF TERMINALS FOR L -5l1RNET
C
C	 ts^^s*^^***fps****rA*
NOKaIARRAY{ .MAXKrL)+I NNO. Of NODES RFLOW MAXK
IARRAYIMAXLrI) =IARRAY{MAXLrl)+NnK
ARRAY[MAXL r 1)=ARRArtMAXLrI) +pRpAY(}"AxKr1)
ARRAY{MAXLr2) -ARRAY {MAXL+2 ) tARRAY { MAXK ► ?!
C











CO5TEW ( MAXLr4) -CO5T[:wl^lAXLr41 +f057FwSMAxKv41+nT5T{MA1fKInrMAXM^)
41ND MORE SI rCCFS50R5 WITH SAME ApFDFrFSrtAR











521 KIPA=IARRnYtMJ<XKIrS}	 ^REMFM43FR KI'S PRFhf'CFSSOR
522 MSQN=IARRAYtMAXM. ? 1	 f1M +5 15r SUCCF550R
Ki23 CALL INKOFFtMAXKI}	 9DEE.ET F KI AS A SI1{:CpSSAR AF KIOA
574 IARRAYIMAXMr2} =MAXKI
525 IARRAY [ MAXKIr51^MAXM
52b IARRAYtMAXKIr3}=MSON









536 C FIND PARTIAL SIiM fOR ICST}.N
537 C
538 C **www**www*w.•* *w *•
539 JCOSTA=O
540 DO 777 Ki=1rKREF






547 C FIND PARTIAL SIJM FOR ICSTIiW
548 C
549 C ww** *s**w***ww*ww+
55D JCOSTR=O





55fi C **www#ww****w* **#**#
557 C
558 C p{^INT OU7 CONF'iGURATION 0^' THE ^ULTIf1ROP PfFTWnRK
559 C
560 C w***+*+^*w**ww*w*****
561 DO 196 KK=irN^1
5b2 IHLANKIKK }=Jf^LANK
563 196 CO^1TINl1E
564 NtJ?=Nl1MRR (IRSf. }
565 WRITE [IWTr197}	 NN?_
566 I97 FORMAT [ ililr'	 PEGIONAl. CENTFRa	 r,A4//•f+Xr'S41R^iF'TMORK '•/ rFiXr
567 *	 'BEGINS AT*.//}
5b8 KP=i




571 I SONR= ►^rUMRR 1 I SON )
+572 MRITE{iMTr192}	 II4iLANK1I}rTo1rK^)rI54^IR
573 C




577 ISON,IARRATIIPOINTr2) 	 f^f + IRRFFIT NO(1AL TN11^'X
_	 578 IFIISON . F.^i. Df Gt3TO 1 q 1 WR1O MORE SON
-	 579 KP=KP + 1 ^1A LEVEL 11EFPER
5Aa ISONR = rIl1MRR 1 ISOrI )
5A1 MRITFIIWTr192}1	 IALANKII}rI=1rKt'}.ISOUa





587 C Lt,nK FAR PIFXT SUCCESSOR WITH THE 54 wE PRf.^FCFSSOR
5A8 C
589 IHRO^iARRAY1tR0INTr3)
59a IRtIHRD	 .Eli. 11) ta4T0 !93
541 .HROR=NUMRRIIBRDI









601 IFIKP .EO. 0) GOTO 194	 fJNO NFFO TO PA F^^RTHFR










6! 1 JtHAR l i ? =JFlLANK
612 JCHARI?.}=JRLANK






"	 x,19 G *** *w*,r*ww** *ww***r*
620 C










629 QO 7791 KK_lrN4












642 IFIIREM .F.0. 0} NTURN=NTURN•1t	 6+13 LPAGE=1
644 DO 919 KW=1rNTURN
645 KWL=10+iKW-1}+1
646 KWU=10+K.W
647 IFEKWU.GT .NREF} KWI)=NREF
648 IFfNN ,f.Q. 0) GOTO R79
649 IFELE'AGf.NE•1} GOTO 9D33
650 WRITE{IWTr9031) Kw




655 903q FORMATI/r401(r'REGL4NAL STAR NETWORK Af^!h ITS COSTS-rri9}
656 9035 CONTINUE
657 WRITE[IWTr9D321	 ENUMRR[ i1.I^KWLrKWU)
65B 9032 FORMATE/r1Xr^5Y5TEM TFRMN.'r13Kr10E4XrA4rfx))
659 WRITEfIWT.903)
650 903 FORMATI/rl%r • N0. OF tTNES REO.+)
6B1 DO 1'03 NJR1rN3_
6b2 IFl[, INMIXENJ}	 .Ep. Of AOTCJ 19A;
b63 WRiTEEIWTr90k}	 LINAMEENJ}rtNLINE•SEKrN,•1)rK=KWLrKw11)
65+1 904 FORMATE7KrR6 ► 14xr1{1EI8r1X1}
665 1903 CONTINUE
b66 WRITEEIWTrg036}	 ERHf1FENJ}rNJ=KWLrKwU)
667 9036 FORMATE/r1Xr.'LINF UTILIZATION' ► 11xri0iJ:A.3r1Y)}
668 WRITE{IWTr906}	 fIDSTEN}rN=KWLrKWUI
664 90fi FORMATE/r1Xr^DSTNCF: FROM RSC'rilxrlGETRr1K))
670 GO TO 906
b71 879 CONTINUE
-	
672 IF lLf'AGE.Nf • 1 } G0T4 8033
67'3 WRITE[IWTr803]) Kw




67'8 A034 FORMATE/r40Xr'FINAL Mt1LTIDROP NETWORK ANn ITS CO5T5•'rI?}
579 8036 CONTINUE
680 wRiTEEIWTr803}ETrI-KWL.KWU}
681 R03 FORMAT( / rlXr'5UANFT NO•'rlb?frlOfiAr1X1}
682 DO 1803 N=KWLrKWtI




b95 LSiIAtN! ^IARRAYI ID rl };1
68b 180 CONTINUE.
6ts7 WRItE' tlWtr1R06!	 tMSUAtN}+N=KwL.KwU}
688 180(, FORMATt / rlXr rgEGINNlJING NOnErrtlXrlO { 4xrA4riX!!
699 MRITEtIMIt•1807!	 ii,SUBtN)rN=KWLrK11U}
690 1807 FORMATt3Xr *NO+ OF TERM. * rl?Xr1gtI1} . 11X1}
691 MRITEtIMITr81!}
692 811 FORMATt3X•*N0. OF LINF.Sr}
643 GO 11108 NJ-1.N3
694 IF' tt.INMI%tNJl.EO . Of GOTO lAOA
695 MfRITEtIMtr9041 LINAMEtNJ} . INLIi^^t? StKrNJlrK»KMLrKM^11
696 1808 CONTINUE
697 WRITEtIWTr80361 {RHOFINJ1rNJ^KML•KMt^}
698 8038 FORMATt3X• + LINE UTILiTATION+.gX.lOtF8.3.ix1}
699 MIRiTEfiwT•80A1	 tIQSTtN}rN=KMLrKWU}
700 808 fORMATt3X• r TOTAL MILAGErrl2Xrlf}tIa•1X}}
701 806 CONTIN^IE




706 TRFSUMtN . 2)-ARRAYtID•2}
707 t I 'v10UT tN} =TIMRSP t In}
708 11D1 CONTINUE
709 WRITEtIM)tr1102}	 tTRFSUMIN . 1! ► N-K}iIL.Kwkl!
710 1102 FORMATi3Xr r TRAFFIC r r/r3Xr r 	LI*IE TO CPIirrI1Xr10 {FB.:krlx }}
711 MRI7EtIMtTr1103ltTRFSUMtNr2 } rN=KWLrKMU!
712 1103 FORMATt3Xrr	 CPU TO LINE *.10Xri0iF^1.3r1x})
713 WRITEfIWTr11041	 tTIMOUTtNlrN^KWLrKWU)
714 1104 FORMAT t 3Xr + LINE RESQONSE TIMFrs7Xr10tFA. '4r1X)}
718 MRITEtiWT•407!




720 YIRiTEtIYfT+9081	 tJCHARILlrL=lr21.tICSTt . NfNnt)Er!}•N{►pE-KtiIILrX41k1)
721 908 FORMATtSX.rLINES' ► 8X.A6rA2 . iXr10tIg+1x1}




726 MRITEt1WTr904} NAMEHWtK ) rtJCHARtLlrL= 1.2).tICSTHWfNtlhr. rK.l)c
727 * NOOE=KMIL ►KWU1
728 909 FORMAtt5X ► A6r7X . A6rA2r1Xr1RtIArIX}1
729 194v CONTINUE
730 iYRITEtIMtr910)




735 MRITElIMlTr908)	 tJCHARtL1rL=1.?1rITC5TLf1iNi'ffE ► ?lrNf+pE=KwLrtfMU)










744 912 FORMAT{1xr r TOTAL CO5T'!
7+45 IF(Kw.NE.1) TCOSTi=1!
746 CALL CONVRT(TCOSTi!
747 WRITE{IWT ► 9131	 { JCHAR((.lr1=1.21r{ITCO5T{14r11iK-KM1 rKldtlf
748 IF{Kw,NF.i! TCO5T2=b
749 CALL CONVRT(TCOS^21_
750 WRiTt={IWTr9141[JCF(AR(Llr1.-1 ► ?1.iITCOST(Ks71+K=KWLrKWUI
751 913 FORMAT(4x. r INST. CO5T+r4XrA6.A?r1xrl0{i9r1x1!
752 9l4 FORMAT { 4Xs^RECUR. COSTrr3x.A6rA2rixr10{IArlx1}
753 LPAGEaL,PAGEt!
754 LPAGE^iu100 (L pAGE r? }
_	 755 9l9 CONTINUE
756 WRITE(IWTrG95) KC45T





762 C pRIN7 OUT F INAL Mt.1LTIDROP NETKOf?K WTTH ITS [OSTS
763 C
764 C *tt***w»*+*«****4s**
_	 765 DO 590 NL=1rN3
766 LDUMf^Y(NL1.0
767 59D CONTINUE
768 I$RO=IARRAY(IRSCr21	 FIRST SUCCESSOR
764 K1=1
770 699 CONTINUE







77$ IF(JSON.E0.0) GOTO 694
779 DO 592 NM-1 +2
780 ICSTLN(KS•NM)»O
7A1 DO 592 NK-1rN4
782 ICSYHW{Ki+NK+NMI=^
783 592 CONTINUE
784 DO 596 NL=1rN^





790 DO 595 NL=1+N3
791 DO 5q^+ NM=1r2
-	 792 ICSTLN [ K 1 +NM1 ^ICSTLN ( K 1 r NM) +LfIKC I-N { NL r P1^A)
793 DO 5'35 NK=1 r N4
794 ICSTHW(K1rNKrNM?-ICSTHw(K1rNK ► NM)+LNK;HW{NLrNK.NM1
795 595 CDNTIN^JF
796 IF(J50N.E9,0) GOTO 311












807 C USE PREVIOUS tf4TA
A08 C
809 f}0 597 NL-1rN3
A10 NLINKS[K1•NL}=NLINES[IBRn.NLf
8!! 597 CONTINUE
1112 p0 599 NM- I r
813 ICSTLN[K1•NM1nICSTL^^[IeR^.NMI
814 p0 59B NK=1.N4





820 RHOFIKt1,RNOF[TJ']ROf WS+fUFFLINr RH0^5 n11F 70 R^^TN115XiMli
82! IRR0=I4RRAY[TAROe3f



















641 C LOOK FOR iT5 FIRST SUCCESSOR
A42 C
843 190 CONTINUE
844 ISON=IaRRAY [ IADINT•2f ^JFIR^T 5l1CCF_^S+1R












855 IPOINT- IARRAYIIPOTFITrS} 	 wNC+w iT4 1^RFDF{'ESS{►R
85b CALL TRSFR^{21






863 C GO BACK TO ITS PREDECESSOR
864 C
8b5 KP=KP^1












878 IF{LK •ED. 3} GOTO 66^+
879 LKI=NUMR{IPOtNT}	 WGLOE3AL INDFx
8A0 IDD=MAPADR{LKI1	 fJMAPADR INDEx FOR LK1








899 C DELETE MP AS A SUCCESSOR OF NOhp PA
890 C
891 G i•iiiifii+**#i^stiii#
892 IfRONT= IARRAYIMPrMi	 fJTHE SUC^ 'F550R Af'FARF MP
893 IF{ACK = IARPAT { MPr3}	 fJTHE 511CCFSSAI^ AFTER N'P
894 IF{1FRONT .NE• 01 GOTH 92
895 MPA=IARRAY{MPr5?
896 IARRAY { MPA.2} = IBACK
	











907 C TEST RSpON51: TIMEr S!•,TiSFIED wMEN tf11(xl
908
909 G i; ♦i#fi*#i#!ii#i###i
910 MDROP=IARRAY(LLL ► 1}+ IARRAYIKKKrI}+2
911 *REIN=ARRAYILLL . 1l+ARRAYIKKK.1!
912 TRFOUT=ARRAYILLL•?} +ARRAYIKKKr?)
913 CALL RSPNSE { TRFINrTRFOUTrLtNMAY.MDFdP.tAK}
914 RETURN
915 END




1 5UBROUTINE IRNOP ( NR+LIMIT+TRM1
2 C ***ww**w*******w*w***
3 C
4 C SURPRO6RArM FOR THE•
 INTER-REGION NEtkOpK APTIMTZATT01't
5 C LIMIT=M INIMAL NUMRf"R OF PATMS NEEDFr + pFR REGIr)NAL




10 PARAMETER NPC=3b8+ NPS=(NPC*NPr/g-NPC;1} /4+f
11 PARAMETER MP7=4r IWT-100r MW^4
12 COMMON/CONST/N1+N2+N3+N4rN7+NCITr
13 COMMON/I.INCHR /LINMIx(n1P3)+LINCAQ (Np3)• UTiLIZrNP3)
14 *	 /r3COS'^/AINSTC ( NP2+NP3rrIP4r3r?r2} rRFCRCtn1PT.rNA3rntP4 ► wrar ?1 r
15 *	 ANSTLN (NP2+NP3r3 .T_r 2)rRF.CRLn! ( NP?rNP3r3r2 + 16)rInlIPL^(NP;1!6 w	 /NAME/ IN[1xPT(NP1 } r NAMEz T ( NPf) rLIiVA MfrN^3! rn1A^EHW(N^4)
17 t	 /EIN /SVRr{VP1 ) rNRSC ( MW)rN1 lMPR('uW) ► TRaFf1N ( NRi)rTRBFITtrVrrl!
19 t	 /REF/ IREFrNPC}rTpAF() (NP1+?rNp7 ) rDSTn1CF(Npb}rMAPAGPrRIP(1
19 DIMENSION NETSUMrNP3r2 ) rORINET [ MW+MIIIrNP31
2O DIMENSION NLINKrNP3)rl_NKCHW {NP3•NP4r?1.LNMCt ►VrNP').2)
21 INTEGER 5UMC5T
22 INTEGER ORINET
23 DIMENSION TRRMrMWrMW} + TRrMWrMW)
24 INTEGER ORIC5T+ORICS1rORICS2
25 INTEGER DIVTRIIMW ) rniV7R.1twW)
2b DIMENSION TRR(MMrMW ) rNETCNF ( MMrMW+h^P31rLInIEQUrNP3}r




31 EQUIVAL^NCF ( LINE (irLINEQA1rrLTNE011+LfNFgR)
32 C
33 C RESET UTILIZATION (ACTOR TO .S
34 C




39 C CJMPUTE oRINET (MW ► MW+N3) FOR INITIAL T^PnLOr,Y WHERE N3 IS






46 DO 2U3 NN1=lrN3
47 00 2C3 NN2=1r2
48 NETSUMrNN1rNN2}=0 Ia1COSt SUM
49 203	 CONTINUE
50 C
51 C M(+f1IFY DIIPLENIIVG BODE FRO G HAtF TO FULI • f]UPL_FX
52 C
53 DO 657 K1=1rN:^
54 IDUPLxrKll=2
55 657	 CONTINUE
5b DO 101	 I=1 ► NR1
A-32
77 S3, Vol. ZV
57 NLINKtT) -NR1	 fJNRl LINKS AT THE REGIFI^IING
58 i1=I+1
54 DO 102 J^I1rNR
50 II=NR5CtI!
51 JJ=NRS[tJ)
52 ATRMAX=AMAX1 t TR 1 I r J f • TR iJr I ! )	 AASSI I ►eMTNf FULL dt^PLlrY
63 CALL LINNUM iATRMAXr0.rLINFprLINUP ► DrRHO)
64 RHOF2tIrJ)=RHO
65 RHOF2 I,J r I ! =RIi0
66 CALL ICOSTJILINEtirIIrJJ• INKCHwrLh'CLN)
67 DO lOV NN-1 ►N3
5R ORINETtI.J.NN1^ LTNED(NNf
69 ORINEYtJrI+NN1^ LTNt:piNN!
70 UO 105	 NI"=1.2	 p LINE COST
71 NETSUI^IINN ► NMI)- NET5UMlNTJrNA!!+ LNKCI NtMNrFlu!
72 00 106	 NK=1rN4	 fd FIARpWARE CASTS






79 00 107 K1=1rNR







87 DO 777	 I=1rNR1
88 IF INLINKII)	 .LE• LiMTT! GA TO 777
89 i1=I+1
90 DO 78B	 J^I1rNR
pi IF	 tNL.TNKtJI
	 .LE. LIMTTI Gn TO 78A
';2 IN=NTESTtORINETrIrJ)
93 IF t IN .EO. 01 GO TO 788
	 ANO LINK TO 1jF' f1ELETFt)
9V C
95 C DETERMINE WHETHER THERE IS A LINK CONNFCTI•n 13Y AT MOST O^^F INnIRI•CT
9b ^ ROUTE BETWEEN ANY TWO REGIONS IN THE NETWORK WHEN THE DIPFCT LINK
97 C BETWEEN I AND J IS E{.TMiNATEp . THE iNf}IRECT I. TNK OMLY GOES rHpel^GH
99 C ONE INTERMEDIATE R5C.
99 C
100 DO 139 L=1eNR1
101 L1=L+1
102 DO 138 M=L1+NR
103 IT=ITESTIIrJrLrM!
10V IF iIY .E(^.	 1! GO TO A10	 ONFXT STEP NAT TO pF. TF5TEn
105 IN=NTESTiORINfTrL+M1
i06 If !iN .Ep .	 1! GO TO 13B
107 A10 CONTINUE
108 DO 137	 N-1sNR
109 IF tL .Ep . N1 GO TO Liz
110 IT=ITESTtIsJaLrN!
lii IFtIY •EQ: 11	 GOTH 137
112 I^1=NTFSTtORINETrLaN)




115 IFIIr •E0: 11 GOTO 137
116 ZN=NTESt(ORINFTrMrNI
117 IF tIN •E0. 1} Go TO 138
118 137 CONTIN^IE






125 IF (IFLOP .EO. if GO TO 201
126 CALL MTNAD(IIAprMINCST}





132 IF (MAxSAV .GE. ISAV} GO TQ 78A
133 MAxSAV=ISAV
134 IFLIP-TFLOP	 ^1IFLTPwr,LOBAL INf1TCATOR




I39 DO 665 NN=1rN3











150 If (MAxSAV .LE. 0} GO TO 9Q49
151 CALL NETUP(IFLIPrTIMAxrIMAXrJMAx)
152 ITALLr=ITALLr+1
153 GO TO 999
154 9ggo CONTiN1,fE
155 109 FORMAT(lx.^ THI5 NETWORK HAS (9FF^l^^P( ►AT^D FOR • >I^r * TIMFrt+r//!
156 WpiTE(6r109}	 ITALLr
157 DO 81. I^1•N3







163 DO 92 J-KrNR














172 NETSUMf}(K ► 21:NETSUMfKKr2)+LNK[LNfKK ► 21
173 QO 95 KL=1.N4
174 NETSUM{KK•1)=NETSUMSKKr1! 4 LNK.CHYISKKrKLrI}












F	 187 C PRINT OUT INTERREGIONAL NETWORK CONFIGSIRATi+^N AND IT5 COSTS
180 C
189 C *****r******»***#***





195 DO 2001 (.=1 •NTU!iN
196 Li=S NTURN-11*14 + i
197 LU=NTURN*SO
198 I!+ S I..0	 .Gt:	 NR)	 LU^^IR
194 IFtN .S"a. ^} r,OTO 2100
200 WRITEf,WTr20021	 {JrJ=Lt_•Li!}
201 2002 FORMAT S• 1'.//r10X. + INITIAL 1NT^'RR£GiOMAL ^IErWf►RI( C'ONFTURATION•r
-	 202 * /// ► 2(►%r10{S%.I 3.2X}}
^_	 203 GOTO 2101
204 2100 CONTINUE
205 WRITEfIWT.?.102}	 SJ.J=I.L.LU}
206 7102 FORMATS*1'r1OXr*FINAL OPTI uAL INTE'RRF^TONAL NC`TwORK CQNFIIIGRATI'^N^r
-	 207 * ///.24Xr10{SXrI3r2X)1
208 2101 CONTINUE
209 04 2003 I =1.NR
210 WRItI:STWTr2004} 	 I
-	 211 2004 FORMATi •
	REGION'r/rI4)




216 YfRITESIWT.2201) 	 {RHOF?SIrJ}rJ=LL +U')




221 200E FORMAT S // r 17X • 'INST. COST' ► 7Xr • RF.CI IP. CAST•rAY.'SI+HTnTALr)
-	 222 DO 2ttn5 K=] rN3











229 2000 FORMAT {// r4X.•TATALr+4X ► I7r}OXrI7+}OXr1p)
230 RETURN
231 FUNCTInN ITEST { I+J+KrL)
232 C #t#ti#tEt ###s##*+ t#•
233 C
234 [ TFSt EQUIV ALENCE BETWEEN SUESFT { I+J1 pnl^ clloS^T{Krt}
235 C
236 C w#4 ##r *e*##****+*+ #•
237 ITEST=R
238 IF	 {I	 •EO".	 K	 .ANi^.	 J	 .Efi. L)	 ITEST=}
239 IF	 {I	 •E0: L .ANL1. J .Ep. K) 	 ITEST=t
240 RETURN
24! FI^NCTION NtEST{NETrIrJ}
242 C *#w+ss+w#e♦## *#*#w#*
243 C
244 C TEST 11IRF. CT LINE CQNNFCTIVITY pETWFFN T Di''D J.
245 c
246 C •##w*tww# #w###w***#w
247 D,MEN5ION NETfMW+MWrN^3)
248 DO 103	 I1=1.N3
249 IF	 INET(IrJrll)	 .GT.	 R!	 Gn TO 1RA
250 103 CnNTINtIE
251 LATEST=R	 fit Nd CQN^^ECTI^I
252 RETURN
253 101! NTESTt}
254 RETURN	 ^J YFSr THERE T5 A CONM1 'FCTT^N
255 5lIBR0UTINE TRFDIVfI1=LdP)
256 C #w**#s#*##*# w#**#w**
257 C
258 C DIVERT TRA FFIC BETWEEN I Aflp J THRM^GH OTHER gSCS.
259 C
260 C *#'+#*t w #•###wrrw ****•
2fi 1
2fi2 [ IT RETURflS WIT )i IFLOP=1 WHEN $ 1 1CCES5FUI t nT1^IFaWTS^' TFLOQ^^•
263 C IT ALSn CREATES T{'MPORA^tY MATRICES TRR Afif+ fIETCNF.
264 C
265 511IVTI =O. ^JTOTAL TRAFFIC DIVERTFR {I to J}
266 5r1IVTJ=O. G'TOTAL TRAFcIC nTVFRTFq {J to I}
267 DQ 205	 K=1rNR
268 DIVTRI^K) =0.	 to TRAF ' f'3'C DI^rERTFn THRtI srFCTQN K	 {I TO J)
269 DTVTRJ{K)=R.	 ^J TRAFFIC DIVERTFn THRII REGION K	 {J 70 T)
270 205 CQNTII'IUF
271 DQ 220 I1 =)/NR
272 IE	 {II . EQ.I.dR.II.Fr}.J1	 GO TO ??.0
273 ICI=LATEST{dR}NET+I+I1)
274 IC2-NTE5T { ORI^`lFT+II•Jf
27F IE{iCI.FQ.O	 .dR•	 IC2.E'Q.R)	 rain 2 a^
276 C
277 C DIVERT I TO J TRAFFIC THR I I II
278 C
279 DIVTRI { II)=R.
2A0 DTVTRJ { II)=R.
281 CALL LINTRFIIrIIrA)
282 OELTR = A-TpflrlIl






' 2A7 DF'LTR= A-TRtIIrJ}
2A$ IF	 tbFLTR . LE.0.0!	 r.0 TO fE'R
2A9 DIVTRI { II1= AMIN11DgLTRrDIVTR)




Q92 CO TO 150
293 C
294 140 DIYTRI { IIf= TRtIrJ}- SDIYTT
^ 295 SDIVTI =
 TR{IrJ}
i 295 C




} 301 DFLtP= A-TF{JrII}




306 DFLTR^ H-TRtIirI!307 IF	 {DFLTR.LF.t}.0) 	 f;0 TO 2?.D
' 30$ t)iVTRJtII)= AMIN1tDELTRrDIVTA!
309 IF	 {{DIVTRJIII)+ St?iVTJ)
	




311 GO TO ?00
312
r; 313 1$0 bIVTRJ t iI}= 7RtJ+I}- SIIIVTJ
^; 314 SI?IVTJ= TRIJ.I}
315 C
315 2D0 CONTINUE
317 IF	 ttSnIYTI	 . FO.	 TRItrJ)) . at^D.	 t51?TVTJ
	 .EO.TR{JrI}! ) rn TO 3++0
31$ 220 CONTINUE
314 IFLOP=^




324 C Cp FATE A NEW TRAFFIC "" 4TRTX WHICH FI..IM'IIVATFS 7H^' TRAFFIC >;F.TWrFN
3T_5 C NOt7E5 I AN4 .! ANp A TF'Mpp>sARY "IETWORK * N FTCNF FfiR THE C'lIRPfi5F
326 C Or CO5T EVALUATION
327 C
3c^$ p0 191 K1=1+NR
329 DO 191 K2=1+NR
330 TRR{K1rK2)_TRtK1•K?_)
331 t]+z	 1 Q 1	 K3=1rN3
332 NETCNFtK1.K2rx;}-ORINFT{K1rK?rK3!
333 191 CONTINUE












IF li •EO: IK .oR. J .EO. TK} ro T^ 38n
TRRIIrIK }= TR[I+IK?+ [►iVTRItIK)
TRR[IK +J}= TRIiKrJ}+ ^IVTRTIIK)
TRR[JriK }= TRIJrIK )+ nIVTRJ[IK)
TRR(iKrI )= TR[IKrI )+ 11IYTRJ[iK1
ATRMAX=AM4X11TRRII.IK}rTRp[IK+T}f
RTRMAr=AIHAXi1TRRIJrIKl+TRR[IKrJ)}











































































































flA SO1 J1=1 rN3
DO 510 J2=1 r2
Df1 5p0 J3=1 rN4
A-38
77-53, V'ox. IV
399 511MC5T=SUMCST•LNKCFIW [ J1 rJ3 rJ2 )
400 520 CONTIN1IF






407 SIJflROUTINF MINA[} [ ITADrMIfJCSTI
4a8 C www**w*tw*ww*www*w*•
409 C
410 C CAPACITY INCREASE IS RI'OUTRE p
 ^HF.N TFLAP=(► • A11p THE CJ<PArTTY IIT
4l1 C :NAXIMIIM CAST SAVINGS+
412 C
413 C *w***swwt*w*****wsw*
414 pIMEtISTON LINDTLNP3) ► L.INDJ[NP:11
415 FSINCST=O
4]6 RTRFT =TR[;rJ1»5[IIVTI 41REMATNING TRI! FFIf' FAOM 1 TO J
41'i RTRFJ^TRIJrI)-SnIVTJ 41RF.^ATFITI'JI; TRAFFIC F pd^r J Tp I
418 p0 50a I;=1rNR
419 IF[II•Fp•I . OR.II . FA.J? GO TO 5f1fl
420 IF[TRR [ IrTT)	 . EG.f1.	 .AR,	 TRR[ITrJ1	 • EE!.R.1	 RQ TO SO[4
421 C
422 C p^'T^RMTNE f1Fl,TA C f15T FOR I11GRF4SFn 1,4PACITY ! s! ALTEPNATt' Rf^UTfS
423 C LINK	 [IrIII
424 C
425 AIII =TRR[IrIII	 + ATRFT
4T.b AJII= 7RR[IIrI? +RTRFJ
4?7 AM= AMAX1 [ AI;I.A.JIIf
4?8 I+7R 1=NRSC [ I
429 I17R2=11aSC [ I I )
430 CALL LINNUM[AMr4.rLTNFQArLTNIIPrnrftk0)
431 p0 151 NN=i+N3
432 LINdI[fJN1= LIPIEA, AtNN1- NETCNF ( T•; ;rNM)
433 NETCNF [ IrITrNNl= LI11F. ^A[PJFI1





6139 [iITI =TRR[ITrJ ) tRTFFI
440 BJII=TRR [ JrII1 +Rta!~J
441 AM=
 AM4X1 [ RI;TrRJTI6
442 1[pR1=NRSt[J)
443 CALL LTNNUr^[pMrO.rL;F1FOHrLTN11PrOrpNO)
444 p0 111	 NN=]rFJ3
445 LIf+JpJ{NN}= LINFQL^iMN1- NFTJ'NF[.I+ITrN^^1
44b NFTCNF[JrITrNN1= LTNEf}l3INPI?




450 IF [SUMG5T.GT.MINCSTf GO To 1?n
451 00 2n7 NN=1rN3
452 LINAt^I [ NN)= LINDI [ifhJ1








454 C RESET Td INITIAL NETWORK CONFIORUATiON l =OR NEXT TRV
460 C
461 pA 25D NN= 1rN3
462 NETCNFIIrIirNN1x NFTCNFtI + T IrN^l1 • Llrtl?1INN1463 NFTCNFtIIrTrNN!_ NETC ►^FtlirI.!ln11- t.iNr ► tNNI
464 Nf:TCNFIJrIIrNnl1^ NETC^IFtJriIrNN1 — Li^^nJtNN!





470 TRR I.J r I IAh 1-TRR tJr I I A r11 +RTRF'J





476 C l )PpATF THE INTERRFUIO^IA (^ NETWORK WHF'N THE pF I5 SONF 5AVlNr.S
477 C
478 C t******•*+***t******
474 IF	 ( iFLIP.f0.71 GO TO 700
4A0 C
481 C UPnATF THE NlrTWORi < TRAFFIC MATp ix ANtI
4A2 C UPtlATt: THE OPTIMAE INTERRFGIOr^AL nIFTWnaK
4[33 C
4A4 p0 9Q	 NN=1^N3
485 ORINET	 (IrIIAD . IVN}=ORiN1=TITrIIA17iNl " 1+	 TI.Ir^Af?tNN1
486 ORINET
	
tIIAUrIrNN1 _ORINETIiIA p . TrI^iM1+	 ^(,TNAptnIN1
4A7 OftINET
	
lJrltA[) rNN1_ORINETIJrIIAT1rNH )+ JI_TrrADtNnf1









498 C RESET TRAFFIC MATp IX TRtNR.NR^
497 C
498 d0 900 IR- 1.NR
499 t70 910 IK= 1rNR


















1 SUBROUTINE ICASTJILThlF17U + I ► JrLMJ!CH4^rLF'KCLMI
'^ G #!***#***M+^k*s*#*ski*
3 C
4 C CALCULATE INSTALLATION ANFJUAL pECURR I I+J^ COSTS MFfF1+F0 FAR
5 C CAMMUrIICATTON LINK BETWEEr^ NOd^S I ANr1 J. 	 LNKCHw= OTHER
6 C LNKCLM= LI^r=S: I AND J ARC GL^pAL rt^tOIrF FAi! KYSTFM TFRMTk1AT;nFlS
7 [ UkInER COrJSTDERATIO '^r LTNEf^U= LTNE CANFTFIJRATTAN farTWFFN * Akl>'1 J
8 C
g C *****s+s****•*s**+**
10 PARAMETER pIP1=130rF11'2=lrNP3_4 . hIn4-:T . rlar.='^r^0




13 DIMENSION LINFQt1Ir^P3 }+ LNKCHWIkfa$rHP4r?)+ LNKCLN[^IP^r?)
14 COk+M^r! /LIh1C11R/LINMTX IrtP3} rL I^1CAPtNF' 3) rIITT[,TIIMp3!
15 *	 /C0^•rST/N1rN2rN3rN4rN7+NCITY
16 *	 /f)C^ST/AINSTCiPtP2rMP3r Na4•:ir2r?)+RFCPCENP?.+NP?}•NP4+'Jr?.?}.
17 * ANStLN(NP?rPlP3e3• ?r2}r RECRLN{FIP2rNP'rwr9r16}rIf}f IPLXINa'i)
18 *	 /INF / IRATE .^SNP2rNP9 ) rIRANpI }VPCr?} . TFLA1; [ NP?rr1P3)
i9 #	 /8T1^/ IA{)p iNp l ) r)(CI+GrKAnp fitTFRMTNALS F► TTH SAME V-H






26 I AODTFI= T ADn t J1
27 !70 100 NL=1.N3
2B Dd lOD NM=1r2
?.9 LNKCI.N rNL r rIM } =0
30 DO ).On NK =1 +N4
31 LrdKCNWINLrNKrNM) =^
32 100	 GONTIl+IlIE
33 KRATF.I= IRAND1IIr1)	 q RATE STRUCTI JRF TYPE FOR NODE T
34 KRATFJ= IRANfliJJ+) 1	 !a RATE STPUC 7 IJPF TYPE FdR NODE J
35 KpENr,I= IRANDIII+2)	 ^ TpAFFIr, DE"S TTr TYPE F(fR 1,IO^F I
36 KDENSJ= IRANptJJr ? 1	 ^J TRAFFIf. ^F r 'STTY TYPE. FAR 1JOnf. J
37 KnNSTY= KDFNSI+KbF.NF,J N ACTUAL t1FNSITY (9-FI-H.1=H-t
	
ANft nal_-L)
38 KK=KDNSTY+1	 ^3=H-Hr ^ =H-L ANn I=L-L
39 DST	 = DISTti•J)	 f.1 DTSTANCF RFtWI'FN ^^An1=.5 i AND J
q0 InST=nSt
41 TTIP=1	 taPRIfaF COST FAR H/W !1NIT
42 IFtDST	 . LE. 0.5I	 ITIPw2	 fJnTSC014+T CnSt FOp !►DnITTnNAL ItNTT
43 KR	 = IRATfJ[KRATEI rKRATEJ) fJ ACTilAI	 RATE 5TRIICTUPF TA Ri' IISF*1
44 Dn i	 TL= 1+N3
45 Tt^Px = It1UPLXtIL)	 IJ DUpLEXIMC, MOi1F )=}T aNn ^=F
46 NI^V = LIN1rgUtIL)	 ^ NUMBfR pF LTNES PFI7lJIRFn
47 NdV1=NnV*IA[3pTN*KAnn
48 C
q 9 C CALCULATE COSTS FdR Flf1N-LTNE TYpE CFIARC+FS
50 C
51 IF	 ItdDV . IrO,ft}	 GO TO I [^  NO LINTS A^F RF+711TRFD
52 Dd 2 IV=1rN4	 4^HIC}! hEN51TY RATE
53 C
54 C INSTALLATInN COSTS FOR NOFI-LINE tYpF CNAPGFS
55 C







57 1	 • A1^^STCtKR•ILrTyrKKrIDPXr2)sNDV1
5B C
59 C A^INUAL RECURRING CO5TS FOP NON-LINE T1fPE CHARr.ES
i 60 C
- 61 LNKCHw IILrIVa2)=t RECRCtKRrIL • IVrKKrIlIPxrITIp)*KC'HGsNDV
tit 1	 } RECRCtKRrILrIVrKK + IIIPX ►?)•NpV11*]2•
^^ 65 2 CONTINIIg
'^ b4 C
f+5 C CALCl1LATE LINE COSTS
86 C
67 LINa IFLAGtKRriL)	 0 LI^ !EAR IF i A^111 nInNLIMFAR ON^'e'RWTSF.'
68 C
^_ ti9 C ANNUAL LINE INSTALLATION CnST
70 C
_ 7^ AN=1•
72 LNKCLNI[Lrl)= ANSTLNtKRriLrKKrftSPXr2 ) sANs^lDV
73 IF LLIN .NE.1) GO TO 41
- 7+i C
75 C LINEAR LINE RECURRI^IG COST FU^^r, TIOf'!
76 C
77 BN=dST/RECRLMtKR + ILrKKrIpPXrI)
78 LNKCLNtItr2 )^ 	RECRE.NIKR.IL . KKrldPxr2)t^+NsNnV*t2•
- 79 GO TO 32
80 41 tnNTTNl1E
= 81 C
82 C NONLINEAR LINE Ri<CURRIFIG F^INCTION
R3 C




A[.i dT-RFCRLNtKArIL ► KKrTDPXrF10PE1)
89 IF	 iDST.GT.[1T)	 GO T^? 51
90 LNKCLNlILr2)= tnST*r+STs^rV+]?+I,NKCL"'[IL.2)
9] GO TO 3?
92 51 CONTINUE
















Y C CnLCUL A TE LINE uTILI7ATtnr^
5 ^ Ti. LINT To SwiT[HE^ TRAFFIC
6 C T2a SWITCNER T6 LIr1F TRAFFIC
7 C LNLMT^ l IIGFtFST LiNF TY^'E
8 [ LINFOII- LINE CONFiGIJP.ATION
4 C
70 C +i#i #++#r +i+it+ # iii#
11 PARAMETER Np3=4
',	 12 COMMON/LIr1CFIR/ I.IPIMIx ( NP31 •LIr1CA p ( ^^P3 1 r11TTLI7. (NP:^1
13 #	 /CONST/ N1rN2rN3rNUrN7r^lCITY
14 +	 /SUM /AS!^M( li} rRSIIM
15 +	 /XMT/ TIMXMT(7.NP;1rWAIT($1
16 i	 /MSLA/ AMSL(7}
17 flIMEriSTON LINEaU(11 . R ►rOLIN(1}
16 RHi^=O .
19 CAP^0•
20 DO 9 N=1rN'f
21 CAP^CAf +LINEOIf ( N}*LIN^Ap1N!
22 A CAr1TINUE
23 Cr3=LINCAP(LNLMTI /CAP	 GNQi+^ALI7ATi^r+ FnCTOR
24 XSAC1=CNiT?+ASUM ( w1/tRSUMtAMSL ( 51*p.} nnUTPUT i+tT ►+
25 XSAC2=(► .
2b If(AMSL(6}	 .ER. 0.} GOTO 101




?9 XSAC3=CN#T1 / IAMSLt4 ) sp.} fa! JNPUT TR'"FI^ TN TRAMS
30 RHOLIN(1}=x5AC1+TTMXM 'Il5rLNLMTI
31 RlIOLIN ( 2}=XSAC2iTiMXMT ( 6rLNLMTI
i2 RliOLIN(3}=1(SAC3+TIMXMT(grLNLMT}














q C FiNO LTNE COFIFIGURATION BASED ^ ►N THE. GTYFFI TRAFFIC AN11
5 C APPLICABLE LINT TYPE
d C JFLAGc f FOR MULTIDpOP LTNE CAST
7 C T1. LINE TO SNITCHER TPAFFTC
8 C TP= SNITCHER TO F.TNE TRAFFIC_
9 C
10 C !**+**+*t*+s*•* * + 4**
11 •PARAMETER NP3=4
12 COMMON/LINCHR/ LiNMIJf^NP31rLiNrAPiFEP3)rIITTl.1Z^NP31
13 +	 /CONST/ N1 ►N2rN3rN4rN7rNCIT11











25 C SFT Up
 INI T IAL LI^IE C(+NFIr,I1RATTON
26 C









36 LINEQII t LNLMt) =TRAF/ tL rNCAr+ tLNLMT) *IJT ILT 7 tl NI.MT) 1 +t
37 7 CONTINUE
38 70 CONTINUE
39 CALL R IiOFUNtTI rT2ri.IN!~GIUrLNLMTU^RHt?L.I^^rRHn1
40 IFIRHO .LT. 11TILI7lLNI MT)1 GOTO f5P_
41 IFtLNLMTU.NE.N3) 6070 72
42 IFtJFL4G+N1:.1) GOTO 73
43 LINEO111N3)=LINEQUtN3) + 1	 ^+ NEF >'1F[1 TD aF MnOtFTFD
44 GOTO 7[1
45 73 CONTINUE
46 DO 2 N=1rN3




-	 51 IFiNL+Ep.Fl3) GOTO 74
52 LINEQII i NL 1.0
£i3 22 CONTINtE
54 NL=NL+ 1
55 IFILIFIMIXINi.1.EA.t1) 	 fnTO 2?








68 L INEOU {LNLN^Tlt1=i1
63 LNLMTIl=LNLMTII.1
fi4 YFILYNMIxtLNLMTUT.F4.n? GOTA 79







72 C KING T ►+E UpPER Li^IT nF LINF TYPI` M1LLAM'Fn
73 C
74 01] 14 NN=1 rN3
75 LTR4^=TRAF /t1TILI7IN*11a0.s
76 IFtLTNMIXIplN?	 .Ffl.tll	 GOTH 14
77 LNLMT-NN
78 IFtLTNCAP1Nrl}	 .GT. LTRAFI GATO Z5
79 14 C0^lTINIIE











5 C RETRIEVE /5TpRF DATA FpOM/INTn ARRAY IA
b C L=1 FOP STORING AND L:? FOR RETRIEVAL




ii IO= tT"1)/4 dTHF. YtORD LOCATION
12 IR=I-TQ *4	 QTHE dUARTER CONCFRNF.D
1'S IQ=Id+1
14 IS=tIR'1)#4
15 IFtL+F_p.1) GOTO 10
15 C























10 GAMMON /RE#= /IREf fi^fPC) rTRAFf INPI r?rf^1P'11 r




15 Ii=MAPADRrI)	 k1ACTUAL CITY INDEX
16 JJ=MAPADRrJ1
i7 IFrII.EQ.JJ) RETURN
1 B I Jr.=L I NK r I I r JJ )
14 tALL PACKriJLrIDISTr2rb5TNC:F)
20 bIST=IDIST











4 C FIND T^ RELATIVE LOCATION FOR {JrK) CGMhINATION
3 C ifFfICH IS T#^EN lIS£d fOP FINDING BISTArlCE RFTwFeN SY^TFM






1?. CONMON /COyST/ N1rNxrN3rNU.p^7rNCITY





















►1 C RETRIEVE OVERFLOW DI5TANCF DATA FROM IV}:'^
5 C
b C i*liFi#ii ti##iiiiii#
7 PARAMETER NPC=340 ►NP0^10*NQt
8 COMMON /OVF^R/ IVR{ ► tNPO ► ,2}•IOVFRI
9 DA 10 "^= 1 ► IOVFRI
10 IF{I
	
•F,'Oa	 IVRDiN ► 1}}	 6070 '^^►
11 10 CONTIN^JE
12 MRITEtHr991	 I
13 99 FpRMAT R 1% ► • Nn OVfRFLnM DATA HAS gEFH pnI.1^1Q ► ►
14 i	 ►FOR LOCAL INDE%' ► 2I6}
15 STOP
16 ?.0 CONTINIIE










4 C SUBROUTINE FOR MOVING CAI.COMP PEN y1ITH Ow MiTH011T PEN {1DMrf
......_....,	 _,	 5 C L3o1 FOR MOVING WITH PEN DOrlN
b C =2 FQR MOVING MITH PEN UP




11 COMIAON/VH/INERT INPC 1 + YHOR7^^ t NP[!
Y	 12 DIMENr+iON I9UFt14D41
13 DATA IP/0/	 ffFLAt3 fOR PLOTS CALL
iK DATA x/1.2566/
15 IFtIp .NE. D! {iOTO 5D
'`	 16 CALL PLOTS
17+0 CONTIMIE







25 IFIt'^	 .Ed. 21 GOTb 80
26 'CAs^t S'YMBCLII}H+BVrR.O? S• kr D .r-2!	 F^P^'r1 TS t10ti1N
27 FD CaN'^INUE
2a CALL PLOT{1aHr pV+3?	 k1vEN 15 U^















^.	 1 SIIBROUTINE RSPNSEtT1rT2rLINTYPrbSrtCK)
2 C +et*t*******t*+**t***
3 C
4 C CALCULATE MEAN RESPONSE TIME FnP THE pROPnSFn MuLrTnRnP LtNF
5 C
6 C WAITi6}=ITFMI7•Ef► BELAYS dtlF. TO
-	 T C 1=WAIT FOR PBLIINd
	
2-WATT F[►R I/O	 3=INPUT XMT TIMEg.	
8 C 4=CPt1 TURNAROUND
	
S=Ot.ITPUT C(IEI^F WATT 6 =OUTPUT XMT TIME
^	 9 C
10 PARAMETER NPS=4
`•'	 11 Cd^'MON/RESR/ RH0LIN141rR5PTIM
12 1	 /XMT/ TIMXMTf7rNP3)+ WATT{F)
''	 f3 2	 /ROIINA/ NTERMSrTIMREO+""PRQCr^^PL1^T
^"	 14 3	 /CON5t/NlrN2rN3rN4rN7.larITY
15 DIMEN5ION LdUMMY[NP3)










IFtRHOLIN [4) .LE. 0.} RETURN
25
	
WAITII) = tTIMXMT{1rLINTYP ) +T IIMXMTS2rLIrETYp)) *(M-11/2
^6
	




























IFtRSPTIM .GT. TIMREO} RETIIRN
36
	












AT^T	 American Telephone and Telegraph Company
@RUN,. etc.
	 Control statements under EXEC $ system (of
the UNIVAC computer system)
BPS	 Bits per second
CalComp
	 CALifornia COMputer Prodiaots
Central Link	 The direot link between a computer and a
remote terminal
Centroid	 The geographical center of a set of system
terminations
Communication Network	 A network with several terminals connected by
a set of communication channels
Communication Protocol
	 The system used for performing interfacing
{hand-shaking) between a computer and a
remote terminal
GPU	 Central Processing Unit
D^^a Base
	 A collection of cross-referenced set of files
which allows systematic data filing and
retrieval by a digital computer
D Bank	 Storage area for data under EXEC-$ system of
the UNIVAC Computer System.
Drop	 A chargeable item associated with eaoh
terminal on a multidrop line
CXEC-$	 UNIVAC ii00 series executive system
FORTRAN	 FORmUla TRANslator
FORTRAN V	 A FORTRAN type of high level language which
is only applicable in UNIVAC computers
I Bank	 Storage area for program instructions under
EXEC 8 system of the UNIVAC Computer System
ID	 IDentifieation


















Multischedule Private Line, one oP the
interstate tariffs used by AT&T
A communication line which has more than one
terminal and is connected to a data
processing system
A communication network where one ar more
lines are multidrop lines
System designated file na^te for punch oard
output, etc.
A network. which connects all terminals in a
given region
A regional data processing oenter which
is used to provide the message switching
capability for all terminals in the region
STAte Criminal Justice COMmunication Pro^eet
A communication network where each system
termination is directly connected to the
central data processing system
A run time estimate by the EXEC -8 accounting
subsystem which accounts for the amount of
time spent by a run on usage of CPU, I/O
processing and execution of system control
statements and executive requests
A logical node in the communication system
under the STAC^M program, which consists of
one ar mare physical terminals
A specific tariff for a telecommunication
network
A device that allows users of a data
proaessing system to gain access to thst
system in a more convenient manner than the
input/ output devices local to that system
Terminal Response Time
	
The duration from the time a user initiates
a request for network service at the terminal
to the time he receives a complete response
Tree
	
A graph which has a root node without any




	 77-53. Val. IV
UHIVAC	 UNIVersal Automatic Computer, a eomput+er
trade name by Sperry Rand Corporation
Vertioal Horizontal {Y-H) 	 A pair of numbers which are designated by
Coordinates	 ATd^T for cities and used far the purpose of
calculating distanoe between aqy two oities
LEAA-JPL•Comi., L, A., Calit.
	 $—^
